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& Job Printer

EXCHANGE ST.,

(DAILY PRESS PRINTING HOUSE.)
Every Description of

work

promptly

carefully

and

xecuted, and at the lowest prices
ap22 tc

Desirable
South

on
rooms; bathing-room,
floors,
is carpeted and furnished throughout. Two stables,
and barns on the premises, ami a young orchard of
100 trees. The lot contains 9 acres and is beautifully’
situated on the Little Androscoggin River, within
ten minutes walk ot the depot and in the immediate
vicinity of churches and schools. Price low and
terms easy. Apply in person or by letter to F. G.
Patterson, Portland, or O. W. Bent, South Paris,

my28eod2w

TWO Story House In good repair. Containing
9 finished
Convenient for two families.
Plasterer, Stucco and A
Enquire of F. G. PATTERSON 13 Fluent

Whitening, Coloring,

1. B. MATHEWS & CO.,
Wholesale Dealers in First Quality

No. 21 Union

NO. 119 COMMERCIAL STREET1
S.

JAMES L. FOGO.

G. DORMAN.

dtf

ju9

CONTRACTOR

FOR

ME.

CONCRETE

WALKS, DRIVES, STREETS, &c.

aprleodSm

Clothes Cleaner !

DR. COLEMAN

DENTIST,

Thomas Brown,

135

STREET,

FEDERAL

64

Clothes Cleansed and Repaired

ap4dtf

H, SIMOSTON,

FRESCO

HOLYOKE’S WHARF.
COMMERCIAL STRIA.,..

x

iOT|>ci,iiuii.\

MANUFACTURERS OF

Wateh*and

Chronometer Iflnkm’s Tools,
Utathpinatical, Optical and Philo-

BABCOCK,
d&wCm

.A.

LAW,

AT

a

expenses

to

Ju2d2w

promptly attended

LEIGHTON, Constable and

Bill

to

Collector.

by E.

Send lor

Your
—

Buying

SPRING LANE.

BY

at

Money
Carriages

the

Every kind of Printing Material on hand or made
order.
Every thing used in the art of printing

—OF—

VIACHINEWORKS
Iron Founders, Boiler
Makers and Blacksmiths.

Engineers,

OF

MARINE, STATIONARY AND PORTARLE STEAM ENGINES.
Agents lor R, Ball’s Wood Working machinery, and Blanchard’s Patent Boiler.
215 COmmFRCIAL, STREET,
PORTLAND, MAINE.
FOR SALE—One New Portable Engine, 40 bora*
power, built to order.
**
apt 4

Fresco Painting, House Painting
and Paper Hanging.
Order slate at W. P. Hasting’s Organ Manufactory,
Exchange and Federal Streets. All orders
promptly attended to.

•orner

C.

LANE.

M.

AUSTIN.

C. S.

Residence 154 Tearl Street.

febl7d6m

J. MORRELL & CO.,

E.

Zen as Thompson, Jr.,
SUCCESSOR
Who has the largest and best assortment of Single
and light Double Carriages ever exhibited in Maiue,
among them many new and original designs (many
of which have been copied by other concerns,) and
all of which are fully up to the standard for quality
which gave to the OLI) HOLME its well-earned
reputation of building the best carriage in New England.

(J3P*Remember

302 & 304

Repository,

the Old

Congress Street.

The public are invited to call and examine work in
process of construction and judge for themselves,

myfi__cod3m

SOMETHIVG NEW !

AUSTIN,

&

For Sale.
SMALL place, three miles from Portland, pleasantly located on what is known as the Foreside road, consisting of a story and a half House
with ell, good barn vrith shed attached, together wilh
ten acres of good land. Said buildings are in good
con lition as ,to wood work.
The al>ove desirable
property will be sold on easy terms. For particulars
inquire at 21 Merrill, corner ot Turner street, Portland.
J. A. WELCH,
my 13
deodlm*
For Sale*
107 Cumberland Street. Enquire at the
House from 3 to 5 o’clock I*. M., or at 29 Commercial Street during businecs hours of
inh30eodtfJ. B. DONNELL.

Honse and Ship Painters and Grainers.
Office nt 11 I>nnforth St., ITp Slain.
Order Slate at 'WHIPPLE & CO.’,, 21 Market
Square.
Prompt attention paid to all orders. Special attention given to polishing hard wood. Contracts .taken
in all parts of the State.
E. J. MORRELL.
IS. €. mOBBELL.

FAB RAND’S IMPROVED

Self-Folding Tucker and
ble Hemmer.

For Sale.

A Valuable

Improvement

over

Doing away with creasing, measuring or folding by
thereby making a great saving of time and
labor. It will tuck any thickness of goods, from
Lace to Broadcloth, The Hemmer attached will
hem any desired width from one fourth to two and a
fourth inches. It needs only to be seen to be appreciated.

hand,

MRS. STEPHEN B. SMITH,
Sole

mh27d3m

Agent

for

myl6

A Stare on Congress Street for Sale
rilHE Store and Dwelling-house next to City Hotel.
_1_ The dwelling contain* a dozen rooms, gas and

For

6

FINE residepce one-half mile from the Railroad
Depots, Post-office, good Schools ami Churches,
six miles from Portland; House and Ell two stories
thirteen finished rooms, double parlors with marble
mantles, Wood-house and Stable connected—all in
good repair, painted and blinded, Barn 40 x GO on the
premises; grounds contain 15£ acres, excellent laud,
well fenced, 30 apple and pear trees, t acre choice
strawberries, three good wells of water upon the place
and good cistern in the cellar, cellar under whole
House, fine cement bottom; grounds ornamented
with fine shade trees. This is one ot the finest residences in the county. Terms easy. Enquire of 3. U.
Davis & Co., Portland, or Otis Brown, Westbrook.

Tiinnorv for Kola nt.

CHARLES PEARCE,

Practical House & Ship Plumber.
Twenty-six year. Practical experience,
prepared to do any ami all kinds of Plumbing
Work on Houses or Ships, and can safely guarantee
satisfaction. Charges moderate. Work First Class.
137 Federal Si., under U. 8. Hotel,
if
mal
PORTLAND, ME.
I

WITH

am

(Strondwater Village) containing
I&Deering
Vats, mostly covered. The buildings are in good
repair. The Tannery is supplied with water by two
aqueducts, the best o‘f water for manufacturing purposes; the location is very good tor purchasing

hides and bark, being located within a tew rods ot
the Canal and the Portland and Ogdeusburg Railroad. The bark is ground by water power.
There
are about 20 acres ol land; the purchaser can have
There is no doubt that the
one acre to the whole.
town would exempt the capital of the Tannery lor
A large portiou ot the
some years from taxation.
purchase could remain on a mortgage.
For particulars enquire of GEO. K. DAVIS, Real
Estate Broker, or Jonathan Smith, on the premises.
•
mc21
d3m

FOR

A

GEO. E. COFFINS,

mc4

EUGENE,

G.

LOT of vacant

Domestic Cigars,

luwuumiiurrr

or all

CONGRESS

W. C.

STREET,

keep constantly

HATS,

€LAUK,

AND

YOU MAY KNOW

PHOTOGRAPHER,
Street.

Copying and enlarging done

BIT” Motto—Rood work
Prices. Aim to Please.

PATER

M.

AND

at

Moderate
may 20

PAYSON9

CONTRACTOR,

Paving Materials furnished if desired.
Offlre al Street Commissioner’. Office

PORTLAND, ME.

3m»

4th

this

PRICES.
<J3m

FOR SALE.

Fancy

80l<*’

made
For full and

at

an^ best assnrted Stocks in this
0,,ce>if satisfactory terms can ho

particular information
inquire of

W.

C.

IN

—

LOOK.

BECKETT,

MERCHANT

~F0R

by leaving

TAILOR,
STREET.
tf

SALE.

77 MIDDLE STREET
K. H^YWES

ESTEY’S REED ORGAN,
AImo, Denier in

Sheet

Music, Books, &c., &c,

Violins, Guitars. Accordeons, Concertinas, Banjos,
Flutes, Piccolos, Harmonicas, Comets, Piano Stools.
Extra Violin Strings, wli legale and retail.
Music PoIIh, Folios, and every description of Musical Merchandise.
Music sent by mail, and particular attention given
77

MIDDLE

STREET.

my29eod3m

Dress ami Cloak making:.
cut and banted ior
and made

SUIT'S

™yMtl

$2.Off. Buy’s Suita cu
No. 166 Middle St.
(Up Stairs.

TWO

REMOVALS.

Tug

Aid.

ROSS, Treasurer of the Portland,
Bangor and Mncldas Steamboat Co.,has removed his Office from 179 Commercial Street to Railroad
Wharf at the landin| of the Co’s Steamer.
mar23
dtf

WILLIAM

street.

apl8dtf

Stockholders of the Portland Steam Packet
are hereby notified t hat the Annual
Companvwill be held at their Office
on Franklin Wharf on WEDNESDAY, June 17th,
1874, at 3 o’clock, P. M., for the choice ot Officers for
tlie ensuing year, and to act on any other business
that may legally come before them.
CHARLES FOBES, Sec.
Portland, June 2, 1874.
ju2dtd
Meeting

Gentlemen or a Gentleman and his Wife can
be accommodat* d with first class Board and
Rooms at No. 20 Brown Street.
myl9dtf

TWO

Wanted.
YOUNG Man of good habits, wishes board in a
private family where there are no other boarders.
Must be near the City Building. Address
aplOdtf
M., Press Office.

A

‘Don’t you forget It”
April and the snow storms
are
over; May and fine
hand, and

at

'

No Such Word Q

n

-as-

FAIL.

4

We
one

4

cus-

-°f-

at

AND

veai.

Propeller.

do it

can

man

“jus so yell as

any

who calls himself

tailor,”

a

at

No. 99 Exchange St.,
SAYINGS BANK BUILDING.
dtt
myl__
MEW SALOON I
First Class Oyster,
AND

Ice

DINING SALOON
FOE

AND

AT LOWEST CASH PRICES

L.

TAYLOR,

ITS COIttlWERCIAE STREET,
PORTLAND. HE.

dtt

S. MATHIAS
EXCHANGE

ST.

A SEW ASD SKILLFUL CUTTER.

THE LOWEST PRICES.

Spring Millinery
We have just opened

a

choice stock of

!

new

JOB1SON,

_j>"8__*_

dim!

remainTn

Every Hrnlthy Person, in order to
lliat, blessed condition must dwell where good drainobtains.
age
HYDRAULIC
UEHENT
TUBES, if used, insure a good drain.

that

they

your

Temple

St.

^

0
The Question Settled
—

THAT AT

Ladies

purchase

can

Laces,
Gimps,

Fringes,

at onr store than to be
found elsewhere.

It is an acknowledged fact that the

Thomson Kid Gloves

and all the

new

and

desirable styles ot

1 U. S. Hotel

Building,

dlw

ju6

Phaetons, Carryalls,
Express Wagons,
Top and No Top Beach Wagons

And the Concord style Business
Wagons in the State
for SALE and Warranted.

SACCARAPPA,
&P-3__
„

MAINE.

dtf

SIBLEY’S
“

REINFORCED

great Improvement on the common bosom.
Doe. not Crack or Slit oat in the Plait.
Is

a

EASTMAN BROS.,
VICKERV * LEIGHTON,
J. K. COREV * CO.,
E. A. MAKHETT.

RECEIVED.
A
lot of
large

GAS
with all

STOVES,

Baking, Broiling and
These stoves

isfaction

may27d<Xrw2w

the difierent kinds of Furniture for

are

Flat Iron

all warranted to

JOHN

give perfect

sat-

KIMSJTIAM,

A Young Man
obtain a partnership in a well established
manufacturing business that wii. pay him rnnrt
than ordinary profit it he has $2000 to invest. Musi
be sf goo|j balms and prefer that he should understand bookkeeping. Address A, B. C., Advertise!

CAN

office.__apaidtf
Law Library,
Furniture, Tilton & McFarland Sate and
elegant Walnut Book Case for sale. Inquire ol
GEO. C. HOPKINS,
mylScodtf
119J Exchange Street.

OFFICE

SEALED

—

J OHN SON,

Fire

AMD

Pump

—

Extinguisher!

Insurance taken at Less Rates
where these Pumps are used !

BROS.,

ME.
Jn6dtf

KOT1CK

LAMB,
of—

Havana & Domestic
AND

Cigars

—

CIGARETTES,
NO. 113 FEDERAL STREET,
PORTLAND, MAINE.
Caban Cigarette*. 8pnni*h paper, warranted Arthur tobacco. I will make the
Lowcal Price* in the New England Mtatc*.

C.

I

dim

E.

JOSE

&

CO.,

Have just received per Steamship EGYPT,

FRENCH

a

iul

CHINA,

Diisrinsre,
—

and

tea

—

Toilet Ware.

close

a

my28tt

consignment

RYAN &

and STEP
for sale low

KELSEY,

No. 161 Commercial St r#et.

Purchasers are invited to examine.
dim

Notice.
Communications to the Long Shore Boat
Club should be addressed to
AlOSEo O’URION, President,
66 Clark St., Portland, Me.
Ju9d2w

ALL

ge

B>?6

Colby’s

appreciation Of the beautiNatnre, has imbued her descriptions
with the spirit of poetry, which more or less
pervades the entire work. In describing the
pond called Jordan’s, she says, “Approaching it on the south from the sea, one is impressed with the beauty of the scene. It is
the loveliest spot on the island.
With the
head, and the loftier ranges on
either side, the lake sparkles in its rugged
mountain setting—the Diamond of the ForTwins at its

Sons
tf

The Twins themselves

est.

are

of au ex-

quisite grace, suggesting the tenderest simile.
Vainly I tried to sketch the sunset shadows
upon them, and the long light across the
lake, till the twilight gathered and the lone
trumpet of the loon sounded in the air.” In
“This catalogue of
conclusion she says,
points of interest might, even now, be more
extended, and every year will add to the number; but enough has been said to justify the admiration ot returning tourists, and to give
some

certain information

to those to whom

Mt. Desert is

riage without them was a sort of failure. But
this is so no longer; they aie now beginning
to be considered in the way; boarding-houses
will not nave them; landlords do not like
remand
them; proprietors of summer hotels
them to the kitchen with the servants. There
is really no place for them; they are an obas well as
stacle, and to tbeir own parents,
other people, not unfiequently a nuisance.
In the marriage of women with women,
this difficulty would not exist. The expense
anil the addition to an aireauv uuruensome
They
population would be alike spared.
have no club-houses, so they could not for
if
they
sake their homes for them; besides,
did. they could go together, uo obstacle extr
isting in family cares at home. Moreover,
it wouki
women union would be strength;
enable them to go out evenings to theatres,
lectures, opera, and other places ot amuse
enable them
ment and recreation, and also
married to womei
as some sensible women
at home.
do, to cultivate social life
Then there would be no harm in reversin; 1
Mormonism in such a case; that is, if on<
woman could not afford to support anothe f
woman and a home by herself, she could ge
others to join her and unitedly supply them
selves with the comfort of a home and tli
pleasure of congenial society.
But being a business woman, or a journal
mar
1st, or a writer, or an artist, I would not mar
I would
ry any of these, any more than
ry such a woman if I were a man. Mrt.rr
is a business, and should l*
™
either as provider or caretaker. not
;
artist could
woman

Street.

Has reopened with the larg* est Stock in the city. W<
retail all books at lowest wholesale prices. Seconi
hand books bought ami sol d.

Albert

with her intense
ful in

the

CI^r.e

Colby’s Bo'ok Store.
119 Exchan

have been the scene of the stirring and tragical events herein narrated.
Second, “Topography and History,” describing the numberless natural beauties of
the island, their relative positions, various
modes of access, etc.
Here the authoress,

■

Plain, Gold Band, and Decorat ed
myl5

of the romantic old town of Castine, a town
to-day so tranquil and commonplace, that it
seems almost incredible that it could ever

me

Exchange Street,

T.

points of interest to be found on each. In
this chapter is also given a condensed history

only a name.”
Then follows a history of the island from
its first grant to De Monts, to the present;
describingjthe
struggles of its different prothem.
for
its
ownership, the old Jesuit misprietors
When they go home it is to assume anothsion etc., all of which add a subtle charm to
er burden, to attend to the children, to tie up
the household threads that have dropped ip the place, and cause one to wish to visit, and
their absence, to smooth away difficulties,
see tor himselt the theatre of these tragedies.
and prepare for the pleasant reception of thte
Chapters three, four and five, are on “Exlord
ami
the
lord and master. Of course
cursions from Bar Harbor, Somerville and
master fails to realize this; he knows if the
twentieth thing goes wrong, but he never Southwest Harbor, and are full of accounts
thinks of the nineteen things that have gone
ui
lu uc
UlKeil
uciiguiiui
right.
both by land and water, and of hints of how
to
for
a
time,
He requires to be unmarried
to enhance the pleasure of these excursions
be thrown entirely upon his resources, to find
what
the
deviating slightly from beaten routes,
ueeds
by
his
important
out what
are;
facts of existence are; what there is in a good
stopping for picnic dinners, gipsey suppers,
marriage, in the possession of a borne, tire etc.
companionship ot a wife, the rearing of chilNumber five is “How to make the best use
dren, to compensate for the sacrifice of sitting
of a short visit,” and tells how all that is
at ease with his feet in the air at a club window, of being called a good fellow by those best worth seeing may be seen in four days.
who drink wine at his expense, of carrying a
The book is very neatly gotten up, illusnight-key and being indifferent to the hours trated by five handsome photographs, and
in
it
the
at "which he lets himself in with
morning, of being able to get shirts, ties, contains two correct maps; one of Somes
Sound, and one.of the eastern section of the
gloves, and studs of the latest style without
take a
regard to the expense, and finally without Island; the first has been copied from the
sweet
his
own
at
will,
summer trip
health or chart issued by the coast survey, and the
regard to seaside for his wife’s
oldest
other has been prepaied from unpublished
his
for
lungs.
air
girl’s
mountain
Time was when children were a very im- drawings by the courtesy of Mr. John W.
marportant element in married happiness;a
Donn of the coast survey. This invaluable

Nlaine.

—manttfacturer

cnapters. First, "Koines to lit.
which contains fnll and clear direc-

tions for leaching the island by the several
different routes from Portland and Boston,
describing the beautiful natural scenery and

resources—teachers, writers, journalists,
artists, lecturers, book-keepers, and busine*
women generally—marriage to a woman fa
the solution of an uncomfortable problenj.
They want the home, the cheerful smile, the

Local Agents wanted in all the
Principal Towns and Ci ies of

A.

By Mr*. Clara
by Luring Short Si

ea into six

Desert,”

own

PRICE $10.

"PORTT AND.

Published

appear as a uew revelation, and cannot fail
hut to increase the interest which they already feel in a spot endeared by so many
pleasant recollections. The book is divided-

bright fireside, the
comfortable meal wtieu they get through
their day of work, just as much as men, bdt
it they are married to men they cannot get

June 1,1874.

Mount Desert.

Harmon, Portland.
To all lovers of this most beautiful of the
summer resorts ol Maine, this little book will

a mau

encouraging word,

BARNES

for

Barnes Martin.

of lightuing, that marrybad been the mistake of my life;
that I ought to have married a woman, and
this was that woman.
Why should such good fortune as the mat
rying such a woman have happened to a
man ?
He could not appreciate her. He fa
good enough in his way tor a mau, but he
looks upon his club, his newspaper, and his
political laith, as the great facts of human existence, and smiles condescendingly upon
her social ideas and domestic enthusiasms.
Men no longer need wives; they have their
clubs, tbeir restaurants, their bachelors’
chambers, their clothing, from coat to pocket-handkerchiefs, made by experts, and companionship is all they need. Only the fidgety
and fault-finding, whose society men will not
tolerate, find wives and houses of their owu
necessary, and it is wicked that good women
should be worse than wasted upon these.
But for women who are thrown upon tbe^r

GENERAL AGENTS FOR MAINE

—

gunny-tempered

quickness

with the

FOR SAFE.
FLOORING

brown-haired,

Recent Publications.
Guide Book

workmanship throughout, you would never
her with poetry or love stories.
Nor would the pride with which she exhibited her pet, the store-room and its contents;
yet this was wbat suggested to my mind,

ing

according

PINE
SOUTHERN
BOARDS, In lots to snlt purchasers,
to

eyes grow heavy.

flying

associate

PROPOSALS will be received lor build-

ing an Alms House in the town of Cape Elizato Plans and Specifications which
beth,
may be examined at tbe Town Office on and after (be
9th inst. until the 15th inst.. from one to five o’clock
P. M.
THOS. B. HASKELL,
( Overseers of
the Poor,
ELISHA N. JORDAN, !
FREII’K HATCH,
(Cape Elizabeth
ju9dtd
Cape Elizabeth, June 6, 1874.

a

infallible of

The most

says
may
the sociable stoop of the boardinghouse covered with its iumates. For a half
year there has been nothing to maik the
boarding-house except the blaze of light from
all its windows by night.
But now the softer
eveniugs draw the tenants of hall bedrooms
and two-pair backs down fromtbeir hermitages togossip and fresh air on the brown stone
steps. Jhe avenues are as yet a little too
painnfully conscious of their dignity to alow
this; but the side streets are futlot thsecheerful groups of boarders who “loaf and invite
their souls.” They have their reward in the
crepuscular Iresbness, and in the intimate
expansion of confidence which comes to fellow mortals in the twilight, when shyness
and distrust fade away as their countenances
grow vaguer. The uproar of the busy day is
forgotten; its little miseries sink out of sight;
the’ obduracy of the steak, the maturity of
the egg, the self-assertion of the salad oil,
even the iteration of the bash, cease to vex,
and the soul of the city grows peaceful as his

woman, without a thought of a "mission,”
and for the time being absorbed in the comforts and conveniences of a new house which
her husband had built for her, and which
had beeu thought out so well that for its
size, position, and purpose it is simply perfection. There was a lime when she cherished a secret hope perhaps of fame as a poet
or an artist.
I distinctly remember a blank
book into which she collected her poems and
"thoughts,” neatly copied aud froutispieced
by a pretty wild-wood sketch, which was to
form a pieseBtation birthday volume to her
mother. And in a corner of her desk there
is the MS., tied with pale blue ribbon, of a
story which has never found a publisher fortunately, and has probably now ceased to
disturb her sleeping or her waking hours.
Following her trim, pretty figure and active feet from room to room, from floor to
floor of the new house, even to the attic and
down to the cellar—for which I confess a
special predilection—hearing her expatiate
on the width of the attic stairs, the size and
convenience of the closets, the vciuing of the
marble mantels, the shading and finish of
the woods, anil the thoroughness of the

JUT^Superior facilities for placing large linos of In
surance. Particular attention given to insuring Mercantile an«l Manufacturing Property. Surplus lines
solicited.
Correspondence with insuring partie
promptly attended to.

THE

But

now see

visit to the country the
other day and met my destiny; in other
She was a bright,
words, I saw “ray wife.

I made

JlfllUUIUl

GF

in-

one

signs that the warmer days have come,
the Tribune, is that in the evehing you

the

the job-room is often complimented on the
stand of the paper in regard to the repeal of
the law regulating the colonization of grasshoppers in Minnesota.

FARRAGUT, New York,
ALLEMANNIA, Pittsburg,
ST. NICHOLAS, New York,
GLOBE, Chicago.
ROCHESTER GERMAN, Rochester, N. Y.,
CLAY, Newport, Ky.,
CITIZENS, Newark.
HUMBOLDT, Newark,
PLANTERS, Memphis,
AGRICULTURAL, Watertown, N. Y.,
MERCHANTS’ MARINE, Bangor,

Notice to Builders.

Heating.

a

Sion.

A Spring

the

quietwielded by a
are

One little point escaped Murat Halstead in
his address on journalism, which is kindly

assortment of

For sale by

Some of

it like an army with banners.”

GIRARD, Philadelphia,
WESTCHESTER, New York,
MERCHANTS, Newark,

—

no

cated “my wife.”

silent power
dead rat in the well, which drives all before

!

ju3

Shirt Bosom

There is

est.

cheerful,

PATEIT
”

day.

panied by the most noise.
mightiest of nature’s processes

Duly authorized Agents of the following
First Class and Reliable Companies s

—

lO CLAPP’S BLOCK

Ha* the largest stock of fine

the

A Woman's Wife.

DAYIS& CO.,

dtt

(required by

There is

pendent of her in any sense. I want her to
make home for me, to sef that it is bright
and clean and cheerful, to have food healthfully cooked and served with taste, to preserve a social centre for our friends, and perform those ac,s of good will which eudear us
as neighbors.
In return 1 will gladly share
with her all I have, all I can earn, all I am
to
become
likely
possessed of; that is to say,
I would i! I were uot already married—married to a mau, who stands as a perpetual harrier between me and the hope of being some
day able to call such a woman as I have indi-

ASSETS REPRESENT!)

AUAC)

wo

i uo not want my wile to ne independent 01
me in that sense, nor do I want to be inde

The Hartford Times: “In this world it is
potent forces which are accom

all the details df the business being attended to with
tare and promptness.

Be sure nnd visit our store for
all kinds of

FURNISHING GOODS.

not wives to their husbands.

as

$10,000,000

Business

not the most

Companies,

38

EASTMAI& CIJTTS, LADIES

muzzles

ery

—

excels all others as to quality and
colors. For sale only with ITS.

in all the desirable STRIPES for
Children and Misses.

dog

First Class and Reliable

and all kinds of

cheaper

sized

un-

9

Trimmings

large

attractive costume.

terdependence upon one another; and
learns to be independent of the other.

(mml old old tdieaL uiusif.

follows:
To the general public the classification of
genius about a newspaper office is as strange
as a silent barber.
The editor-in-chief is the
frequent recipient of a complaint from a subscriber that his paper was not delivered yes
terday morning, while the paper-cutter in

on

Df

—

Buttons,
Dress & Cloak

shriek about Free

and

the

Endorsed by the U. S, Government, Boston Board
of Underwriters and leading insurance companies
and agents, municipal authorities, engineers of flra
departments, the National Association of Wool Manufactuiers. railroad companies, manufacturers, business men and property owners generally.

Malta

same

an

forget to be attractive. They are in too
great a hurry; they learn to look at everything from a business point of>view; they
may be pretty good as “chums,’’ but they are
men

supplied by the Timely Topics man of the
Milwaukee Sentinel. He astutely discourses

placed

but not

soda-

Desirable Risks

Insurance

Patent Force

DAVIS & CO.’S

women

been

that soda-

New York ordinance,after due consideration,
is inclined to believe that the simplest and
least objectionable plan will be to enclose the
dog entirely in a wire cage upon wheels, in
which he can be taken out for an airing ev-

on

|

—

>s

Many

The New York Evening Post, in view of
the

purchased

have

(have

—N. Y, Commercial Advertiser.

the insurance business should be
sound principles,—by seeking only desirable risks, at adequate rates—by looking carefully
to the moral hazard, and duly regarding the rights
and interests of all parties concerned, even in the
minutest details.—we shall endeavor to conduct our
business on this platform, and are confident that by
so doing we shall fully prove our claim to the confidence of the entire community.

HOSIERY

FLOWERS,

Cincinnati

up at that

listened tn t.hn

Believing that

conducted

full line of nlee

a

Exchange Street;
my2!tt

too Beach, N. H.!
or to F. PIERCE & CO
Cornea Richmond and North Sts., Boston Mas,

announce

Busiuess and professional women are a*
naturally and inevitably condemned as are
men to straight hair, felt hats, and plain
black suits, only, in addition,
they must carry water-proof, overshoes, anil umbrella.
These items undoubtedly constitute a useful

Syracuse convention!
How many a man, getting borne from the
lodge at half-past eleven o'clock at night, has

variety

128

For Sale.
m

6

BCILDlia,

Escalloped Ovsters, Salads, Game, Pies, Cold Ham.
Boned Turkey, Chicken, &c., &e.
Public and private Dinners, Slippers, Collations,
&c., got up in the best style. Clam Bakes, Excursions and Island parties supplied at short notice.
Wedding Cake of superior quality and finish, packed
and safely sent to any part ot the country.
Icc ('renin. Cake and Pantry at Wholesale.
IJ?Tubl c patronage respectfully solicited.
ROBT. CLARK.
Ju2d2w

dtt
_

m
w

qCOGIA
W129 Middle &

CLARK, Proprietor.

JUST

The Largest & Finest Assortment.

MLr

and order

.

Block,

We are prepared to supply Families and Parties
with every
ot Cake, Ice Cream. Sherhert.
Roman Punch, .Jelly, Charlotte de Russe; also

MERCHANT TAILOR!
98

^

else-

Don’t Wait! ®

GENTS.,

230 Congress St., Fluent

in

Just hear the

Masonry

business of Mr* J. E. JENK8, the enterprising
Insurance Agent of this city. By the consolidation
of these two Agencies is presented a list of Companies

it

be

can

where.

j

—

JOHN ADAMS

White Oak & Hard Wood Plank & Wedges

H

purchased

Cream

Locust Treenails.

—ALSO—

The undersigned would respectfully announce that
he has associated with him in the General Insurance
Business, under the firm name of
BARNES BROW , Nr. D. II. Barnes, of
Winchendon, Mass., formerly of Boston, well known
as a careful, conservative and experienced under
writer, who is commended to the confidence and
favor of the public.
B. BARNES, JR.
Portland, Me., June 1,1£74.

—

HATS AND TRIMMING GOODS.

100.000 bent Rift Locust Treenails,
150.000 best Ni*wed Whiter Oak do.
£0,000 best quality Canada Knees.

same

ju5dlw

7x2
-Tanks bold 6000 gallons water. Coal bunkers hold
twelve tons. Everything in good order and condition. Foriurther particulars enquire of or address
the undersigned.
can be seen at w ork any day
in Saco River.
JAMES M. ANDREWS,
CHARLES H. LRAGDON,
ju6dtf
Biddeford, Maine.

They

the

hassans

ft.

ft.
Cylinder.20x20
Diameter of

U

KOHLING

Mn/drinorv

nrst-class order.
Length of Keel,.
.60
Breadth of Beam...17

price

H GO AT ONCE

“Don’t you forget it,”

a

once.
new.

^

less

a

Sthan
quality
*

tomer.

^

Styles

MILLINERY

which he will make up to

style and the

Cj

with the very

W.H.KOHLIHG H
Excellent Goods!

the life of business.

water is ten cents a glass—the plain
water, understand, and no coudimeuts.

CARD.

suit every

Latest

with his large variety of

0

best and

Q

is

suit the

Opposition is
liquor saloons

OPPOSITE CITY HALL.

respectfully

becoming.

_

surpassed in the State.

THECompany
of the

Board.

It is said that whales

fall.

Notice.

BOARD.

are

BLOCK

second to no Agency in Maine as to character
standing, with facilities for placing Insurance

ANNUAL MEETINGS.

Pattern Hats, Dress Caps,

above First

FLUENT’S

me.

I would marry a woman who could wear
tbs pretty things which a business or professional woman cannot, who could rejoice in
delicate morning dresses, in white muslin .in
summer, in white cashmere in winter, who
could show dainty ruffles and uudersleeves,
and have time to puff her hair across her forehead in the coquettish fashion which is so
fanciful yet graceful, and almost universally

far more nu merous this year than last.
This will be cheering news to such poor people as couldn’t lay in their winter whales last

MESSRS. BARNES BROS.

APRIL

Spring Millinery Goods !

146 MIDDI.E

_my23dtf

dlw*

Lost
llth, on Lewis street, a Gentleman’s Amethyst SCARF PIN. The finder will be snitably rewarded by leaving the same at No. 9 Lewis

Class Tug will be sold at barTHE
Hull is ten years old, top
gain it sold at
this
Boiler
Krudno

MERRILL, PRINCE

& CO.,
STUKex,
_PORTLAND. Mm.

Rooms To Let.
Gentlemen and their wives and two or three
single gentlemen can be accommodated with
oc7tf
pleasant rooms and board at 75 Free street.

of

a

Detroit Free Press:

afforded

are

To Let.

Removal.

inst., package
city,
SPOONS, part
M. H. & O. D. The finder will be well
IN marked
them at 115 Oxford Street.
rewarded

OFFICE,

to see buz-saws introduced.

closed, and the consequence

Lost.

ROBERT

137 MIDDLE STREET.

m

to orders.

edge-stones set,

—

new

—

Ayreiit for the Celebrated

Streets, Places, Sidewalks, and all kinds
of Paring done Promptly,

myll

&c.

ap7

to order.

All tbe new styles, Berlins, Rembrants, Medallion
he Porcelain, or Mezzotint card, and the retouched
eard, by which new process we get rid of freckles
moles,wrinkles ana all imperfections of the skin. Call
and judge for yourselves.

J.

CAPS,

of all descriptions in the very best styles and at

C.

PORTLAND, ME.

upper si reak. In her were two pair of oars and
roller. Auyone finding her will be suitably rewarded by applying to
CAPT. RICHARD J. NEMAN,
f!ann Pnrnnlse. Me.. .Tuna t. 1874.
iniiMw

OPPOSITE CITY

Goods !

Spring

Steam

MADE lo OKDEB at DDORT NOTICE,

*

lajisojT

OF

birds, in refined ways, in
acts, in the tenderness
which makes amend for so much of the
roughness which tails to the lot of those who
tread the highway. 1 would have her read
and mark what I should read, anil save the
book or journal so that it shouid not have to
tax my remnant of strength or time in looking lor it, hut give myself up to the enjoyment of the comfort her presence and labor

the local press so much
The first and
last injunction of the local editor to the mill
owner is, like that of the patent medicine
man, “Send fora circular.’’

Suitable

fe4dtf

Lost from Schooner Little Kate,
Cape Porpoise, while at anchor on .Jeffrey,
May 25tb,a 13£ foot DORY, painted white with

—

Come!

BRANCH

books and

quiet, thoughttul

Nothing(encourages

as

PORTLAND, RE.

ja24*lw then tf

tenement
House No, 114 Spring Street.
LOWER
Inquire of MATTOCKS & FOX, 83 Middle
Street.

LOST AND FOUND.

—

187 MIDDLE
aplO_

Goods.

R

No. 152 Middle

THAT

has

tf

WATER The most desirable location inPortland

»p21

New

Street

A Retail Stock of

PIPING.
J. ii.

No. 4 Portland Pier,
From 12 to 2 o’clock. P. M.

STPLEASE

hand at his store

Middle

F ALSO

5 Doors East of Temple Ni.,

GAS

on

Free Street.

1 would marry a woman who could cultivate the leisure which a business and professional woman never knows, and impart
the grace of it to
every-day life in flowers
anil

Exchange Street,

in

—

alll the fashionable styles of

3m

FEDERAL STREET,

103

on

feet deep, and plans have been drawn b> How, for a
block of seven or nine genteel and convenient residences, and adapted for the same. Enquire ot
EDWIN CHURCHILL,

a. A. STJ SSKRATJT

REASONABLK

nrnnnit,

PORTLAND, 3VLK.

Ju2

situated

a

Lil,

MILITARY HATS & CAPS

Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

and

JHAIiLlH I

OPPOSITE CUSTOM HOUSE.

No. 231

styles of C'nrd
f,prepared
jFielure., Rembranl, Mednllion,*c., from
this
process we
By
Retouched Neentive*.
inGel rid of Fieri,I,--, Hole, and other
which no
ot
For
al.
Sltin.
perfeeti.it. of the
extra charge will be made. All work warranted to
rocblMtt
lease. Call and examine for vourselves

JOSEPH

SALE.

the west side
land,
between Pleasant and Danforth, Sts.
A of High, front
This lot has
of about 61 feet and is about 194

NO. 60 COnnERCOL STREET,

to make all the various

360

Woodford’s Corner.

FOR

Lieu

BOARD, large pleasant
WITH
for families
single gentlemen.
At 52

tf

RACKLEFF,

GEORGE

mc20dtf

ing.

ARTIST,

310 CONGRESS STREET,

NO.

TWO STORY HOUSE at Woodford’s Corner,
Price $2500, Enquire of

Spring

will

PHOTOGRAPHIC

SALE.

28

odd, queer, stupid, absurd, heart-breaking
things that are constantly occurring in business and professional life, who would
sympathize with me, laugh with me, and help me
to forget them.

It is necessary to caution Sunday-school
boys in Springfield against sitting on a fence
and fooling with a shot-gun. It doesn’t appear to be necessary to caution other persons
not to worry while they're doing it.

Cor. Congress & Exchange Sts.,
rooms.

gain.
118

InsuranceAgents

or

[

apl5

LADIES

uaiUfAliU

To

No. 98 Free Street

(iroat Tinr.

r

by looking at the

_tf

301 High St., S. S. KNIcHT.

At

unfurnished Rooms for Gentleman and wife,
TWO
without children. At No 4 Locust St. mc28tf

A

at

mazzer?
Recumbent form.—“Wbazzer
Nuzzen (hie) buz r'liguz ’citement. Lemme

First door north Merchants Exchange,

LET!

Rooms to Let With Board.

Wanted.
CAPABLE Servant to do general housework in
a family of four, one and one-half miles from
the city. Address Box 1565, Portland, Me.
my6tf

Cook

GENERAL

No, I would not mairy a business or prr.
fessionul woman of any kind. I would marry a woman to whom I could take all the

Street.

To Let.
wishing pleasant furnished Rooms
/TJENTLEMEN
VA
without board can apply at 91 New High St.,
between 12 and 3 P. M.
Ju6d1w

mar21tf

—

2000 Tons €oal must be removed
from Maine Wliarl in order to
make repairs.
Parlies wishing to purchase large
or small lots will do well to call
and get onr prices belorc purchas-

nolOeodtf

A

WANT15D I

Gossip and Gleanings.

Pleasant Rooms With Board,

Wanted at the Orphan Asylum.
PROTESTANT Woman, to do general housework. Apply at No. 42 Park St., afternoong.
tf
myl5

A

Exchange

22

TO

A

Sale in the Town of West-

STREET.

MAY

Portland. Me.

Imported

dlw*

brook.

STREET.

NO. 833 CONGRESS STREET,

Jyl7

a

The lot is 30 feet front anti 115 feet deep—
passage way from Green Street. Apply to
WM. H. JEUIUS, Real Estate Agent.

mar28

FRESCO PAINTER,

RESIDENCE

dtt

KELLER,

L.

eplltf

Wanted.
COOK at No. 56 High Street, to whom the best
wages will be paid. Satisfactory references
my22tf
required.

so

my26dtf

W.

No. 90 Commercial Street, Thomas Block.
STORE
F. J. ROLLINS,
Apply to

Miss N. A. CARK, Portland, Maine.
my292w*

at once,

land, or more, if wanted. For particulars enquire of
E. Jb. ROBINSON, at C. E. Jose & Co.’s, or
J. L. PARROTT, at Store near the premises.

Portland,

NO. 137 OXFORD

tf

To Let
a

given. Address

Satisfaction

as

weather

road, a 1J story Hoouse of 9
Stable, and one or two acres of

Others,

all

place

or

near
on Ocean House
rooms.
Also small

Adjusta-

The most useful attachment ever invented for Sewing Machines.

!

in

326 Con-

at

Ju2

pupils,

WEDNESDAY MORNING, JUNE 10, ’74

be.”—Brooklyn Argus.

LET.

Furnished Room
press Street.

HOUSE

A

J. Iff, HI Iff BALL A CO.,

as Private Music Teacher
secure a limited number of

or

TWO

ju8

—OF—

LANE

and one-half miles from City Hall;'very
pleasantly located. House contains ten rooms,
all in nice oruei; also carriage house and a new stable. Good garden, with about fifty apple and pear
trees. Price, §2,800. Apply to WM. H. JERKIS,
Real Estate Agent.
my293w*

with

—

A SITUATION
to
family,
.assistant.

W. W. WHIPPLE & CO.

TO

Cottage in Dcering for Sale

Sehago.

to

PORTLAND

story aweinng House, in goou
two tamilies. situated on
and Lincoln Streets.
after 10 A. M.
tf

of Pearl
any time

Portland Bridge,
Elizabeth, 1J
IN Cape the
Baptist Church, Town House, Store,

Old and well known Carriage Manufactory

furnished at short notice, and at the lowest cash
fel3d6m
prices.

MAKDFACTCBEB8

Enquire at the House
my20

&c.,

—

your
—

Boston.

C. KIMBALL,

corner

oclOtf

CARRIAGES !
Save

American Printers’ Warehouse
19

wo

Aflisasant
repair, suitable for
southerly

de»

a

tf

ju5

For Sale.

miles from

dtf

my9

Circular.

A.

80 MIDDLE ST.

C.

PRIUCIPAL.

Billings, Principal.

.JOHNNOIV,
Augusta, Mr.

WARREN

the

AT 67

THE PRESS.

bamesbrosT,

Tenement to Let
York St. Inquire on the premises.
juSdlw*

Wanted.

abundantly supplied
one

by steam,

with aqueduct water, lorty acres ol land, Dear
ol the best water powers in Maine, address,

45 Danfortli Street, Portland, Me.
Rt. Rev. Henry A. Neely, D. D., Visitor.
0. L.

EDGAR S. BEOWnT
Counsellor at Law#
collections

BODGE,

St. Augustin’s School for Boys,

Commissioner of deeds for tbe several States,
feblfi

All

charged per week.

G. M.

(2nd door below Canal Bank,)
PORTLAND, MAINE.

the most desirable school properties in
ONENewofwarmed
England. Delightfully and conveniently

situated,

in

rooms

to

a blue
a troll

A

he
Supplementary Summer Term
of six weeks, beginning T »»***.luy. June lO,
THERE
1874. Usual rates of

has removed to
NO. 84 1-3 MIDDLE STREET,

Johnson Home School for Boys,

CARD.

WESTBROOK SEMINARY

Apply

SALE.

jufid2w

in Portland, and have no doubt that Mr. Wm. Schumacher will execute all work entrusted to him durably, tastily and satisfactorily.
CHAS. J, SCHUMACHER,
Ecclesiastical Decorator.
juld3m

is to

O’DONNELL,

FOR

uavo

EDUCATIONAL.

Apparatna. Ac.,
50 Market Mtrcet, Printers Exchange,
PORTLAND, ME.
P.

1

mat

the business of Chas. J. Schumacher and will attend
promptly to all jobs entrusted tome. I sha.l endeavor to keep the reputation which my predecessor
has held lor so many years.
WM. SCHUMACHER.

sophical luiktruioeuts, School

C.

(iuuiic

I take great pleasure in recommending Mr. Wm,
Schumacher as one of the best house decorators ever

MODEL MAKERS & JOBBERS,

C. F. WOODFORD,
my 19

iiihuui luc

mli3cltf

WOODFORD & BABCOCK.

COUNSELLOR

PAINTER,

5 DEERINK BLOCK.

—DFALEK IK —

Order

ON

TOPSHAM, MAINE.

Office at Schumacher Brothers,

Hackmatack Knees, Ship Timber,
Husts and Spars. Deck Plank and
nil kinds of Hard Wood sawed to

JAMES

Street, Portland.

WILLIAM SCHUMACHER,

Second band Clothes Bought and Sold.

Sale.

A Good House for Sale.
Mudjov Hill; contains twelve finisher! rooms
gas and plenty of water; well arranged for t w >
families.
Good neighborhood.
Terms moderate.
Apply to WM. H. JERR1S, Real E tate Agent.
d3w*
my21

aprld3m

on

Khnrl lV'niicp.

,

middle

For

DESIRABLE two story House with Stable,
pleasantly situated on Munjoy, near the Horse
Railroad. Has furnace, gas and cemented cellar.
For particulars apply to J. C. PROCTER, 93 Exchange Street.
ju9dlw

A

Street,

PORTLAND,

PORTLAND, MFC.
MATHEWS.

J. B.

aprlldtl

Whitewash-

ing, Cementing, Ac.

State of Maine Roofing Slate,

Block,

York St.

at 55

r

eight

Apply

ju8dlw

as

For Sale.

Mastic "Worker,

or

j ui

the Widow Morse
Me.,
The house is in good repair, has 15
ATproperty.Paris,
water
1st and 2d
and
known

ROOM
Square.

sirable location, west oi City Hall.
Address Box 639 Post Office.

Country Residence
For Sale,

Me.

R. K. GATLEY,

Of six

TERMS *8.00 PEE ANNUM IE ADVANCE.

MISCELLANEOUS.

3d Story ot Adam*’ Block, Market

in

Tenement Wanted.

oc4dtf

rooms.

BUSmESSCAIlUsT

A

first class Real Estate Secuiity, in Portland,
or vicinity—Rents collected, taxes paid, &c., on
Commission. Houses bought and sold. Apply to F.
G. PATTERSON, Dealer in Real Estate, Office 13

1874.

10,

To Let.

GIRL to do general lionrework. Address or call
at A. B. MORRISON’S, 17 Alder Street.
dtl
ju2

ON

Portland, Me.

JUNE

TO LEI.

Wanted.

Estate

to Loan.

Money

aa-

Office, No. 29 middle Street,

MAmfsTATE

THE

Tc

Year in advance.
a Year if paid in

L1NDBERG,

MORNING

_WANTS.

REAJj ESTATE.

the

PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.,

WEDNESDAY

PORTLAND.

writer

or an

housekeeper,

!

iv
by

ff'

..

mak^.

•

conscientious slit
Add to .hi
her burden.
of children, and thei ;
rearing
and
’e bhth
or wisely performe. 1
ve if all could be well

ueivieHs

o

'B® woman.

must,

cAmisiuus

little book will be issued by the publishers,
Loring, Short and Harmon about the middle
of the present month.

SAVE THE ADVANCE ON ICE !

Dry Air Refrigerators
In all Styles, Grades and Sizes.
The Largest
combining all

Best Assortment In the State,
the latest Improvements, called

and

THE PEERLESS.
!?!*■•
Purl,T

It is unsurpassed in Simplicity*
ailment. Durability,
of

Air amt

Cheaper
t..

IC E

than

nVoc'.

Don’t

•!

tadl of

SEasoN, and get a betaty^, oNE
buving Ot manufacturer or agent.
being convinced of this fact before buy-

ov

P HEBRILL.
F*" **»■•
‘"iLesroom 9*3
Hi.
Sorv, Bear «f N«. iO CroaaiVIAINR.
Mauufactoy,

PORTLAND,

may26dtf

Ladies’ Belts and Shawl
G. B. BROAD X

Straps.

CO.,

have resumed business for the manufacture of Indies* Belts, Book and Shawl Straps. Worsted made
up with Russia Goat -uid Nickel or Gold gilt mounting*. Broad’s Patent Wire Stiffening Frame. Also
sole manufacturer* of Broad’s Patent Shawl Straps.
Orders by fail or express will receive immediate attention. Fancy leather work ol all kinds.

So. 162 1-2 Fore cor. of Market Street,
PORTLAND,

myl6

MB.

80<nm

THE 3?BESS.

A Decision has been rendered in the Uniat Chicago which

I fed States District Court

will prove of great interest to railway companies, and to people who are in the habit of

WEDNESDAY MORNING, JUNE 10.

promenading
Every
with

a

regular attache of the Presses furnished
certificate countersigned by Stanley T.

Card

Pullen. Editor. AH railway, steamboat and hotel
managers w ill con lei a favor upon us by demanding
credentials ol every person claiming to represent our
“bumjournal, as wo have information that several
mers” are seeking courtesies in the name of the
Press, and we have no disposition to be, even pas-

sively,

party

a

to such frauds.

Wo do not read anonymous letters and communications. The name and address of the w riter are in
all cases indispensable, not neeessarily for publication
but

as a

guaranty ot good faith.

undertake to return
munications that are not used.
We cannot

or

reserve

com-

on

railroads.

Judge Blodgett,

walking on a track is doperil, and that in case he is
iug
run over there is no liability for damages,(providing the train employes don’t see him) even
if death ensues from the injuries.
at his own

so

Current Notes.
The President is master of the situation,
lie has done more in eight months for the
cause of a sound currency than Jackson did
in eight years.—N. T. Mail.
The Boston Advertiser in its article apmemoproving President Grant’s financial

randum says that the party which is to sein the
cure the confidence ot the people
must have some higher aim than the

future,

A Signal Success.

event in which so many citizens could

such genuine satisfaction and pride
Industrial Exhibition, which

as

so

was

take
in the

auspi

City Hall.
ciously opened
To say that the exhibition is a great success
is hut faint praise. Indeed, it is so signal a
evening

last

at

only to gratify, but astonish
who
have, for years, flattered
gentlemen
themselves with the idea that they knew all
about Portland and what it was doing or
could do. They little expected to see City
success as not

Hall and all the adjoining rooms crowded
With samples of the handiwork of Portland’s

products o( manufactories
built up and sustained by Portland capita'
and energy. So quiet has been the development of the various industries of the city,
that not only have the people of the state
looked upon Portland as entirely a commercial city, but our own citizans have failed to
note its silent progress in the varied departments of skilled production and manufacture, until the brilliant opening of last evening revealed the fact that hereafter the chiet
commercial city of Maine must take rank
as one of the first in the variety, extent, and
value of its manufactures. And yet it must be
remembered that not nearly all of the manufacturing interests of Portland are represented in the exhibition.
Many were unable to
for
prepare goods
exhibition, while others
artisans and the

of motive power and space
could not exhibit their products. The Portfor the

want

land Company, whose five hundred skilled
mechanics turn out as fine locomotives and
made in the

The New York Times while it coolly approves of the President’s lately announced
financial views, says they should have been
made long ago as slated by that paper.
The New York Commercial Advertiser
thinks the President's plau for financial resumption expresses the public sense of the
country, and says it is “Bullionism” pure and
simple, aDd is enough to make the ashes of
Tom Benton glow with unexpected fervor.
We have this morning a clear and unmistakable enunciation of the President upon
the subject of the finances. In principle it is
eminently sound. Its details may require
some modification.
Indeed, it seems almost

impossible to present a scheme which is beyond the reach of criticism. In so far as it
proposes to return to specie payments, at the
earliest possible date, it will commend itself
to the good judgment of the country.—Roch-

dead

dying. Fourteen have modestiy expressed a willingness to run fbr'governor, six
nor

for lieutenant governor, twelve for secretary
of state and about a dozen for each of the

other offices.
In case Senator Schurz cannot be reelected
present seat, the st. juouls Anzeiger
says that many of his friends will favor sending him to the House of Representatives from
the first Missouri Congressional District. The
Anzeiger thinks his election then would be
ertain.
The New York Tribune has been lucubrat-

the mosquito question and' this is the
result: Supposing there are nine hundred
and ninety nine nonillions of mosquitoes on
Staten Island and that one hundred millions
feast upon blood at the rate of three square

iug

on

meals a day, allowing a drop of blood at a
meal, the Tribune computes that they will
carry off 360,000,000 drops in twenty-four
hours, or 100,000 gills or 6,250 gallons. Congress must do something to stop this extravagant blood-sucking or the mosquito will shortly be without food.

country, the Rolling
Mills whose Vulcans are forging iron rails,
The Canning Patents.—Final decree was
the Kerosene Works whose products are the
entered in Boston on the 8th iust., in the
United States Circuit Court by Judge Shepley
best in the market, cannot be represented in
in the case of J. Winslow Jones et als vs
Hall
as
be
in
some
City
they might
depart- John W. Hodges of Medway, Mass. The
ments if the exhibition was given in a bundjudgment was for §1000 for past infringements.
A final decree was also entered against
ing with greater and more accessible space
James La Croix of East Medway, for the same
with motive power.
It is enough, how- amount. It
will be remembered that Judge
cars as are

ever, to demonstrate that for hundreds of the

products of skilled labor of the best quality,
the people of Maine need not go beyond the
state boundary to purchase.
For the great measure of success which is
assured for this exhibition, the fullest credit
will gratefully be accorded to the committee
of the Board of Manufactures, and their efficient assistants, to the various manufacturers

who have devoted both time and

to fill the hall with those

samples

money

of skilled

labor that cannot be excelled, and to the
merchants and other business men of the
citv who have, with

remarkable unanimitv.

to the call of the managers.

responded

The initial

of the

exhibition, also
demonstrates that whatever enterprise Portland people take hold of in earnest, they can
successfully accomplish. Its success will impart to us thatjself-reliance in the resources
and ability of the city that we so much
need. The manufacturers have nobly done
their share. They have made the exhibition
success

unquestioned

bo

a

that

success

even

the

chronic growler canuot but admit the fact.
Let

people see to it that the exhibition is
sustained throughout.
Arrangements have been made for excurour

sion

or

half fare trains

on

all railroads and

In behalf of the business

steamboats.

men

extend to all of our Maine peoin
ple particular, a cordal invitation to visit
the city and assure a most hearty welcome.We
of the city

we

assured that every intelligent Maine man
recognizes the fact that Portland’s growth
are

and prosperity is to

great extent the measure of the growth hnd prosperity of Maine.
We trust our people have outgrown that envious spirit which looks with jealousy upon
the growth of other towns than that in which
they live—that to-day we all rejoice in the
growth of Lewiston, Bangor, Bath, Augusta
and all other towns of the state, assured,
that, by that common bond of interest which
connects every town in the state, it is imposa

sible for one to become prosperous at the ex-

pense of another.
memorial

•DL, with

uay

was

oDservea

in

Forrest

A Lincoln
rail was borne up the main aisle of the church
by four men over eighty years of age and deposited on the altar. With it was a paper

peculiar ceremony.

a

certifying it to be one of 30,000 rails made
by Abraham Lincoln in 1830. In 1860 the
rail was sent to a prominent Republican in
Kentucky. An attempt was made by the
slaveholders to mob him and to obtain possession of the relic. The determined attitude
of his friends frightened them away,
how.
ever.
The rail remained in Kentucky
alj
through the war and was taken back to Illi.
nois last month considerably mutilated by its

admirers,
much

as

who
a

looked

devout

splinter from

upon

its

fragments

Catholic looks upon

a

the true cross.

Judge Kelley of Pennsylvania told the
Republican Congressional caucus Monday
evening that it was time for the Republican
party organization to disband and become
entirely a matter of history. Aud the pig
iron chieftain’s

reason

for this sudden break-

ing up of the family, is that Congress has
stubbornly refused to adopt his financial
scheme, and this fact indicated the necessity
of the organization of ne,v parties with new
issues. Mr. Karson of Iowa replied with
much eloquence that there were issues
enough aside from the financial question to
commend the party to the confidence of the
people. All the .speakers took the same view
and the usual
congressional committee wil]
bo appointed. It is a bail
year for Kelley and
the centennial
subsidy people.
Rev. Mr. Harris, who made the address
at the dedication of the Fisk
monument denies that he ever said that Fisk was but a little lower than the angels or words to that
effect. He says he was referring to Mead
the sculptor, and not Fisk, and
complains
that he was misunderstood by the reporter.
He says he couldn’t attribute
angelic
qualities to a man whom he never saw in
life. Mr. Harris, certainly, is fully justified
in making this
correction, if only on the
ground of self-defence, for he was getting
pretty roughly handled by the newspapers'.

Secretary Bristow' doesn’t
sign papers
in the
Treasury Department as a mere matter
ot form. Mr.
Architect Mullett, he of brilliant
conceptions, hideous architectural results and

without ideas
sent his first

Bristow to

Strange

how taxes are
derived,
diagram by messenger to Gen
sign as a matter of routine.
as

to

to say the

Secretary refused his sigAssistant Sawyer’s
papers have met
he same fate.

nature.

Clifford gave a very elaborate discussion on the
Winslow corn patents about a year ago, and
till lately no decisive action has been taken

against infringers.

Four

have lately been
commenced in Boston, two of which have been
decided as above, and injunctions will likely
issue in the two others in a few days.
W. H. Clifford has managed the cases
for plaintiff and Ohauncey Smith of Boston for
the defense.
cases

News and Other Items.

the country—William Ross, 115 years
of age. He says he feels as young as a half
century ago.
A new house is to be built immediately at
Cambridge, England, to receive those ladies
-who come into residence to join the classes of
the university professors anil other lecturers.
Fred Douglass recently stated that St Auvoter in

gustine was a colored man, and now several
people who kuew the saint well have rushed
into print to deny it.

compromised with

a

marriage,
$20,00o,

in which
has been

position, each was given a trial of skill, lasting
thirty minutes, in getting up steam and in the
general management of the engine.
The Khedive of Egypt is collecting into a

library

the treasures of Arabic literature scattered through his domain. He has already
secured thirty valuable copies of the Koran,

one of
them dating about A. D. 720, and
written on the skin of gazelles, in Cufic characters.
Rumors unfavorable to the Prince of Wales
are again afloat.
It is now said that he is in
debt about 8300,000, and wishes his mother to
pay the amount on the ground that the liabilities were incurred in holding levees at which
he represented the majesty of England. The
Queen, it is alleged, takes a different view of
the matter, and hence royal family jars are the
order of the day.
The Cincinnati Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals employs a mounted policeman to act as a
pati ol on the leading city
avenues, to see that there is no cruelty to animals, and especially to look after the horses.

livery-stable keepers

are

Also a iresli lot of the well kuown brand ITeliciana at $9.00 per 100.
The business reputation of this house is a sufficient
guarantee that no domestic cigars will be palmed
off

expected to

Encampment

Massasoit

MRS.
ROOM

Painting,

LIFE

tickets via Lake Shore and Michigan,
Southern, Pennsylvania Central,Erie, Baltimore and
Ohio, Great Western and Michigan Central and
Grand Trunk Kailwayss, and Fall Kiver and Stonington Line Steamers,
At len« rate* than any Agency in Maine.

Excursion Tickets to New York and Return.
Steamer and
Railroad Tickets
Portlaad to Bosloa at reduced rates.

INSURANCE

ROLLINS,

COMPANY,
NEW

OF

ju6

fn uiirramlpr hia nftlicv

city, June 9, by Rev. W. E. Gibbs, James
W. Libby and Miss Mary J. Larey, both of Scarboro.
In Gorham, May 7, by Rev. Dr. A. Maddox, Sam’l
In this

Waterhouse of Gorham and Mrs. Frances P. Ward
Portland.
In Sabatus, June 1, Webb Hall of Portland and
Melissa Harmon of Lewiston.
In Augusta, June 3, William Berry and Miss Emily Smith.
S.
of

SHAW.

EATON

GENBBAIi AGENT.

Office Fluent’* Block, Portland.
julO

pntf

DIED.

P. A. & IV. V.
A special meeting of the P. A. & N. Union will be
held on WEDNESDAY EVENING, June 10th, at
71 o’clock, for the purpose ot rendering aid to a
worthy member. A full attendance is requested.
Per order,
WM. E. THOMES,
ju9sn2t
Secretary.
Caucus.
The Republicans of

In this city, June 8, Mrs. Lydia S. Hatch, wife of
L. Hatch, aged 53 years 2 months. (Belfast
papers please copy.]
[Prayers this Wednesday afternoon at 2 o'clock,
at house No. 3 Boyd street. Burial at convonence of
the family.
In Biddeford, June 3, Mr. Stephen Hopkinson,aged
62 years 5 months.
In Saco, June 5, Miss Polly Patterson, aged 73
years 7 months.
At Cedar Rapids, Iowa, June 8, Augustus F. Elder,
aged 22 years 4 months.
[Funeral this Friday afternoon at 2 o'clock, at
at the Baptist Church, East Limington. Relatives
and friends are invited to attend,

Capt. J.

\

are requested
Cape Elizabeth
of James W.

Carriage Shop

Harmon,
on SATURDAY, June the 13th inst., at 2J o’clock,
P. M., to choose delegates to attend the Republican
State Convention, to be 1 olden at Augusta, Thursday. Jane the 18th. Also to choose delegates to attend the Republican District Convention, to be holdrn at Portland, Wednesday June the 24th, 1874.
Per Order of Town Committee.
Cape Elizabeth, June 8, 1874.

DEPARTURE OP OCEAN 8TEANEBI
Name.
From
For
Date
Pent. New York. .Bermuda... .June 10
Uity

The Republicans of Yarmouth are requested to
meet at Union Hall, on SATURDAY the 13th inst.,
at 7J o’clock, P. M., to choose delegates to attend the
State Contention to be holden at Augusta on the
18th inst., to nominate a condidate for Governor.
Also to choose delegates to attend tjie District Convention to be bolden in Portland, on the 241 h inst.,
to nominate a candidate for the Forty-fourth Con-

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

Mr. James Dickmau of Cambridge, Mass,
died Saturday, aged 72
years.
Horse trot at Gardiner on the Fourth.
Mr. James Cook of Webbs’Mills, lost four
sheep aud.tivo lambs by lightuiug on t he 31st
ult.

formerly of Augusta,

KNOX COUNTY.

Charles Smith of Rockland was arrested by
Sheriff Holihs Monday afternoon, for the murderous assault on St. Clair at South Hope.

French, late Chief Justice
of Dacotah.has opened a law office in Thoinaston.
Hon. John Ruggles is the oldest ex-Uuited
States Senator now living in Maine.
Hou. George W.

Colon.New York. .Aspinwall. .June 20
Sarmatian.Quebec..
Liverpool.... June 27
~..

JUiuiatire Alnaaac. ...Jue lO.
rises.4.24 I Moon rises.1.20 AM
Sun sets.7.35 | High water.7.00 PM
Sun

MARINE
PORT OF

Meets at the

Steemer

City Hall, Gardiner, Jnne 11, at 2 o’clk.

Baltimore—Chas lawyer.
Sch Marcus Hunter, Henley, Kennebec, to

trn,xr'Nrn,mT>nrT>riDT

L.

BAILEY,
48 Exchange Street,

Ar at

my29sneod2w

CARD.
The undersigned, for several
years in the insurance
business in Portland, respectfully announces that he
bas disposed of bis business to Messrs. Barnes Bros,
of this city, to whom has been transferred the agency
of the following well kuown and reliable companies,
(which he has represented for some time): Westchester, N. Y., Clay, Ky., ahd St. Nicholas, N. Y. The
above named firm consists of Mr. B. Barnes, Jr., of
this city, and Mr. D. H. Barnes of Wincheudon, formerly of Boston, the former the well known correspondent ‘“Sidney,” of the Boston Journal, and successful insurance agent, and the latter coming to
Portland with the very highest testimonials, both
careful, experienced and influential underwriters.

bulwarks ot the latter.

OUTl
!

The house and barn of Charles
Bethel were burned Monday.

Bryant in

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

Darius Cross of Bangor is a contribution to
Sunday school literature. He attempted to go
fishing Sunday, fell from a pile of lumber and
was

badly injured.

The Railroad Commissioners inspected the
Bangor & Piscataquis railroad yesterday.
Wednesday they will inspect the European &

North American railroad
Croix & Penobscot.

uud

REMOVAL.

WOOD,
TO

WHARF,

Office 188 Commercial, cor. of Center St..
where we shall be pleased to see all our old customers and the public
generally.
Wo are prepared to take orders for Coal for
present
or Winter use, at the Lowest Market Rates.
and

ALWAYS ON- HAND.
my22sn3m

COUNTY BONDS.
CITY. BONDS.
SCHOOL. DISTRICT BONDS.

12

CHARLES IN. IIAWKES,
90
Junl3

MIDDLE

STREET.
Si,tf

Schlotterbcck’g Moth and Freckle Lotion
A safe and sure remedy tor removing Tan.Pimples,
Moth Blotches. Freckles and Eruptions from the
Skin, rendering it soft and tresh and imparting to it
a MARBLE PURITV.

PRICE FIFTY CENTS A BOTTLE.

Prepared only by A. G. SCHLOTTEIlBECIv &
CO., Apothecaries and Chemists, 303 Congress street,
door above

one

Brown. Portland, Me.

au26sntl

MILLINERY!
SUMMER
Has

,TUST RECEIVED

STYLES.
a

large

most desirable Summer

assortment

Styles

of the

of

hats and BONNETS,
CHOICE FRENCH FLOWERS,
BEADED I.ACBS, RIBBONS,
TURCOIS SILKS, NECK
TIEN, HUCHINGS, ETC.,
Which will be sold at reasonable prices.

Also

Palmetto nud Straw Shade Hats in tho
Beat Stflea.

jnG

GA—Ar

1st, brig

I

Howland,

Keen

Belfast.
Cld 30th, schs Victor, Look. Millbridge; 1st, C H
Macomber, Sargent, New York.
Cld 3d, barque Almira Coombs, Langthorn, for As-

I

Boston.
Cld 6tb, sch Ada J Simonton, Hall. Boston.
Ar 7tb, schs Maggie M Rivers, Rivers, Sagua; Geo
E Thatcher, from Richmond, Me.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 7th, brig Dirigo, Coffin,
Messina; sch F M Crowley, Crowlev, Bath.
Ar 8th, schs Decora, Clark, Cienniegos; Only Son,
Meady, Matanzas.
Cld 6th, schs Sarah Wood, Hickman, Bath; E B
Emery, Weeks, Boston.
Also cld 6th, brig Long Reach, Blair, for Bath; sch
Lyra. Thompson, Somerset.
NEW YORK—Ar 7th, brig Tubal Cain, Stone, Cardenas 10 days; schs Pioneer, Lothrop, Guantanamo;
Mary F Corson, Corson, Jacksonville; Clara Rogers
Rogers, Two Rivers. NS; Wm Nichols, Hill, Providence; Vandalia, Fullerton, Portland; Mary Lymbumer, Coleman, Bangor; J S Moulton, Crowley,
Shu lee, NS; Elouise, Herrick, Pawtucket
Ar 9th, barque Masonic, Larapher. West Indies;
brigs Daphne. Watts, Sagua; Camille. Tucker, Matanzas; schs Victor, Nickerson. Para; H P Blaisdell,
Wood. Calbarien; Cygnus, Steele. Cardenas.
Cld 8th, imps jsmeraid isie, wimams. tor London:
Fawn, Gove, Havre; brigs A G Jewett, Reed, Marseilles; Nellie, Higgins, Demarara; sch Alice, Bernard. Cat Island.
Passed throueh Hell Gate 7th, schs Fred Jackson,
and Congress, New York lor Portland; Tennessee,
and Viue, do for Bangor; Otranto, from Amboy for
Ellsworth.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 8th, sch Laura A Jones, Cousins, and Effort, Pendleton, Bangor.
Sid 6th, schs Montrose, Allen, and Baltic, Parker.*
New York.
Sid 7th, schs Danl Webster, Parker, and H Gibbs.
Coffin, New York.
FALL RIVER—Sid 6th, sch J F Carver, Norwood,
New York.
VINEYARD HAVEN—Ar Gth. schs Annie Bliss,
Simmons. Beanfort for Boston; E L Leonard.
Gault,
Union island for Newburyport; Nellie Belle.
Benner,
Darieu lor Waldoboro; N H Hall, Hart, Philadelfor
Portland.
phia
Ar 7th. brig Whitaker, Cotton, Shnlec, NS. for New
York; schs Tantamount, Pendleton, and Wm Flint
Pendleton. Port Johnson for Salem: Franconia Leavitt, Newburyport for Philadelphia; Judge Low
Hallowe! Whiting for do: May McFarland, McFarland, Baltimore lor Boston.
BOSTON—Ar 8th, sch Emily A StarJet, Card, from
Dover, NH,
Cld 8tli. barques Tatay, Morse, Portland: Mennn-

3*9 CONGRESS STREET,
PORTLANH.

Whitney,

Abner

non.

Administrator.

WILLIAM TITCOMB, late of North Yarmouth, !
deceased. Copy ot Will and petition that the same
may be verified and established as the Will ot said
testator. Also petition that Charles Humphrey may
be appointed Administrator de bonis non, with the

Will annexed, presented by Lydia Titcomb, widow
of said deceased.
JOSEPH GOODING, of Yarmouth. First account
presented for allowance by Barnabas Freeman, As-

signee.

SARAH CHASE, late of Yarmouth, deceased.
Will and petition for the probate thereof, presented
by John Noyes, the Executor therein named.
JAMES HUTCHINS, late of Cumberland, deceased. Account presented for allowance by Henry

Hutchins,

Executor.

ELBRIDGE FIELD, of Falmouth. First Account and Private Claim against said ward, present
ed for allowance by Moses G. Blake, Guardian.
SUSAN H. RACKLEFF, late of Dsering, deceafed. First and final account presented for allowance,
by Elisha Higgins, Administrator.
MARK TRICKEY, late of Cape Elizabeth, deceased. Account of Emeline Triekey, Administratrix,
presented for allowance by Edward H. Triekey, Administrator of the estate of said Emelino Triekey,
deceased.
JESSE RIDLON, late of Portland, deceased. Will
and petition for the probate thereof, presented by

Ridlon, the Executrix therein named.
WILLIAM PARKER, late of Portland, deceased.

Petition for license to sell and convey real estate.
Also petition for allowance out of personal estate,
presented by Abigail C. Parker, Administratrix and
widow of said deceased.

PATRICK BRADLEY, late of Portland, deceased.
Will and petition for the probate thereof, presented
by Henry B. Cleaves and Michael Ward, the Executors therein named.
DANIEL J. KNIGHT, late of Portland, deceasedpreseuteu ior

allowance, uy

Smith, Trustee.
ANN QUINCY, late

WEDNESDAY MOKNINU, JUNE 10. ’74
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Matter’s Celebrated All Linen

hand

on

and is constantly receiving
assort in cut of the celebrated

sntf

a

Mrw AdverliM'Wiral. To-Day.

HANDKERCHIEFS!

very fine

NEWARK BOOTS AND SHOES

Slightly Damaged,

varieties of

in all the different

HALF

Shoes, Button and Congress Boots,

Hemmed
5, e,

or

Ci^red

by baring your feet properly fitted at the Shoe

store

LINC0LNVIL1E,

Hemstitched

ME.

location is very desirable for those seeking
pleasure. Only 6 miles from Camden,
Belfast, and 14 from Rockland, Beautiful scenery, pleasant drives, superior facilities lor
fishing, &c., &c. Charges moderate.
C. 1). BILLINGS, Proprietor.
julUd2m

Hemmed

To Let.
A

Church.

House next to tho State St.
15 Rooms. Pleasantly situated. Pos-

S. W.

Appiy

ROBINSON,

Jul®

A First Class Tin Plate and Sheet Iron

Also

understands Hot Air Furnace

[

can have a steady job and
good
Apply by letter, giving references, to
WOOD, BISHOP A CO..
jul0d3t&wlt
Banger, He.

wuges.

Si\ Large all Linen Towels tor SOc.
“
“
Three “
Striped Towels
for 50 cents.
Our Damask Towels at 95 cents
are a Great Bargain.

House for Sale—$3700!!
and One-half Story House, eight rooms,
good cellar, water, &c., lot 25x27, pleasantly
situated, Corner of Brackett and Ellsworth Sts. ApF. G. PATTERSON,
ply to
13 Fluent Block.
Jul0deod2w

AONE

DRESS~G00DS

KEYS JLOST.
Please leave at Press Office.

SHAWLS,””SHAWLS !

To Let,
CONVENIENT first floor tenement, six roomp,
on 1 me of horse cars.
Pleasan t at reet, Deering.
Apply to F. G. PATTERSON, 13 Fluent Block.

A

julO_

all of tlieir

FOREIGN FORTH.
Ar at Rangoon April 20, ship
Moravia, Morse,J Horn
Rio Janeiro.
Sid 1st, ship Zouave. Rowell, Europe.
Ar at Liverpool 6th lust, ship Two Brothers Gibbs
San Francisco.
Ar at Cardiff 8th inst, ship Detroit,
Pike, Antwerp
Passed Elsinore 7th inst. ship C B Hazeltiue
Gilkey, Savannah lor Reval; Uncle Joe, Nichols New
Orleans for do; barque Rome. Otis, do for Cron’stadt
Ar at Cadiz
lust, barqae Orchilla, Havener from
New York.-}
At Valparaiso 9tb ult. barques G M Bernard, Dix
unc; Chas Brewer, from Val lera, do.
At Callao 13th ult, ships El Dorado,
Winding, tor
San Francisco: Daniel Marcy. Bursley, from Boston
ar 7th; Peru, McIntyre, unc.
At Barbadoes 20th nit, schs Ada
Barker, Dobbin,
and Kittle Stevens, Anderson, nnc.
—

own

Striped Ottoman Shawls for $1,50.

lw

Wanted.

yard.

SIX

or

Congress,

corner Brown

Department.

ne

meaus

and trouble.

give them

Opp.

a

Preble

save

Alcohol.

AMERICAN

Vitalizes
the

PERUVIAN SYRUP

PERUVIAN SYRUP
/

and having a Cutter that is second
to none in the city we feel assured
in saying that those who intrust
their orders to ns will be satisfied
in Fit, material and make.

Complaint.

290 & 292 CONGRESS ST.
Ju3

Ib2w

I Ht LUNGS.

PERUVIAN SYRUP
Cures
Boils

tarrhal Symptoms and
Colds and Chills.
a

Silver and Plated Ware,
and many other goods, Visitors to the Pair and citicoruiauy

lnvueu to can.

.wo

10

irouoie

snow

ABNER LOWELL,
jul0d2w

relieved i.i tbeir first stages by
IMMEDIATELY
single dose ol that elegantly flavored and effect-

Cures Diseases
of the Kidneys
and Bladder.

935 KIDDLE STREET.

ive

A BOTTLE.

32-page pamphlet, containing a history of the
PERUVIAN SYRUP, a valuable paper on progress
n medical science, a treatise on Iron as a medical
agent, testimonials from distinguished physicians,
clergymen and others, will be sent free to any adA

dress.
NETKI

W.

86 Harrison

Search the whole catalogue of the Materia Medica,
and you will find nothing so admirably adapted to
loosening and breaking up a cold that lias settled on

the lungs. It has saved thousands from chronic ailments which would invariably result from a neglected
Cold. Look to

FOWLE At. SONS, Proprietor
Sold by dealers gener
mj6W&S2p&w3m

TOUR LUNGS

Avenue, Boston.

ally.

Above all things. Keep by you against the time of
need this great preventive of disease. It is so pleasantly flavored as to be eagerly taken, and has comrouted, wherever known, the old-fashioned
such as Composition,Hot Drops, Thoroughwort Tea, and like
mixtures. Not less
valuable is this remedy m

~

THE BEST JAMAICA GINGER,
EXTRA LEMON SYRUP,

MEAD

EXTRA

FLAVORING

SYRUP,
EXTRACTS,

ESSENCES,

OILS,

&c.,

For Sale in any quantity. All of our own manuEvery article warranted true to Label.

facture.

II. It. RICKER &,

CO.,

•

Bangor
Lewiston

...
•

Cleveland 0.,
“
Toledo

•

Chicago
Cook County
Louisville Ky-»
•

•
•

Maine Central R. B.
E. & N. American R. R. Gold
FOB SALK

d2w

G’s
G’s
G’s
G’s
G’s
7’s
8’s
7’s
7’s
7’s
7’s
G’s

•

...

50 Market St.
julO

pletely
remedies,

BONDS
Portland
Bath
Belfast

SWAN A

REDUCED FARE.

CITY BONDS.

$20.00, U. S. Currency.
Cabin, $70 to $80, Gold or its

Equivalent.

d&w3vr

KAILROAlT

AND

General Agents.

Portland,

«...

£>a

....

u»a
6’H
<}9a
y»a

Rangor,

•

Bath,

m

Cincinnati,
Toledo,
State of

No. a INDIA ST.

—

—

Maine,

Commencing Monday, Jane 8, 1874.
Passenger trains leave Portland
Dover daily,
5?????!fv"|for Portsmouth and
"'"w*(Sundays excepted.) at 9.10 a. m. and
L-“"3.15 p. m.

ft’N

FOR

SALE

Ladies’

gladiolusTWith all kinds of Fruit and Ornamental Trees,
Vines, Roses, Evergreens for Hedges, Shrubs, Bulbs,
and Plants in variety. The largest and best assortment ever offered in Portland. All in want of Nursery stock of whatever description should call on

WM. MORTON & 80N,
130 Middle St., just below Phillips’

Drag Wtore, Portland Me.
IST’Store closed on Saturdays.
myl2dtf2p

|

Furnishing
A

for

Saratoga
M*,,“

PURE

ForSale

$2000.

pavg a profit ot over 200 per cent.: sells at
and is the only Shade of the kind made in the
ed States. Same eas be sees at the

Exhibition, City

daring the week.

ju2

a

si^ht,
Unit-

Hally
41w

9

Has it

AT

—

CATARRH!
CATARRH!

N. O CRAM.

IT on He for Male?
Well, it ought to have.

Corsets.

CATARRH!

$2000 cash—halt interest in the Lamp Shade
FORmanufacturing
business, fully established and

jn8

Jacqueline

—

I C E

Manufacturers

Ladies and Children.

&

MRS. S. J. CLOVGU.
Free Street, Corner of Centre.
1
Stamping and Machine Stitching.
Ju9d2w_

Furnished and Shipped by

$2000.

fine assortment ot

(lOBTICELLI SPOOL 8II.K

ICE.

deOdistf

Store.

Cm*., T.nee Itnrba. Tim, Kuchinga,
Veil», I ans, Ac. Ladies’ tludrrwrar
ready-made, and made to order. Full line

32 EXCHANGE STREET.
my27eogi/_

good drain?

Buy CEMENT PIPE at

No!

once.

d9t

Search and seizure. Dfecharg
Mattocks & Fox.
Search and seizure. Fined (50

Patrick Conway.
Paid.
Edward Dooley. Search and seizure.
ith costs. Appealed.

with costs.

Fined (50

The Rockland Globe says a toy balloon was
up ou Seavey Island the third inst. with
a card attached, ou which
was
written, ‘‘the
finder of this ere balloon or the remaius, is reuested to forward to P. Winkle, esq., 94 State
street, Portland, per order of M. Winslow.”
The June number of the International Rail-

The Portland Cadets will meet them and do
escort duty.
There are now four tracks the whole length
of Smith’s wharf.
Workmen are paving Fore street from the
custom house to Market street.
It has been found impracticable to pump
water from the dock into the tank
street with the engine now in use.

larger engine
planing mill.

on

A

Cross
much

will be put up soon near Doten’s

A number of newly married couples of this
are to meet in Bostuu
soon, and from there
make a trip to Niagara Falls.
The executive committee of the State Pomo-

city

meet

-i_
e
--,

iu this city

on

Thurs-

.1__
...V

UAIU^

next

annual

tUQ

exhibi'

There will be a union temperance prayer
meeting this evening at quarter before eight

o’clock,

in the Casco street Free

Will

Baptist

church. The Kev. C. B. Pitblado will preside.
The public are cordially invited to attend.
Mr. George A. Harmon was badly bitten by
a dog on Free street
yesterday.
Tbe sparring exhibition last evening at Lancaster Hall was a fraud.
There was a good
crowd present and if it had not been for the
police there would have been trouble as there
was^agood deal of feeling against the manage-

of the affa r.
At a meeting of Eastern Star, Macbigonne
and Portland encampments of Odd Fellows,
held last evening, it was voted to meet the
Massasoit encampment of Boston next Friday
and entertain them while here.
The porgy boat L. S. Goodale, built by the
Portlaud Company, made her trial
ment

trip yester-

day.
Some of the Free Street Baptist
people are
anxious to secure the Rev. H. M. King of Boston for a pastor, but it is not believed that he
be prevailed upon to accept the call.
The Eastern railroad will run special trains
from Portsmouth to this city, stopping at all
stations, Friday and Saturday, to accommodate
visitors to the Industrial Exhibition. Tbe trains
leave Portsmouth at 7 a. in. and this city at 7
p. m. One fare pays the round trip and gives
admission to the hall. Similar trains will ran
on the Maine Central next week.

can

Tub Shooting Match.—The executive committee of the Forest City Shooting Clul have
decided to offer three medals for the best scoro
at its match in Peering Thursday, and in order
to made the chances as even as possible, those
taking part will be divided into three classes,
viz: Shooting at 21,23 and 25 yards respectively. The committee have secured a goodly
number of birds and
many of our best sportsmen from this
part of the state will bo in at-

tendance.
PrnwMl.

hosiery

_-

Leave Dover for Portsmouth and Portland
at 0.30. 10.50 and 5.00 p. m.
A freight train will leave Portsmouth for Dover,
and Dover for Portsmouth daily.
CHARLES F. HATCH,
General Manager.
junl

_jn5dlw

ma24

BY

H. in. PAISOA & CO.

CARGOES OF

Agents.

Wholesale

And other Mccnritie*.

PORTSMOUTH & D0YER R. R.

1*48 &

WEEKS Ac POTTER, BOSTON.

W. F. PHILLIPS A CO„
J. W PERKINS A CO.,

Li’wiMtou,

FARMER,

EASTERN

improved appetite follow its use. Make but a
single trial of tnis most elegant, effective, and safe
family medicine. It is not a preparation ol doubt ful
ingredients, but ore whose composition and character is known to
physicians. Its great success where
other preparations nave failed is owing to the superior mode of preparation adopted by the
proprietors,
'thousands upon thousands regard it as one ot the
greatest, if not tho greatest, medical compounds of
this century, simply because it has saved them from
distressing sicknesses and averted serious diseases.
For sale by all Druggists and Dealers in Medicine.

end lebl 8T

General Agent for New England,
JulO

HEALTHY DIGESTION
and

ALSO

APPLY TO

J. JL.

Flatulency, Rising of Food, Oppression after Eating,
Pains in the Stomach and Bowels,Chronic Diarrhoea,
and diseases of the Bowels.

BARRETT,

lOO MIDDLE STREET.

disagreeable

DYSPEPSIA,

BY-

Allan Line Steamers.
Steerage Passage to England, Ireland and Scotland reduced to

compound,

SANFORD'S
JAMAICA
GINGER.

CAUTION. Be sure you get the right article
See that “PERUVIAN SYRUP” is blown in the
glass.

PRICE, $1.00

days.
ed.

time and place for the
tion.

Irritation of the Lungs, Pains in
the Chest. Asthmatic and Ca-

—

CHAINS, LOCKETS,
Swiss andAmerican Watches ofall grades

John Lally, Thomas Dunsler, Horace G. Hoyt,
Stowell, Stephen Costello and John Martin.
Intoxication. Fined $5 each with costa.
Susan E. Williams. Common drunkard. Thirty
John

-U

Weaknesses.

PBBCIOTS STONES OF ALL KINDS,

with costs.

logical Society will

Cures
Female

Rogers Statuary, French Clocks. Bronzes,
Rich Jewelry, Cameos,

Cobb & Ray.
a oesday.—Mary McDonougn ana
Jynn Me Manneman.
Open shop on Lord’s day. Finad (10 each
with costs. Paid.
John Howley. Open shop on Lord’s day. Fined
$10 with costs. Paid.
Mattecks & Fox.
Roswell H. Morrill, Magnos Northstron, Mathew
Gillen and Frank A. Horr. Affray. Fined (5 each

Nearly every wharf in our harbor has received more or less repairs this season.
The Highland Cadets of Boston will make
their annual excursion to this city next Friday.
The South Boston cornet band accompanies
them. They will come on the Boston boat.

Black and Blue West of England
Broadcloths and Doeskins,

Cures
Liver

Judgment

Brown.

We have some very choice English Goods of oar own importation in

TROWSERINGS,
FANCY WORSTEDS,

Dyspepsia
Debility.

of $13.87.

plaintiff. Appealed.

for

way Guide, published by Chisholm Bros., has
been received.

“

PERUVIAN SYRUP

sum

Discharged.
Bradbury*.

C. St urges & Trs.

M.

Lowest of Low Prices.

SUMMER SUITINGS,

Makes
the Weak

vs.

picked

manner at the

System.

255 Hid die Street.

S. Brackett

plation.

made into garments to order in the
in the most Fashionable and tasty

Tones up

Cures

House.

Monday.—A.

and seizure.

Fined $50

Uriel Jottings.
The M. L. A. have an excursion in contem-

WOOLENS

Blood.

FBEE EXHIBITION

zcub

Prices.

ENGLISH. FRENCH, AND

and

time, money

PRESIDING.

Search and seizure.

Patrick Plnnkett.

anti Humors.

AT

iu

no

2ww

—

utieuuuii

For the balance of the Season we
shall offer our entire assortment of

Contains

Caps,

call and

vsproiai

Goods and

Goods, PERUVIAN SYRUP

Hats and

inv in-

this department of our business,
and to the great inducements ottered to purchasers, both in

Is a Protected
Protoxide
of Iron.

uuutim

Saturday.—Michael Jordan John Sullivan. Intoxication. Fined $5 each with costs.
James Donahue. Intoxication. Fined $3 with

Account annexed for the

_

Custom

PERUVIAN SYRUP

CLOTHING,

Furnishing

Streets.

Orin Hawkes & Co.,

ALCOHOL.

aim

Boston and intermediate offices. Arrive at 12.55
and 10.30 p m. Close at 8.30 a m, and 2.40 and 9.00
p m.
Boston and the West. Arrive at 5.10 p m.
Intermediate or Way Mails via Boston and Maine
Railway. Arrive at 12.50 and 10.00 p m. Close at
8.30 a in and 2.40 p in.
Great Southern and Western. Arrive at 12.55 and
10.30 p m. Close at 8.30 a m, 2.40 and 9.00 p m.
Bangor, Mattawamkeag, and connecting routes.
Arrive at 3 p m. Close at 12 m.
Augusta and connecting routes. Arrive at 9.05 a
m jpid 3 p m.
Close at 12 m and 5 n m.
Express, Augusta, Bangor and the East. Arftve
at 2 a m. Close at 9 p m.
Sknwbegan, intermediate offices and the north.
Arrive at 3 p m. Close at 12 m.
Canaria and intermediate offices, via G. T. R. Arrive at 3 pm. Close at 12.45 p in.
Morning Northwestern by G. T. R. Arrive at 9 a
m.
Close at 6.30 a. m.
Lewiston and Auburn. Arrive at 9.05 a m, 3 and
7.15 p in. Close at 6.15 a m, 12 m, and 5 pm.
Rochester, N. H., and imermddiate offices. Arrive
at 10.10 a m,and3nm. Close at 7 a m. and 1 p m.
North Conway anil other offices on the P. & O. K.
K. Arrive at 11.40 a m, and 5.10 p in. Close at 7 a
m and 1pm.
By the Bridgton Stage. Arrive at 3 p m. Close at
6.30 a m.
Eastport, via each steamer. Arrive at 6 a m.
Close at 5 pm.
Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, Mount Desert. Millbridge, Jouespcrt and Machias, via each steamer.
Arrive at 6 a in. Close at 9 pin.
Nova Scotia and Prince Edwards Island. Arrive
Thursday at 9 a m. Clo»>e Saturday at 5 pm.
Foreign Mai.s, via New York, day previous to sailing oi steamers, Close at 2.40 p m.

with costs. Paid.
John Cronan. Search

dlw

Ju4

A Permanent Tonic

Childrens’

iui vauicii

Patrick Dcchan.

If you want anything in

Men’s, Roys’

ufiuu
a m.

•osts.

COYELL & CO., Agents,

IEOH in the BLOOD

Beat the World.

Office Hours.
m,Sundays excepted.

Municipal Coart.

N. B,—Job Lot ol all Linen Genuine Russia Crash at 8 cents per

First class custom Coat makers immediately
at
ORIN HAWKES & CO.,
2P0 & 292 Congress Street.
ju!0d3t

Builds up
the
Broken down.

Postmaster.

Chief Clehk

....

JUDGE MORRIS

A

office.

to 8.30 p

a m

Better goods at equally Low Prices.

Wanted.
SMART Boy who understands Cane Seating, at
New Rattan Establishment, 41 Union St., Falmouth Hotel Builuing.
julOdlw*

Strong.

make and at prices that

!

A largo variety in desirable Shades at the Lowest
possible prices.

julOlt_

every conceivable article in

MEN’S AND BOVS9 CLOTHING,

SIZE.

Work and

ONI*,other Jobbing,

Tost

Arrival and Departure of Mail*.

Large Assortment from 1!J f >4 cts
and upwards.

a

Worker.

292 Congress St.,

ouii'iajs

from 9 to 10

Ladles’ Regular Make Balbriggan Hose,
Silk Clocked, 50 cents a pair,

WANTED.

WITHOUT

From 7.30

Hosiery, Hosiery,

codlw

Orin Hawkes & Co., PERUVIAN SYRUP
&
find

C. W. GODDARD
J. W. YORK

lO, 19 1-9, 13, 17. 90, 93 nad 30 cent*.

the

they can

PORTLAND

42c each.

Handkerchiefs,

LARGE

to

REAL ESTATE AGENT,
303 NIIDDl.E IT.

who

MAIL ARRANGEMENTS.

GENTS’ ALL LINEN

TWO-STORY

session given immediately.

and

L. Farmer.

MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Dr. Hall at I>r. Gordon's office.

Handkerchiefs !

20, 25, 30, 33, 37 1-2

U.

Allan Line Steamers—J.
To Let—S. W. Robinson.

LADIES’ ALL LINEN

health and
THE
12 from

widow of said deceased.

290

Handkerchiefs !

iulOiseod4w

CENTRE

U.

Wanted—Boy.
Wanted—Wood, Bishop & Co.
Notice to Strangers—Orin Hawkes & Co.
The best .Jamaica Ginger—H. H. Kicker & Co
Billings House—C. J>. Billings.

Colored Borders, at 25, 30, 33,
37 1-2 and 42 cents eacb.

M. Gr. PALMER.

PERUVIAN SYRUP

We would remind our out of town friends who expect to visit the city during the Exhibition, that at

—

7, 8. 10, 12 1-2, 15, 17, 20.

Hemstitched

of

P. S.—Ladies’.Misses' and Children’s Boots sent to
any part of the United States by mail poet paid.

JAMES W. Lehane, minor child and heir of John
late of Portland, deceased. Second account
presented for allowance by Henry L. Paine, Guardian.
JOHN JORDAN, late of Portland, deceased. Account and petition lor allowance out of personal estate, presented by Sarah Jordan Administratrix and

Notice to Strangers Visiting the
Portland Industrial Exhibition.

AT

LADIES’ ALL LINEN

PERUVIAN SYRUP

JOHN A. WATERMAN, Judge.
A true eopy of the original Order.
Attest. WILLIAM K. NEAL, Register.
w3w24

SPECIAL NOTICES.
Co- Eatou Shaw.
F—Encampments.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Gladiolus—Wm. Morton A: Son.
House foi Sale— F. G. Patterson.
Newark Boots and Shoes—Go well,
Keys Lost.
To Let—F. G. Patterson.
Corns, Ac.—M. G. Palmer.
Free Exhibition—Abner Lowell.
Wanted—Orin Hawkes & Co.

Brooklyn Life tasurawe

I.

Handkerchiefs,
—

rrauos a.

Lehane,

S^1ePnu'n’^UanMl8>l0n-

PRICES !

LADIES’ ALL LINEN

Corns, Bunions, Ingrowing Nails
and Enlarged Joints

Permanently

at

THE USUAL

eodistf

be very much relieved

AUCTION COLUMN.
The Gov. Buna
Hoiuestead-F. Shirley.
ENTERTAINMENT column.

*

which for 9tyle and durability arc quite equal to tho
best custom work, and at much less prices; also in
stock a full and complete assortment of Boots and
Shoes adapted to the season and to all classes of customers at prices to correspond with the times.

julO

PRESS.

CITY AND VICINITY.

Under the Falmonth House,
has

of Portland, deceased
Copy
of Will and petition that the same may be verified
and established as the Will of said testatrix; also
petition that Henry Clay Goodenow may be appointed Trustee, under said Will, presented by Mary L.
Q. Wetberell & als., parties interested in the estate
of said deceased.

*

ticook, Hemingway, Millbridge.
Ar 9th, barqae L T Stocker, Tyler, Cardenas’ schs
Idaho, Creamer. Bangor; PS Lindsey, Jonhson fm
“
Portland; Cambridge, Rowe, Bath.
Cld 9tb, schs Ellen M Golder, Wlxon. Kennebec
C’
Broadfleld. Britt, Calais.
NEWBURYPORT—Ar 7th, sch Lizzie Brewster
"er’
Smith, New York.
Sid Gth. sch Lizzie, Leighton, Machias
GAROINER—Sid 4th, brig IdaM Comerv York
7’Iork’

Philadelphia.

MISS II. F. HARSH

caped

(Piess Correspondence.)

MOONEY,

DEALERS IN

YORK COUNTY.

Aurora Royal Arch Chapter, No. 22, of Corrinth, elected the following officers June 5th:—
George F. Clifford, W. P.; Horace A. Pike,

GOODS

153 Middle Street, Vickery & Leighton.
d&wsn2w
ju2

then the St

Michael O’Brien, one of the
hoys who esfrom Alfred
jail a few weeks since, has
been captured.
Mr. John Drew, a merchant of South
Berw.ck, bought a mileage ticket at the depot of
the P. S. & P. railroad at Portsmouth, Mav
18th, 1874, entitling him to ride 500 miles. He
had rideu 2<i7 miles,but on Saturday a conductor refused to recognize it and
demanded fare
Mr. Drew refused and was arrested at Salem
by the railroad police.

OE

marked at prices to close them out.

per

bonis

“JOB LOT”

cause.

LOUVILLE H. WHITE & ALS., minor children
and heirs of John L. White, late ot Gray, deceased.
Account presented for allowance by William L.
Dickey, Guardian.
FANNY PHILBRICK & ALS., minor children
and oeirs of John H. Philbrick, late of Standish, deceased. Petitions for license to sell and convey real
estate, presented by Nathan Weston, Guardian.
HKMAN B. WHITNEY, late ot Standish, de
ceased.
First account presented for allowance by

julO

New York.
Cld 1st, sch Ells Hodgdon, Nlekerion, Tnsket. NS.
In port 1st, schs M C Moseley, Coggins, lor Trinidad, ldg; A F Ames, Jameson, and Agnes 1 Grace,
Smalley, for St John. NB, ldg; Delhi, Emerson, and
Bertha Souder, Wooster, for Boston, ldg.
SAVANNAH—Ar 7th, sch Fannie K Shaw, from
Richmond. Me.
CHARLESTON—Ar 4th, brig Caroline E Kelley,
Noyes, Richmond, Me.
Cld 4th, sch May Evelyn, McLean, Boothbay.
BALTIMORE—Ar 6th, brig Princeton, Wells, from

NO. 11 EXCHANGE STREET.
sndtf
my26

REAL ESTATE .MORTGAGES.
carefully selected in the west, paying 10 to
cent interest. Very safe as well as profitable.

object if they see

ESTELLA WARD, minor child and heir of Josiah
B. and Rosella Ward, late oi Otisfleld,dece .sed. Second account presented for allowance by Jacob Ward,
Guardian.
JOHN CURTIS, late of Brunswick, deceased.
First Accounts presented for allowance by Letitia A.
Curtis. Trustee.
JAMES R. CURTIS, minor child and heir of John
Curtis, late of Brunswick, decased. Account presented lor allowance by Letitia A. Curtis, Guardian.
ALVIN F. WELLS, late of Pownal deceased’
First and final account and Private Claim against
said estate, presented for allowance by Jeremiah K.

JACKSONVILLE—Ar 1st, schs Annie L Me Keen,
McKeen, Belfast; Alta vela. Joy, New York.
Cld 2d. schs Prescott Hazeltine, McDonald.Belfast;
3d, S P Hall, Chipman, New York.
PENSACOLA—Ar 1st, brig Sally Brown, Ross,
Key West; schs L A Watson. Watson, New Orleans;
2d, B L Eaton, Adams, New York.

DARIKN—Ar 1st, sch Agnes I Grace, Smalley.

All

the Countv of Cumberland on the first
Tuesday
June, lu the year of our Lord eighteen hundred and seventy-four, the following matters
having been presented for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby Ordered.
That notice thereof be given to all persons interested, by causing a copy of this order to be published
three weeks successively in the Maine State Press
and Eastern Argus, papers printed at Portland aforesaid, that they may appear at a Probate Court to be
held at said Portland on the first Tuesday ot July

by all

pinwall.

$2.00!

Portland, May 15,1874.

Court of Probate held at Portland within

ATand offor

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO-Ar 7th, ship W R Grace, Black
New York.
NEW ORLEANS—Cld 6th, ship Sterling, Baker,

BRUNSWICK,

To or from Boston,

kinds, Hard
Edgings, Etc.,

To all Persons interested in either of the
Estates hereinafter named :

Morse, Administrator de

Newark Boots & Shoes

BILLINGS HOUSE,

PROBATE NOTICES.

a

THK

can

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

Both proceeded.

Havre.

01

all

Harkness, Bar-

SPOKEN.
March 26, lat 35 56 S, Ion 18 57 E, ship Bertha, Tote
from Bombay tor London.
May 18, lat 47, Ion 32, barque Alma, from Havre for
New York.

,St Thomas

MEMORANDA

and Congress streets.
I most cordially and earnestly recommend them to
the public, and am confident taat the interests of my
customers and friends will be most successfully and
satisfactorily cared for in their hands.
J. E. JENKS.
jne6tfen

Standard Coal, of
Soft Wood,

«fnkni

A telegram from Coconada, dated May 18, states
that the ship Bengal, Capt Blanchard, from Rangoon
lor England, was blown ashore at Hope Island and
requires assistance to get off.
Sch B F Lowell, Rice, from Georgetown DC for a
Northern port, got in collision with schr C H Foster,
night ot the 5th inst, off Maryland Point, and stove

Besides occupying their commodious and attractive
office at 28 Exchange street, Messrs. Barnes Bros,
will also, (at least for the present) have a branch office
at my old stand, Fluent Block, corner of Exchange

RICHARDSON'S

..k

[FROM MERCHANTS* EXCHANGE.!
28th nit, barqne S R Bearse»
Marston, Montevideo.
Sid 27th, barque W J Whitney, for Turks Islands,
to load for Portland or Gloucester.
Ar at New York 9th, barques Blanche How,Goold,
Matanzas; Hosea Rich, Pierce; Estel la, Poole, and
Arizona, do; brigs A J Pettingill, Hall, Matanzas 8
days; Stockton.* Allen, do; Alton, Coop.-: schs
A H Lennox, Gray, and Maid of the Mist, Smith,
Baracoa.

Agent for Dm Fonts Powder Mills

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD T^pKETS

fUK_a-

Hall, Bartlett, Cbicahominy, Va.
June 8—Ar, sch J Tinker, Stewart. Port Johnson.
Sid, schs Harriet Fuller, McUougal, Wiscasset; L
T Knight, Mclntire, Rockport; Cata warn teak, Keating, Rockland.

Wholesale and Retail.

HAVE REMOVED

load for

Lfrom our correspondent.]

FOR TROUT AND PICKEREL.

AND

April 20, Moravia. Morse, Rio Ja
neiro; 23d, Mary A Way, Russell, Buenos Ayres.
Ar at Rangoon April 18, Bengal,
Blanchard, from
Sourabaya.
Sld April 21, Zouave, Rowell, Falmouth, E.
Off Havre 23d, Loretta Fish, Watts, from Guanape
Ar at Helvoet 22d ult. Investigator, Butman, from
Baltimore.
Sld fm Seville 13th ult, Harvest Moon. Riley, lor
New York.
In Elsinore Sound 23d, Harriet N Carlton, Hark-

MISCELLANEOUS.

Philadelphia—Cbas Sawyer.

FISHING TACKLE

COAL

CLEARED.
Chase, Bennett. St John, NB—John Port-

Barque Mendota. Perry, Montevideo—C S Dyer.
Barque J G Norwood, Sheppard, Camden—uhas H
Chase & Co.
Sch Emma Pemberton, (Br) Warr, St Andrews. NB
Sch Catbie C Berry, Seavey, Kennebec, to load lor

EDWARD P. THW1NG,
Secretary State Club.

&

New York.
Ar at Rangoon

a-ii at ucxuuiii

eous.

The exercises THURSDAY EVENING are ta
Johnson Hall. All friends of the cause are earnestly desired to attend and participate. Gov. Dingley
presides and able speakers are to be present. Free
return tickets are expected.

EVANS

PORTLAND,

order.
Seh Hibernia, (Br) Coggins, Westport NS—dry fish
for a market.
Sch Frank Pierce, Grant, Ellsworth.
Sch Sarah, Knight, Mt Desert.
Sch Gipsey, Pitcher, Waldoboro.
Sch Oregon, Duuton, Bootlibay.
Sch C W Dexter, Dunton. Gardiner for Providence.
Carried away mainmast about 4 PM 8th lust, when
ofi Cape Elizabeth, and put in for repairs.

The State Temperance Convention

DRY

NEWS.

Tuesday, Jane 9.
ARRIVED.
Steamer City of Portland, Pike, St John, NB, via
Eastport for Boston.
Sch Ella Clifton. (Br) Kimball, Boston.
Scb Lizzie G, (Br) Gilchrist, Boston.
Sch Melita, Allen, Windsor, NS—plaster to order.
Sch Bonetta, (Br) Clark, Kempt, NS—plaster to

Tho Republicans of Gorham will meet at the Town
House on SATURDAY AFTERNOON, the 13th
inst., at 2£ o’clock, to select delegates for the State
and Congressional Conventions.
Per Order Town Committee.

VARIETY

lLatest by European steamers.]
Cardiff 25th, Gazelle, Bartlett, Baltimore:
Silver Stream, Todd, New York.
Sld fm Queenstown 25th ult, Keystone, Berry, for
Dunkirk.
Ar at Melbourne prev to 22d ult,
Templar, Haskell,
Ar at

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

Sarah B.

The Republicans of Raymond are requested to meet

LARGE

.June 19

Circassian.Quebec.Liverpool... June20

13th inst„ at 4 o’clock, P. M., to choose delegates to
tho State and District Conventions.
Per Order Rep. Town Committee.

BOTTOM DROPPED

Havana.dune 11

Andes.New York. .Jamaica..

Deerinj*

$2,0

lor*

Olympus.Boston-Liverpool_June 16
City of Havana.New York. Havana.June 18

The Republicans of
are requested to meet
at the Town House on SATURDAY, the 13th inst.,
at 7 o’clock P. M., to choose delegates to the State
Convention to be holden at Augusta on the 18th iustan*, to nominate a candidate for Governor. Also
to choose delegates to the Republican District Convention to be holden at Portland, Wednesday, June
24th. Also to choose a Town Committee for the enPer order of Town Committee.
suing year.

G.

New

City of Brussels ..New York Liverpool... June 13
Columbus.New York ..Havana.June 16

Casco, June 8,1874.

OXFORD COUNTY

Audral Russell, son of Ur. Russel of Fayette, a student in the Wesleyau University,was
drowned Friday.

Merida....

Scandinavian.Quebec.Liverpool... .June 13
Algeria.New York. Liverpool ...June 13
Celtic. New York .Liverpool... .June 13

The Republicans of Casco are requested to meet at
the Towu House on SATURDAY, tbe 13th day of
the present month at 3 o’clock, P. M., to choose two
delegates to attend the State Convention to be holden
at Augusta on the lSth day of Jufte, 1874.
Per Order.

ju8sntd*

or

Gamma.New York. .Bermuda... .June 11
Frisia.New York. .Hamburg—June 11

gress. Also to choose a Town Committee for the enPer order of Town Committee.
suing year.
Yarmouth, June 8, 1874.

A

enlw*

MARRIED.

WM. ALLEN, JR.,

The following is the list of graduates from
the Bowdoin Medical School: L. G. Anthoiue,
F. A. Bickford. S. T. Brown. R. Curtis, G. H.
Emerson, R. E.|Fobes, F. L. Gardner, A. L.
Gaubert, I. W. Gilbert, P. Hall, E. E. Holt.
S. C. Knight, C. F. Leslie, G. H.
Sanborn, X.
H. Scott, A. F. StinsoD, A. M. Thompson, J.
Utley, A. Woodside.A M.; W. M. Wright, A.
B.; C. E. Young.
The Androscoggin Engine Co. No.
2, of
Topsham, have accepted a challenge from Niagara Engine Co. No. 3, of Brunswick, to play
for $100 a sine at Topsham,
Saturday afternoon
June 13.

(Over the Book Store.),
PORTLAND,

ju6

Sld im Kingston, Ja, 21st ull, barque Linda Stewart, Slinclilield, Old Harbor and New York.

bo heard thereon, and

HAIR DRESSING ROOMS,
Cor. Oak and Congresg St.,

Further information will cheeriully be given to
parties who are pleased to call, whether desiring to
be insured or not.

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.
The obsequies of the late Judge Reddington
took place in Lewiston Monday afternoon.

d2msn

J. P. SMITH’S

The peculiar featui e which commends this Compublic favor is the entry made in each participating policy of a definite cash value, increasing
from year to year, which the Company will loan to
the policy holder to aid in the payment of his annual premiums, if desired, or pay over to him at any
time after the receipt of two or three premiums

to meet at the

from

& ADAMS,

LORING,

22 Exchange hi., Portland.

YORK.

pany to

ahnnlH Via tinva

receive pupils iu Object-drawing and
usual.
sntf

We sell

—OF TI1B—

In case
of accident to vehicles it is the business of
this policeman, who is an old cavalryman, to
render the needful assistance.

CUMBERLAND COUNTY.

as

GREAT REDUCTION IN RATES
To New York, I’hiadelphia, Baltimore,
Washington, Cincinnati, Chicago, St.
Louis, San Francisco and all points West.

AGENCY

BROOKLYN

BLOCK,

CLAPP’S

Where she will

of Boston.

julOsnlt

SPRINGER

3,

Cardenas.

ness, trom New Orleans tor Reval.
Ar at Gibraltar 14th ult, R B Gove,
celona, (and cld 15th for Cadiz).

lias removed her Studio to

Per order.

co-

NEWS.

NO. 11 EXCHANGE STRRET.
sntf

BEHOTAI:,

Members of Eastern Star, Macbigonne and Portland Encampments are requested to meet at Odd
Fellows’ Hall at 8 o’clock THIS (Wednesday) EVENING, to make arraagemenls for the reception of

operate in the payment of expenses.

STATE

imported.
WM. ALLEN, JR.,

as

Jul

I. O. O. F.

new

The

8 100.00 per lOOO.
“
lOO.
10.00
“
5.00
(box) 50.
lO Cents Bach.

mart's

present of five dollars and

chignon. It was in Kentucky.
Dubuque believes in competitive examinations. Two candidates recently applied to the
city council for the post of engineer of the
steam fire-engine belonging to the city.
To
ascertain which was the best qualified for the
a

ON AND AFTER THIS DATE all »f
my Imported Havana C'igars will be sold bv
the $1,00 worth at the same price as per $10i>0. I
offer to-day a fine Imported Havana Cigar—The
Isolde n Bell—a regalia britanica, at

Dceiiug, June 9, 1874.

The question of boundary line between Chili
and the Argentine Republic is to be settled by
arbitration.
Chief-Justice Waite is to be honored by having a hotel named after him in his native town
of Lyme, Conn.
Monroe countv. Indiana, claims the. oldest

A breach of promise of
the damages were laid at

HAVANA CIGARS.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

ms

to

IMPORTED

Food and DlgeMion.
In dyspepsia the gastric juice which should dissolve
the food is only formed in small quantities, and whatever may he the fe ling of emptiness and weakness
in such cases, the dyspeptic should eat very sparingly. To remedy the evil, the mucous membraue of
the stomach, which secretes and emits the gastric
fluid, should be stimulated and toned, and the best,
in fact the only sure preparation for this purpose is
Hostetter’s Stomach Bitters. Not only does this admirable stomachic promote a sufficient and steady
supply of the sol vent which converts the food to the
purposes of life, but it also regulates the flow of bile,
controls the bowels, and has a most invigorating effect upon the nerves. The glow which-the very first
dose diffuses through the system is an earnest of the
more permanent vitalizing effects which are produced by its persistent use. It improves the appetite,
cheers the spirits, and renders the body hardy and
strong.

ester Democrat.

The number of Missouri Democratic poli.
ticians who have been prevailed upon to consecrate their talents to the service of their
country assures us that patriotism is neither

Ar at St Thomas 19th ult, barque Emma F Herriman, Nichols, Havre (and aid 22d for Cuba); sch M A
Holt, Higgins, St Kitts, (and sld for Arroyo); 24th,
Franklin Treat, Martin, Barbadoes.
Sld 22d, barque Union, Call, Mexico.
Ar at St Thomas 24tn ult, ship Florence Treat,
Short, Barbadoes for Jamaica.
Sld 22d ult, barque E F Herriman. Nichols, for

SPECIAL NOTICES.

_

has ruled that a man

distribution ot office.
It may be seriously doubted it ever before,
in the history of the city, has there been an

K ; Preston A. Durgin, S.; Cyrus G. Marr,
Treas.; lloscoe G, Smith,Sec.; J. Gibson,Chap.;
Audrew J. Hurd,C. of H.; Charles C. O'Brion,
P. S,; Aaron B. Marr, R. A. C.; Geo. H. Milliken, M. 3d Vail; Isaac N. Brackett, M. 2d
Vail; Jshn Bradley,M. 1st Vail; Samuel Tray,
Sentinel.

be ennui by Dr. H. P. Evans’ Remedy. Call
and see testimonials. Warranted to cure or refund tlic money. Price 75 cents. Agents wanted.
HICKS & CO.,
102 Federal St.

CAN

ju8dlw*

NEW PORTLAND INDUSTRY.
Th# only manufactory of
Rattan Furniture and W ares
See sample of our first proevar started in Maine.

ductions at Indus!rial Exhibition.
Cattail Warea of every description made and repaired to order. Salesroom nud itlanafarlory
41 Inion HI., Fa I month Hotrl Huilriitag.
D, I Hi'ih, Proprietor.
jut*d2w*

Annie Louise Cary will pass

a portion of the
at the Isle of Shoals.
Mr. J. H. Cranden, of the Commercial Bulletin, Boston, is at the Falmouth Hotel. He
comes to Portland to attend the Industrial Exhibition.
Gov. Pingley aud wife, Hon. Joshua Nye
and Gen. J. A. Hall are stopping at the Fal-

warm season

mouth.
A

Card.

Mb. Editor.'—In behalf of the society for
dumb animals, allow me gratefully to acknowledge through your columns, the receipt of
$5(1.75 as the result of a collection at the First
Parish last Sunday evening, in aid of the soLeonard G. Jordan,
ciety.

Treasurer.

_

Portland,
State

June 9,1874.

Fair.—The

trustees

of

the Maine

State Agricultural Society held a meeting in
Bangor Monday eveniug and decided to hold a
state fair.

No plaee was fixed upon. It is understood that wherever it may lie held this fall
it will also he held there next season and it is
expected that the New England Fair will at
that time be held in connection with it.

Police Notes.—John McKone was arrested
yesterday by deputies Williams and Bridges for
an

assault

ou a

Peering line.

horse

car

conductor

on

the

———«^—————

THE INDUSTRIAL EXHIBITION.
Tlie Work of the Artisan and the
Manufacturer.
t GRAND OPENING AT CITY HALL.
Hon. W. W.

Rpctchta by

Thoiuna,

Jr

C.

,

Kin.bi.H, Esq., and Got. Bioglcy.

P.

compiler
gazetteers does not plaoe
Portland in the rank of manufacturing cities,
nor indeed do qur citizens generally.
We
of

The

have,

and

juBtly, prided

ourselves upon

commercial enterprise and

our

reputation, looking

upon great manufactories as not for ns. But,
while we have beeu fostering our railroad system, and taking measures to increase out
wharfage facilities, and tenderly nursing the
reviving industry of ship-building, our manufactures have grown apace. With no blare of

trumpets, with

special

no

encouragement,

almost without notice, they have steadily gone
on in prosperous ways, aud are now manifesting themselves in an increasing population, in
increasing taxable property, in an increasing
demand for rents, and in a steady aud profitable trade in a time of general commercial aud
industrial stagnation. The rebuilding of the

city

after the fire of 1866 brought to us many
skilled artisans. These men settled with ns,
and after the fever of building was over cast
about them for means to earn an honest livelihood and to acquire a competency for themselves and their families. The result is seen

iu City Hall to-day.
It is well to hear in mind that these manufactures, of which we are just beginning to be
proud, are not merely of local repute. Portland carriages roll over the pavements of every
city in the Union. Portland canned goods
carry to every winter dining table iu the
North the choicest products
kitchen garden.
Portland
ments are in

at the

use

great hospitals of New

tins

ui

the

August

surgical instruoperating stands of the
York and Philadelphia.

Woolen aud cotton cloths
carried on by Portland
uiu cuuiiufis

of

from mills built and

capital are spread

uinuudiit

puuvu*

ui

on
tuts

Middle States and the West. Portland sugars
are quoted 4n all the markets, and Portland
matches kindle fires alike in the mansions of
the wealthy and the huts of the laborer,
throughout New England. Nor is it alone of
objects of utility we boast, for the magnificent
marines of a Portland artist are to be seen
upon the wt 11s of the academy, or holding
places of honor in the libraries and drawingrooms of men of culture aud artistic taste.
An exhibition of our varied industrial products could not be otherwise than entertaining
and instructive, ft is surprising that the plan
did not come to birth sooner. To the Board of
Manufactures the credit for its projection, and
successful carrying out as shadowed forth in
the grand opening last evening, is due. A
glance at the halls will convince our readers
that the undertaking was encompassed with

difficulties, and that it necessitated

a

vas.

amount of work. More than two hundred ent
tries have been made, and the result is one
upon which Portland has reason to congratulate itself. The products of industry aud inventive skill on every hand deserve more than
That careful attention aud
a passing notice.
detailed description which their merits require
be given in the compass of one or two
newspaper articles. For these reasons it has
been thought advisable to divide up the] halls
into sections, aud to take up these sections day
by day, giving full descriptions of the useful
and interesting objects encountered in a stroll
through the exhibition rooms. This morning

cannot

content ourselves with an account of the
last evening.
Our businessmen have freely res ponded to
the call, and the City Building is filled with
the fabrics turned out from our manufactories
and workshops. On every hand are to be seen
evidences of industries, the existence of which
has been until now scarcely known. On entering the building at the foot of the great staircase, the heavy articles too cumbrous to climb
we

opening exercises

stairs without being winded, are placed. At
the head of the stairway huge casks, fitted to
contain liquor enough to satisfy the thirst of
Gargantua greet the eye. In addition to thesethe upper corridor is filled with those agricultural implements which Portland sends out for
the use of the hardy and industrious farmers of
the State, and with some splendid specimens of
Portland taste in mantel-pieces.
Reception
Hall is devoted to the display of the carpet

weaving machine,

to certain

roofing

prepara-

tions and to the exhibition of the fine arts.
On entering the main hail the visitor finds a
refrigerator guarding one side of the entrance,
He hesitates,
and
wondering if he is expected to pay his money
and take his choice of the poles or the tropics.
The same cuiious medley greets the eye on
every hand. A fine array of clothing ranging
a

steam

radiator the other.

from the fantastic habiliments of the Knights
Templar to the plain garments of the ordinary
citizen, occupies a place near that last garment
sailed with ghastly humor, the “wooden overcoat.” Near this, with unconscious sarcasm,
the assigning committee has placed a box of
medicines. Something dauuted by this practi
cal illustration of the eternal fitness of things,
the visitor hastens to a goodly array of bottles,
pleasantly suggestive of the vineyards of Bur-

gundy and the Rhine, but to his horror finds
filled with pickles.
To counteract so
many quart jars of acidity he repairs to tables

them

where barrels of sugar and cruets of syrup and
heaps of candy may sweeten his imagination.
On the left of the hall he fiuds carriages,
sleighs, some specimens of machlQwy and a
coil of solder, which he is assured is over a
mile in length.—if he don’t believe it he can
At the very rear of the hall are
measure it.
tlie pottery works in full operation turning out
vases of fantastic forms which he may, if he
he of a cinerary turn of mind, imagine to be
semblances of the funeral vases of old Rome.
The centre of the room is tilled with a multitude of objects, which it would take a column
to even enumerate.
Upon the wide platform
built out from the galleries are displays of furThe sights are inniture aud other articles.
teresting and instructive, and almost endless in
variety. Only a visit can give a satisfactory
The noticeable and pleasing feature is
idea.
absence of pretension.
Nearly all the
on
exhibition are in their every day
clothes, are the usual products of the workshops and the mill, aud are not extra products
the

goods

turned out for

special occasion.
opening took place

was

last evening.
the occasion.

crowded with spectators, there being many

strangers present.
few minutes past eight the members of
of the Board of Manufactures, accompanied by
members of the City Government, appeared on
the platform with the invited guests, Governor
Dingiey, ex-Gov. Peril am, Dr. Corliss of New
York, the Maine Medical Society and many
prominent citizens. At the rnomeut of their
appearance the Portland Baud, stationed in
at the rear of the hall, struck up a
the
At

a

gallery

march.
Hon. W. W. Thomas, Jr.,with the following
remarks introduced Charles P. Kimball, Esq.,
as the speaker of the evening:
Ladiei and (fentlemen:—This is the first
Industrial Exhibition ever attempted in Portland—and this grand ball—tbe acropolis of our
city—crowded with the varied and beautiful
products of our workshops and manufactories,
and your presence here to-uignt in such goodly
numbers make tbe first Industrial Exhibition
a success and demonstrate the
importance of

Portland as a manufacturing centre.
This enterprise was originated, organized and
perfected by tbe Portland Board of .Manufactures, whose efforts have been actively and
warmly seconded by our mechanics and manu-

facturers.
It has seemed fitting that this exposition
This will
should be opened by an address.
now be delivered by tbe gentleman who originated the idea of this exhibition, the President
of the Board of Manufactures, Hon, Charles
P. Kimball, who, X am sure, ueeds no introduction to a Portland audience.
Mr. Kimball

spoke

as

follows:

KIMBALL’S ADDBESS.
The city of Portland is widely known
MB.

as

a

smart.entjrprisiug commercial city, containing
among its citizens, many of the most enterprising, far seeing, public spirited merchants
and business

to be found in the United
all times to take heavy responsibilities and strike out boldly for progress,—
to push forward to successful completion, the
grand enterprises neeessary to make a prosperous and flourishing city.
The citizens of Portland have great confidence in the future of their city; hence no obstacle has been too great for them to overcome.
No calamity has thus far dismayed them. A
little less than eight years since the fearful
words flashed over the ci/ilized world: “The
beautiful city of Portland is being destroyed by
fire.” It was literally true; a large portion of
our city was on the moruing of the 5th of July,
1806, a desolate waste. The sight was Indeed
appaliug; tbe stoutest heart was for a time
struck with terror, but tbe sympathy and generosity extended to us from our brother men
everywhere invigorated us. The noble spirit
that animates a high, spirited, devoted Christian people was not crushed, only awakened to
new life, and the heroism of Portland was
brought out in all its majesty, and our city was
rebuilt far more beautiful than ever before, in

States, ready

men

at

their permanent home,
ibis sentiment naturally increased the very general desire to make
Portland a manufacturing as well as a commercial city,—all knowing we had every facility to buil J up a large manufacturing interest
here, and by so doing employ our own unemployed population and bring thousands more
among us. The Board of Trade, ever watchful of the interests of the city, took the matter
under consideration, and, as a result of their
deliberation, created a new board called Portland Board of Manufactures, before whom all
manufacturgeneral matters per aining to our
ing interests should come. The gentlemen
board
that
all
for
selected
accepted
the
assigued them, and went
position
vigorously to work. They asked the city
council to pass resolutions promising to exempt
all r.ew manufacturing capital investments
here from taxation for the term of ten years,
and to place at the disposal of the board a
small amount of money, to be used by them as
they thought the best interests of the city re
quired. Both of these requests were promptly
and generously granted. A very large number of meetings have bten held by the board,
and a great deal of time has been spent
by the members, and some very satisfactory
results obtained that are quite advantageous to
not
our city, that for sufficient reasons we do
think wise to enumerate. We have deemed it
our special duty to
place the superior advantages of Portland, as a manufacturing city, before all that were ready to listen to u«, and to
assist all new comers to procure suitable
places for their business, etc., and we believe
have done our whole duty in this respect.
But for the good of the
city and the
to
people of Portland, we determined
to
be seen than
do something more plainly
us
so
has
that
this
silent
kept
work,
busy the past few years, and with that view we
inaugurated this Industrial Exhibition, feeling
confident it would briug out the fact, so well
known to us that the extent and variety, as
well as the excellence of the goods manufactured here, were not ouly not known to the people of Maine, but were really not half known
The exhibition was conto our own citizens.
ceived iu the interests of all, but more especialclasses.
the
ly
producing
The public mind has manifested its sympathy with the move iu various ways. The press
of this city especially, have given it their great
influence and hearty support, and done for us
a grand work iu awakening the deep interest
now so plainly to be seen, while our merchants,
business men and city government have responded promptly and generously to every call
made upon them.
The board that inaugurates this exhibition,
ana

miner wnose management it is to ue carried on, have given to it their best energies and
constant labor.
We have in Ihe past, aud do
now have, great hones of its entire success in

respect, and thanking all who have thus
far favored the movement we most earnestly
call upon the people to assist us in making it
such a success that it will be repeated each
year.
We do not claim that holding a fair or
Industrial Exhibition is an original idea witli
us, for in fact the origin of fairs aud exhibitions is too remote for the ablest historian to
fix the exact date; they have no donbt been
held for various purposes under different
all countries. The
names in ail times and in
objects aud results have varied with the times.
According to Prescott’s history of the Conquest of Mexico fairs were held there before
every

shops or stores were known; they were thronged
by a numerous concourse of people, and the
traffic in all the various productions of the

country was immense. The same was true of
Peru and other countries. These fairs were
the popular resort of the people—the great exchange of the country. They were hold«n in
some places every fifth day, aud a great amount
of traffic done under the superintendence of
magistrates, appointed for that purpose. They
had no circulating medium, aud this was the
most feasible way to carry on their crude comvarious
merce in exchanging tne products of
kinds.
Fairs and exhibitions of various kinds were
established in Flanders in the 10th century; in
England early in the 12*.h. They were popular
in most parts of the oid world for hundreds
of years, but finally came iuto disrepute, as
their objects were perverted, and instead of
lieing the grand centres of industry aud commerce, they were mere riotous gatherings of
the lowest classes, and giauls,dwarfs, monkeys,
live serpents, rope dancers, etc, were their
chief attractions. During the present century
this has mostly passed away in all countries,
and fairs aud exhibitions are now instituted
and patronized as places where the artisan can
display specimens of his handiwork, the inventor exhibit his
models aud drawings—
places, in fact, where the produce of every
class, kind and style of goods, including
products of the soil and mine, can expose them to public view aud inspection.
This makes the exhibition of the present dav
have noticed, who have carefully watched
the constantly growing interest manifested by
the people of almost every civilized nation in
agricultural aud horticultural fairs,Jin median
ics and industrial exhibitions, that the people
regard them as important events, calculated
not only to improve the manufacturer, the artisan and the agriculturist, but to opeu vast
fields for improvements in all branches of industry, besides giving tbe people generally, a
grander and higher appreciation of tbe importance of mechanical skill and labor to the wel
fare of mankind.
The geuius of the past ages was of an entirely different type from that of the present.
Painting and sculpture perhaps reached their
climax, the very zenith of their great glory,
centuries ago. From these and other facts the
learned Phillips talks to us of the lost arts, aud
bis charming
we are almost led to believe by
eloquence we are on the downward scale of
civilization; but we must not, in our admiration for tbe great masters, forget that as late
as the 15th century,
while Michael Angelo
his
was painting the holy family or chiseling
colossal statute of David, that the tillers of the
soil were ploughing their ground with the
crotch of a tree, carrying their produce to market on the backs of their beasts of burden; that
they had but few travelled roads, and no steammust

boats, railroads, gas lights, telegraph, or photograph, and could not pull a tooth without
making a patient scream; that new inventions

and new devices were often treated as woiks
of the devil, and the inventors imprisoned.
That the present is far superior to the past,
it seems to me uo careful reader of history can
doubt. Can there be any truer or greater test
of civilization thin useful productions, productions that are the most beneficial to mankind,
that lessens the toil and increases the pay? In
this respect the present is greatly iu advance of
all past ages. Raphael thanked God he lived
iu the days of Michael Angelo.
Cau auy of us
contrast the present with the past, aud as we
look with subdued reverence upon the genius,
the skill and wonderful science of the present
age, and not thank God from the depths of our
heart, that we live in this enlightened 19th century—the century that has given the world more
great inventions and startling improvements
and freedom than any thousand years that preceded it, and can any one doubt that the Declaration of independence aud the great American
Republic that followed, gave to the human mind
and heart new hope and new life, hope of filial
freedom of mankind from slavery and serfdom,
therefore helping to revolutionize the realm of
thought, causing inventive genius, science aud
skill to boldly step forth to pefonn the great
work of the 19th century. Iu this age inventive genius finds uo impediment iu its way, but
receives the fostering care of a paternal government.
Ju no wav does our peculiar American
qualities more fully exhibit themselves than in
our inventions, winch turn
almost exclusively
to the application of mechanical powers to the
common uses of mankind, to furnish the necessities rather than the luxuries of life. Hence
the .superiority of our mowers, reapers, plows,
cultivators and shovels, that are sold in all
parts of the world, as well as our sewing macmncs mat lessen tne

ton,

ana

increase tne

earn-

ings of the poorest paid of all free human labor-

This peculiarity manifests itself very
whenever our productions are brought
into contrast with the productions o? other nations. Mr. Beckwith, the Commissioner of Like
United States to the Paris Exposition, in his
report, says:
“The high position conceded by tlio verdict of the
times to American industrial products is not due in
general .to the graceful designs, fertile combinations
of pleasing colors, elegant forms, elaborate finish or
any of the artistic qualities which cultivate the taste
and refine the feelings by awakening in the, mind a
higher sense of beauty; but it is owing to their skillful, direct, and admirable adaptation to the great
wants they are intended to supply, and to the great
ers.

plainly

a

The formal
The Vi.all. lirilliantlv lighted for

iucredible short space of time. The blow
indeed a severe one, but we were equal to
the emergency. The great labor of rebuilding
brought among us a large number of valuable
citizens that were very anxious to make tins
an

was

originality

and fertility of invention which converts
the elements and natural forces to the commonest
uses, multiplying results and diminishing toil.”

All true Americans will naturally take pride
in these facts so plaiuly stated by our Commissioner; but pride alone will neither make us
great, prosperous or happy. Our duty is plain;
we must seize upon these encouraging results
and continue to push forward our peculiar kind
of manufacturing interests to its extreme limits.
The opportunity for Maine was never bright
er thau to-day; she should put forth all her energies to not only build up her commercial and
manufacturing interests, but to again become
the great ship-building state of the nation.
The singular deju'don that fastened itself upon the public mind a few years since, that iron
ships were to supersede wood, is fast passing
away, and the fact is admitted by all good
judges that a good oak ship costs less, will sail
faster, is safer, will carry her cargoes better,
and will average lasting louger than iron.—
These facts are all iu our favor; therefore let us
ouce again assert our
superiority as shipbuilders.
From this branch of industry, Portland
heretofore reaped a rich harvest, and has severely felt its loss. Its renewal has already beshow itself in all
parts of the state.
ber interests: our
we Should help
buil.l
l
UUr
,mme>liate
vicinity, but
b all
all’,parts
w. of
in
Maine, anil thus show plainly
we have no
jealousy of our sister cities and
towns, but are fully aware that whatever
helps
of
any part
Maine, is sure iu the eud to heh
its
1
chief commercial city.
We hoped this exhibition might tend
to
bring all these facts before the people, as well
as to show
in the plainest manner possible
that Portland has almost every facility that
can be bestowed upon any
city for manufacturing purposes.
As a pleasant city to live iu, all admit Portland is unsurpassed. We have wide roomy
streets, elegant buildings of all kinds at a mod-

f

erate

cost;

f\ln

our

city buildings

are

unsurpassed

for their purposes; our school houses are numerous aud excellent, and
our schools are all
the fondest parents could desire. We have a
large number of fine churches; our hotel ac
commodations arc excel leu t; our liarbor the
safest and best in the country; our railroad and
steamboat facilities unsurpassed; we have large
banking capital, under the control of the live,
active business meu of Portland; ready at all
times to stand by the merchants and manufacturers of Portland, and the simple fact that our
banks continued their loans all through the
panic of 1873, and that not a failure took place
in our city, speaks volumes for their
ability aud
careful consideration of the interest of their
customers.
Our city is
clean, excellently
drained, and healthy. Wo have the most

abundant supply of fresh water of any city in
the world.
Our tuxes are extremely low, considering what
we give in
return; we have three ably conducted daily papers, besides a large number of
commercial, political, religious and literary
weekly papers, all in able hands. Our climate,
the best in New England; our population,
high-toned, industrious and honest,—even including owr office-holders. Of what city can you
say us much f Certainly of none can we say
more.
For this charming city and my native
state I have the most sincere iove and admiration, and a most decided determination to give
my whole heart and earnest efforts to tbe interests of both. I am confident from a careful
study of all tbe facts, that in no state in the
American Onion is the average of success so
high as it is in Maine. Then why leave it?
Let us teach our children these facts and keep
them at home. We often hear of great success of some of the sons of Maine in the West,
while we hear nothing from the thousands who
leave their native state to drag out a miserable
existence iu some distant place. Some people
are always in the wrong place; you will never
meet a drone or sluggard, or a constitutional
growler that will not charge all of his lack of
success
it
to the locality where he lives,
would bo folly to claim that God had bestowed
all his blessings on any one locality, i am con
fident he has given us our full measure; with
that we should be both thankful and content.
Entertaining these views earnestly appeal to
you to stand by your city and your state. I
never hear a Boston man
glorifying Boston,
that I do not admire his local pride and loyalty
to his city.
That unceasing devotiou of Massachusetts men to their State and its chief commercial city is the grandest trait of their
character, and has made Massachusetts a model
Let us thus
state and Boston a model city.
far imitate their good example, and cherish an
abiding love for our good state, with its
charming scenery, pleasant valleys, mountains,
lakes and rivers, its lovely towns and villages,
and enterprising cities, and especially for its
industrious, honest, intelligent and generous
to our
people. Let us give our whole hearts
industrial and commercial interests, and there
can be no possible doubt that our city and state
will both rapidly increase in population, wealth
and prosperity.
then introduced Governor
Dingley as a man who had made it his life
work to sustain the industries of Maine, The
Governor spoke as follows:
The

chairman

GOVERNOR
ini.

u/tucf 'Hurt

DINGLEY'S REMARKS.
x1 utuiv

unu

.— nu

me

one million horse power; exerting the working
No like
energy of thirteen millions of men.
extent of territory on the face of the earth
equals ours in the extent, the constancy and
the value of its water power.
With such lavish gifts of nature, we onlv need the same energy and enterprise applied to the development
ot our resources in all parts of the state which
you have displayed in your goodly city,to make
our native state what God
intended her—the
seat of American manufacturing iudustry.
Allow me in closing to propose a sentiment,
“The city of Portland—if you seek the evidences of her prosperity, look around you.”

At the conclusion of Governor Dingley’s remarks the chairman announced the exhibition
to be formally opened, and the audience began

inspect he goods. Tha array is not yet
quite complete, and many articles will be
brought in and placed in position to-day.
to

The hall will be open for inspection from ten
in the morning to ten in the evening every day
for two weeks.
The

following

are

the entries:

MAIN HALL.

Portland Stone Ware Co. machine in operation*
and large variety of stone and earthern ware, drain
pipes, etc; Smith, Morgan & Butler, ready made
clothing ami furnishing goods; John G Hayes, hats:
Cary Biothes, leather, cloth and paper, dies; W C

Clark,

steam

radiator;

George

Webster, lamp

shades; George Swazev, parlor billiard table: J E
Snell, sugar and maple syrup; H U Hay, medicines;
C A Donnell, brass goods; M N Brnnus, 6how cases;
L A Gray, set of books kept by students; A T Stewart, express wagon; T J Akeiey, phaeton: John S
Sherry, hair work; Clias Blake, caskets; W H Koli
ling, gentleman’s dress suit; Mrs M B Cushman,
hair work; Emery, Waterhouse & Co, case shovels
and axes; SL Abbott, sleigh; AB Morrison, gold
and silver solution; Charles Custis, furnishing goods;
G M Stevens, mitre boards; Woodford «& Babcock,
watch maker’s tools; Maine State Slate Co. specimens; Geo C Oftin, safety attachment for rail cars;
Benj Dodge, earthern ware; E Newcomb, car replacers; FrancisLoring, dirigo cement: Orin Hawkes
<$; Co, clothing; S L Lyford, patent bit gauge; A T
Hall, scythes and axes: Portland Blacking Co, samples; GB Broad, leather straps; Mathew Woods,
improved car coupling; L G Perkins, confectionery;
Old Orchard Slate Co, specimens; F Delaviua, cigars; Deering, Milliken & Co, woolen goods; Westbrook Manufacturing Co, duck and sheetings; Reuben Kent, bread; Win Sharp, preserved haddies;
McKusick & Kenuard, horse shoes: Massure «5fc
Ojeda, pop-corn; Shepherd Y«-ung, horse and ox
shoes, drills, etc; StewartCairnes, enchanted grotto;
A H Atwood, silver plating; E D Pettinjnll, pickles;
Caldwell *& Hodsdon, shoes; Rufus
leather;
P Jordan, harnesses: WP Hastings & Co, organs:
S

Hinkley,

Forest City Sugar Refinery, specimens sugar ami
syrup; EaJe Sugar Refinery, specimens sugar and
syrup; D White & Sun, brushes; Schlotterbeek,
surgeons’ instruments; G W H Brooks,bread, cakes
and pastry; Tenny «& Leighton, tin ware: James
Harper, >asts; C F Jollerson, boots aud shoes; M
Pierson, silver and plated ware; Quincy & Palmer,
expansion bill holder; Win H Foye, binding letter
tile; Rufus Dunham, plated and brinlainii w:ire;
Small & Knight, ergans; If H Ricker & Co, syrups;
F O Bailey & Co, desks and show cases; D Winslow
<Xc Son, steam radiators; D W Barker, car coupling;
J Bradford, wooden tools; G W Davie, boots ami
wines;

uucKnam, range

ana

Kiicnen

ware;

u

Wentworth Bro, inks of all colors; J It Grows,
medicines; Win Lowell, leather, soles, heels, and
counters; Cbas E Marwick, rustic chairs; J Owen,
clothes racks; Burnham <& Merrill, canned goods;
Portland Packing Co. canned goods; E M Gammon,
window curtains; E S Grillin, carving: Benj Ilsley,
ship tables and seats; Sylvan S hurt left & Co, boot
making in operation; Shaw, Coding & Co, shoe making in operation and samples; J W Muuger, detergent compound; E M Land, solder and solder wire;
E Corey «v Co, carriage springs and axles; J Grant
& Co, coffees and spices; W J Dyer, kitchen and
stove ware; Loring, Short & Harmon, account books;
Bailey & Noyes, books; Dresser, McLellan *& Co,
books and stationery: J Ambrose Merrill & Co, regalias; F l' Littletield, regalias and street uniforms;
E Ponce, samples and manufacturing cigars; G A
Susskraut, fur goods; S Fletcher, laundry work; J
Currier, bell liauging goods; C P Kimball, carriages
and sleigh; Portland Suspender Co, samples; Dirwanger, flowers: Portland Star Match Co, samples;
Hall L Davis, blank books; Tlios G Loring, medicines; M L Smith, carriage gear manufactures; B
F Libby & Son, stair posts: Quinn & Co, engineers’
supply tools and belts; C N Delano, wood manufactures; Zenas Thompson, Jr, carriages; W C Cot»b,
and
H
B
bread, cakes
pastry;
Burnett,
stencil; S C Hobin^on, sulkey and sleigh; Portland
Machine works, model Kuowlton water wheel, stationary steam engine, with link motion and indicator attachment, forty horse power, and one yacht engine, six horse power; I H Adams, horse collars;
Geo B Buzeile, Concord wagon; Ingalls Bros, ales,
mineral water, &e; A S *& A G Sterling, patent life
boat.

RECEPTION HALL.

Brown, ro<-k drill; Schumacher Brothers, pictures, frames, artists* materials: J H Lamson, photograph and pictures; F F Hale, pictures, frames,
artists' materials; Androscoggin Pulp Co, samples
pulp and paper; Mrs Susan W Fox, crayon; Miss
Hattie VV Fox, crayon; Miss Hattie Stevens, wax
oross; Marret, Bailey & Co, carpet loom in operation, oi* cloths, carpetings; S H & A It Doteu, specimens moulding ami jig sawing; Duncan Morrison,
coal sifter; Nahum Libby, portrait by Cole; C J
Carter, carved ship and picture frame; J N McCoy
& Co, elastic soap stone roofing; M B Bourne, slate
and tin roofing; E Carleton. Fan Blower; SS Rich
& Sons, burial casket; Harmon, Paine & Co, printing; Marret Bailey At Co, carpet weaving in operation ;Conant Brothers, photographs and piciuies;
Dupee Al Co, photographs and pictures; Robert
Tin >111 hi I IJfl le cutting and samples; James Cairnes,
fairy grotto; Frank E Hall, patent hose pipe; E M
•Haines, crayon; Mrs E H Ripley, wax cross; Mrs
Alice Haskell, braided rug; Reuben Kent, prtent
C D

dough mixer.
GALLERY.

Walter Cony & Co. furniture; Burgess, Fobus &
Co, pai ts, oils, varnish, etc; D Urch. rattan manufactures; J K Duran & Co, trunks and valises; Albert D Dile. parlor secretary: L F Hoyt, chamber
set; S L Lyford, doors; T P Beale A Co, furniture;
J H Hooper &
Co, furniture; T Johnson, furniture;
Enoch Lord, furniture; Portland Wooden Ware Co,
wooden ware;
Eaton & Co, furniture; G A
Hooper,
Wuitney & Co, furniture; Harlow, Hunt Ai Co, furniture ; VV C Sawyer &
Co, wire works in operation
and
c F Pingree, artificial legs; Carter
Hpecimt;,i8j
brush manufacturing and specimens; F A
;
J F MerrlU’

re&Serators.’Ari,aJ£vanB’turuitu,:e’

CORRIDORS.
Nutter, Kimball
Co, shin’s water rnskH smd
shoek ; Brooks & Lombard,
ship's water casks and
molasses

bids; George Burnham, syrup and water
bids; Knight & Whidden, calcined plaster* Stevens
Ac Co, ground salt, Nutter
Brothers, galvanizedlron
gutter; J bn Bradford & Sons, iZ tSet ve
Forest City Washing Machine,
sample; It F Libbv &
Son, steam radiator; 1 Frye Ac Sons, ploughs, cultivators and hay tedder; Portland Cement Drain
Pike
Co, sample; Thomas Laughlin, iron ship work Geo
Stan wood,iron ship work; Frank
Higgins, saw horse*
Kendall & Whitney, grindstone; J E
Jordan, syrup
ldds; Andrew Mulnix, store furniture; C A Donnell
composition castings; Berlin Mills, samples lumber’
Wm Gray, leather; Mayfield Slate
Company, marbelized mantles.

MORNING SESSION.

The annual session of this society began yesterday morning at tbo Army and Navy Union
Hall, and is to continue three days. The meeting was called to order at the appointed time

by the President, Dr. A. F, Page of Bucksport,
who, after a few words of welcome, introduced
Kev. Mr. Jones of

Portland,

who offered pray-

er.

On motion of Dr. Weeks the report of the
proceeding meeting, which was next in order,
was omitted, since it is embodied in the printed transactions, which are in the hands of
members.
On motion of Dr Weeks a rnedi
cal reporter for the press was appointed. The
report of the Treasurer, Dr. T. A. Foster, of

Portland, was then listened to, and the report,
showing a balance in the treasury of $506.73,
was accepted.
Dr. Weeks, in behalf of the Board of Censors, presented the following names for membership: Dr Edwin M. Fuller, Bath, Dr. Samuel B. Hunter, Machias, Dr. James A. Spaulding, Portland, Dr. A. L. Gaubert, Lewiston,
Dr. Edward B. Weston, Lewiston, Dr. Milton
W. Hall, Cumberland Centre, Dr. A. B. Stinson, Gardiner, Dr. John P. Pierce, Canton
These gentlemen were unanimously elected.
Dr. J. Addison Parsons of Windham, was
placed upon the retired list, and Dr, Le Prohn’s
dropped from the society’s roll at his
own request. Drs. Bates of Yarmouth, Wedgewood of Lewiston, and Rogers of Hampden,
were appointed a business committee to collect
papers to be printed, and assign the time for
name was

reading them.
The report of the committee on publication
was
presented by the chairman, Dr, Hunt.
His report states that the society’s published
transactions are regularly exchanged with socittiesin New Hampshire, Vermont, Rhode
Island, Connecticut, New York, New Jersey,
Pennsylvania, Virginia, Georgia, Alabama,
Wisconsin, Michigan, Minnesota, Kentucky,
Calfornia, Nebraska, and with the College of

Physicians, Philadelphia.

unusual pleasure to be able to be
present at the ihauguration of this industrial
exhibition, personally, as a citizen who takes a
deep interest in whatever concerns the welfare
of my fellow citizens, and officially as the
I am gratified to have
executive of the state.
the opportunity to look upon the evidences of
the prosperity of her chief commercial city,
displayed in this hall, and to listen to the recital of so graphic and comprehensive a history of her industrial progress, as has been
made by the distinguished gentleman who has
just delivered the opening address.
l<’or many years the people of this state have
looked with pride and satisfaction upon Portland as their chief commercial city, and have
felt honored by the energy and enterprise
shown by her citizens. To-night, your city,
which has beeif so pre-eminent iu the pursuits
of trade and commerce, presents to the state at
large, the evidences of her successful inauguration of industrial enterprise; and by the variety
and extent of her contributions in this direction, at once establishes her position as one of
our leading manufacturing as well as commercial cities. I had known something of your
activity in this field of enterprise, hut I was
not prepared for so large and varied an exhibition of your manufactures as crowd this hall.
You may well take pride in such a demon
stration of your activity and enterprise in this
field of industry. It is the earnest of a future
growth and prosperity in this direction, which
is to surpass even that of the past. In behalf
of the people of Maine, I desire to thank you
for such an illustration of the possibilities of
our native state.
Without the accessories of a
water power, you have shown by your energy
and perseverance that our state has rare facilities lor manufacturing enterprises; and have
demonstrated that the secret of our prosperity
lies in the development of the abundant re
sources which nature has given us.
This exhibition will serve as an example and
incitement, to other cities and towns, and can
but arouse a new interest iu the inauguration
of those manufacturing enterprises which will
yet make Maine one of the most prosperous
states of the union.
With these successful,
agriculture and commerce will flourish as ever
before. Nature has designed Maine for the
great manufacturing state of the Union.
She has given us more than fifteen hundred
lakes situated at an average elevation of six
hundred feet above the sea, which form tne
sources of five thousand
streams; which iu
tlieir rush to the ocean furnish three thousand
affords

Maine Medical Society.

Dr. Hiram Corliss was introduced, as delegate from the New York Medical Society, and
responded cordially to the President’s invita-

participate in the proceedings of the
meeting. A partial report of delegates to other

tion to

medical societies

was

then listened to,

advance for the Scandinavian June 13th, and
the Circassian, June 20, and
nearly all for the
Armatian, June 27,
Attention is called

the advertisement of
50 Market street, dealers

H. H. Ricker & Co.,
iu mead and lemon syrups, Jamaica
ginger,
flavoring extracts, essences, &c. The firm is
receiving large orders and is doing a rushing

business. Those pleasant and healthful summer drinks made from the
syrups command a
ready sale, and the demand for them, as well
as for the
flavoring extracts, is on the increaso.
The Jamaica ginger put up by the firm is a sut
perior article, and is highly recommended by
those who have used it. The firm is also agent
for the well known Poland mineral water.

We invite the attention of our readers to the
advertisement in this morning’s Pbess of Mr.
Eaton Shaw, general agent of the Brooklyn
Life Insurance Company at Naw York.
This
is considered

NISCELhANSOin NOTICES.
Dr. Hall is at Dr. Gordon’s office and will
attend patients.
jelOW&F*
T. P. McGowan’s, Congress Block, is just
the place tog-t bargains in Bibles, Prayer
Books, Pictures or anything to be desired iu a
first-class Catholic book-store.
jelOtf
A Thing op Beauty is a Jot Forever.—
And such is a rich flowing head of hair. Reader, if you have this great gift of nature and it
is not fading out, use the
Bearine; it is the only
safe and reliable dressing you can get. Every
Druggist sells it.
jelOd&wlw

With the modern elevator an upper room is
as desirable as a lower
one, yet the popular American House, Boston, has given uotice
of an advantage of a dollar a
day in favor of
transient guests who are willing to occupy such
rooms.
Every convenience for guests, and

fully

everything

points:
After paying merited tribute to the early
founders and alluding to the present status of
the association, he proceeded to the consideration of subjects pertaining to its present needs.
Chief among the suggestions offered was the
establishment of a State Board of Health. The
medical profession are the scientific instructors
of the people in what pertains to health. The

country, as well as cities, needs supervision.
The ventilation of school houses as well as the
construction of seals and desks; the location
of dwellings, drainage, sewerage, measures to

Rinks & Robertson have just received large
additions to their stock, which they are selling
cheaper than ever.
juBeodtf
Lames

do much to control contagious and
infectious diseases, and in all these matters this
association should take the initiative.
Dr. Weston uot having been able to collect
all the material for writing the history of the
can

association

continued in the office another

was

year.
Drs. Horr of Lewiston, Tewksbury of Portland and Hamlin of Bangor were appointed a
committee to take preliminary measures for
the formation of a State Board of Health, and

report

to

The

best place to buy
leigh’s, 89 Middle street.

of Dr.

w eston or

Sanger,

The operation was performed iu
the upper third of the thigh.
The operation
was successful, and had the dressing been more
slowly aud carefully applied would have resulted iu the loss of not more than a teaspoonful
of blood—the limit prescribed by Esmarck.
Dr. Bray reported a case of enceplialoid cancer involving head aud shaft of ihe tibie,which

externally.

was

successfully operated upon by the bloodless

method of Esmarck.
Dr. Tewksbury followed with remarks exhibiting the pathological specimen, andeuum-

erating instances in which the operation is invaluable.
Dr. Hamlin next read an interesting paper
upon the “transfusion of blood.” Aftergiving
the history of the operation and the vicissitudes
through which it has passed, he presented numerous statistics in relation to its
performance,
aud views of authors in relation to it.
Dr. Tewksbury asked Dr. Hamlin what instruments he
fusion.

thought

best for

indirect

trans-

Dr. H. replied that of Beilina for indirect,
aud that of Aveling for direct transfusion.
Dr. Swasey of Limerick, from his own ob-

servation,
Hamlin

as

confirmed the statement of Dr.
the prevalance of tubercular dis-

to

among sheep.
Dr. Foster of Bangor, reported a case of
trausfnsion in which the transfusion apparatus
of Demarquay and
a
common Davidson’s

ease

syringe

were employed and proved quite sufficient.
Dr. French read the report ef a case, interesting for its rarity, of pelosis rheumatica.

THE “ANNIE B.'

Examination of Charles T. Robbia*

Charge

of

on

n

Harder*

At the coming in of the court yesterday
morning Dr. William A. Banks of Rockland,
who assisted in the post mortem examination
of Camp, the deceased, was called as a witness
by the government. He testified substantially
as did Drs. Fitch and Frye
Monday.
The government then, announced that the
on their part was closed.
Mr. Bradbury, counsel for the respondent,

case

then called the attention of the Commissioner
to the revised statutes of Maine, chapter 131,
section 2, which provides iu substance that if a
mortal wound or injury is inflicted on the high
seas, or without this state, whereby death ensues in this state, such offence may be tried iu
the county where the death ensues.
Mr. Bradbury then offered a complaint made
by Charles E. Babbidge on the fitli of June,
1.374, before Beder Fales, a trial iustice in the
county of Knox, against the prisoner, Charles
T. Robbins, for the murder of Solomon Camp
upon the high seas, on board the British

schooner “Annie B.” and who died at Rockland, Maine, by means and in consequence of
the injuries inflicted by Robbins.
Mr. Bradbury also offered to prove that the
MU'*

nuiiauu

"Vic

uun

111

tUC

IlilUUD

of Samuel E. Shepherd, a deputy sheriff of
Knox county, for the purpose of apprehending and arresting Charles T. Robbins, the prisoner.

The counsel for the prisoner stated that the
wairant were issued by his advice for the double purpose of presenting the
question as to the jurisdiction ot the State of
Maiue over tbe«ffence, and of having the facts
appear upon the record.
Mr. Strout, counsel for the government, oh
jected to the testimony upon the ground that it
was inadmissahle in this
hearing, and also t hat
the proceeding was not the act of the state authorities, but the act of tiie prisoner and his
counsel to prevent extradition. He then offered a telegram from A. Rice, Countv Attorney
of Knox county, in which he says the state authorities do not assert jurisdiction of Robbins’s

complaint and

case.

All this testimony offered, the Commissioner
the objection of the counsel for defendant.
This closed the testimony in the case. The

excluded, subject to

remainder of the forenoon was occupied in the
reading of the depositions to the witnesses by
the British Consul for their signatures.
Court adjourned until this morning at ten

o’clock.
Fashionable Wedding.
A fashionable
came off in tbi^city last evening at
the residence of the bride’s father on High
street.
The contracting parties were Mr.
Franklin C. Crocker and Miss Lizzie H. Jackson, daughter of Mr. Isaac Jackson. Rev.
Mr. Gibbs officiated.
The ceremony took
place at eight o’clock, and was strictly private.
At the close of the ceremony the house was
thrown open for the reception of invited guests—

wedding

The happy couple start
New York to-day.

on

a

wedding

tour to

The favorite Allan line of steamers have reduced the steerage passage to Europe to the
very small sum of $20 United States currency,
advertiseas will be seen on reference to their
ment. Who cannot now afford to visit their
friends in the old country while this cheap pasMr. J. L. Farmer, 3 India
page rate lasts?
street, is the general agent for the company.'
TheAllan line having the best steamers crossing
the ocean, is fully appreciated by cabin passengers.

clothing

is

at

Bur-

Help or We Perish.—This is what- neg
lected teetli would say if they could remonwith their owners; and mark this, the
teetli canuot perish or become black or yellow
if the Sozodont is used daily,
d&wlw

strate

Go to

Burleigh’s

nishing goods.

for your

gentlemen’s

fur-

Stereoscopic Views.—We offer a large and
fine assortment of European aud American
Stereoscopic Views at only 50 cts. a dozen. The
best bargain ever in this market.
Schumacher Bros.
ju5dlw

BY TELEGRAPH.
MATTERS IN MAINE.
End of the Hutinr.
Brunswick, June 9.—Nearly all of the suspended students have reuewed their obligation
of obedience to college laws and have resumed
their studies.
This afternoon at the usual
hour for drill they answered to the call of the
bugle and military exercises were conducted
with full rauks.

NEW YORK.

the association.

uangor tnen react the paper
upon “bloodless operations in
surgery.” The patient was a discharged soldier, wounded below the knee by a rifle ball,
which lodged in the calf.
Disease of femur
aud knee-joint resulted, with sinuses opeuing
ur.

Ready

3t

Made Suits from $1.75 to $10.
L. D. Strout’s.

•Mrs. Manchester, the well-known physician, will be obliged to remain in Portland till
June 15th.

insure the purity of drinking water, demand
attention. The adulteration of foo l and sale
of diseased meats require attention. Wise leg
islation

first-class.

Work never comes back when stitched with
Eureka Silk.

ju9

dleton of Belfast, Snow of Wintlirop, Osgood
of Yarmouth.
The President, Dr. Page, then delivered his
annual address, of which the following are tlio

first class

company and has
to its patrons, who are about to take out life policies
wiil find for their interest to consider.
a

special claims in its guarantee

some

AFTERNOON SESSION.

The meeting was called to order in the Council Chamber at 2J n. m.
The following committee on nominations was appointed: Drs.
Hamlin of Bangor, Swaseyof Limerick, Pen-

to

AH

the cabin births

are

sold up iu

Varioaa Hatters.
New York, June 9—Arrived steamship Donan from Bremen
About eight o’cloak this morning an affray
took place between laborers on a strike aud
Italians employed on the new baildings on
Broadway, between 51st and 52d streets. The
Italians were stoned by the laborers and two of
the former dangerously injured.

WASHINGTON.
The Currency Bill.

Washington, .June 9.—The currency bill reported by the conference committee provides
u.tutts aits

uui- ucrettuer

requireu

to

Kt*ep

a

reserve for circulation, but the, reserve is to be
determined at all times by the amount of deposits. All provisions in the previous act restrictingithe amount of bank circulation are
repealed, as is the provision for redistribution
of 25.000,000 currency. All banks must keep in
the XT. S.Treasury in lawful money of the United States the sum equal to 5 per centum or
circulation for redemption thereof, which will
be counted as a part of tbe lawful reserve aud
wneu circulating notes of any bank be assorted
or reassorted and presented for redemption in
sums of $10,000 or auy multiple thereof, tbe
same will be redeemed in U. S. notes.
Rauk
notes unfit for use are to be destroyed aud replaced as now provided by law. No bank will
be compelled to redeem its notes elsewhere
than at its own counter, except as above stated.
Any banking association desiring to withdraw
its circulation in whole or in part may take up
with legal tender notes its bonds on deposit
with the Treasurer
of the United States
iu sums not less than $9000, whereupon an
amount
of
tbe circulating notes of said
equal
bank shall be redeemed by the treasury of tbe
United States aud destroyed.
The charter numbers of the banks shall
hereafter be printed on all bank notes issued
to them.
United States notes in circulation
shall at no time exceed $382,000,000, which
sum shall be reduced by returning an amount
equal to 37J per cent, of the amount of circulating notes heaeafter issued to bauks until the
maximum U. S. notes outstanding be $300,000,OOO.said notes so retired to be cancelled aud constitute a portion of the sinking fund and interest thereon at 5 per eent. will be added annually to said fund, but if the surplus revenue is insufficient for this purpose the secretary of the
treasury is authorized to sell publicly after ten
days notice sufficient U. S. bonds of the description prescribed in this act for U. S. notes
to be then retired and cancelled.
Indian Troubles.
Information is received at army headquarters
of a movement on the part of the Commanche
and Cheyenne Indians to make war against the
whites and in general aud the people of Texas
particularly. They evince a determination to
move against tbe Fort Sill
reseration agency,
and after committing depredations
thereto
move forward on a raid Into Texas.
Nominations.

The President sent the following nominations
the Senate to-day: W. C. Whitman, Associate Justice of the Supreme Court of Idaho;
RogerS. Greene, Associate Justice of the Supreme Court of Washington Territory; Chas.
H. Webb, U. S. Attorney for the Western District of Wisconsin; Franklin W. Oakley, U. S.
Marshal for the Western District of Wisconsin; Capt. Orlando H. Moore, to be Major in
tbe 6th infantry; Lieut. Col. August V. Kautz,
to be Colonel of the 8th infautry; Maj, James
P. Ray, 6tb infantry, to be Lieutenant Colonel
or tbe 15th infautry.
Treasury Balances.
The following are the Treasury balances today Currency,$12,179,608; special deposit of
legal tenders for redemption of certificates of
deposit, $58,075,000; coin, $82,431,589,(including
Coin certificates $32,555,500; outstanding legal
to

tenders, $382,000,000.
Congressman Woodford’s Fiunncinl
Scheme.
n

that ex-Governor Woodford ot
New York has suggested to Speaker Blaine and
other leading members of the House the following basis of a financial measure:
First, To destroy ail legal tender quality of
the national hanks notes and leave them to
circulate simply on the faith which the people
have in the security afforded by the deposit of
government hoods. This security is one dollar
in bonds at more than par in gold for each 90
cents of bank notes issued thereon
Second, Having done this, to authorize free
He claims this would secure a pracbanking.
tical redemption, because it would make a
practical difference between the value of the
bank note and that of the greenback.
Wherever there should be a surplus of bank notes at
any money centre they would be sent home for
redemption and the more valuable greenbacks
demanded, while in a time of stringency, the
bauk notes being absolutely secured by the deposit of bonds, would be readily accepted and
freely used.
is

stated

Balloting for Senator at Rhode Island.
Newport,tjjuue 9.—The General Assembly

met at

Newport to-day

noon, and balloted in
the separate Houses for a United States Senator with the
results:
following
Iu the Senate, A. E. Burnside 15, Henry
Howard li, N. F. NixOh 5, William B. Lawrence 3, Charles Hart 2, William
Sprague I’.
Sheffield, Amos C. Barstow, George H. Brown
and K. G, Hazard one each.
In the House, whole number 70. General
Burnside 24, Dixon 14, Barstow 9, Wm..
Sprague 5, Sheffield 5, Thomas A. Jenckes 3,
Howard 4, Lawrence 2, S. G. Arnold, G. H.
Brown, Wm. Binney and Seth Padelford one
each.
The Legislature will meet in convention tomorrow and resume balloting.
It was announced in both Houses that Governor Howard
was not a candidate.
at

nBTBOKOLOiilCAL.
PROBABILITIES FOR THE NEXT TWENTY-FOUR
HOURS

War Dep’t, Office Chief Sional )
>
Officer, Washington, D. O.,
June 10, |1 A. M.) )
For New Ragland,
the northern portion of the Middle States and
lower lake region light rains and partly cloudy
weather will prevail, with north and west
winds, a slight fall of temperature and a rising
barometer.

The Erie track is to be
gauge.

changed

to narrow

Fort}‘Third Congress—First

Session.

SENATE.
Washington. June 9.
The Chair notified the Senate that lie had a
memorial from the Harpers and Appletons relative to newspaper postage, but being iu print
he could not present it.
The joint resolution for the termination of
the treaty with Belgium was passed.
The District Committee reported a bill for the
government of the District of Columbia.
The Sutro Tunnel bill was reported aud placed on the calendar.
A resolution by Mr. Anthony that 1 o’clock
lie the hour of adjournment the 22d inst., was
laid over.
The remonstrances of New York bankers
against the tax on sales of coin and securities
were presented;
also memorials of publishers
that the postage on newspajiers be one cent a
pound, and two cents a pound on other priuted
matter.
The reDort of the conference committee on
the army appropriation bill was made and
_

agreed

to.

HOUSE.
In the Louisiana case the resolutions declaring neither Pinchback or Sheridan wore
elected, were adopted.
Mr. Butler of Mass., from the Judiciary
Committee, reported a substitute for the Genova award bill.
The bill having been read in full, Mr. Frye
of Maine offered an amendment to strike out
the following proviso, “that mutual insurance
companies who have paid a loss shall be indemnified for the same, such indemnity to he
l ivided among the members who contributed
to pay such loss at the time, but no member of
any mutual insurance company shall be indemnified for any war premiums paid in such company.
The Senate resumed the consideration of the
bill to amend the customs revenue law aud to
repeal the moieties.
Mr. Conklimr said when the later sections of
the bill were referred to he would endeavor to
show that many things were incorporated in it
which should not be there.
He thought the
whole proceeding a way to expose the collection of the revenue to various hazards, though
be was not seeking to find fault with the bill.
Mr. Sherman said a sub-committee of the
Committee on Finance had gone carefully over
he bill after it was perfected by the House, and
bad also conferred with officials of the Treasury Department as to the practical workings of
the bill.
The Committee on Finance having
amended the 10th section of the lull in regard to
the penalty for attempting to defraud the revenue by false
invoices, &c., by the addition of
the following: “Which forfeiture shall only apply to the particular items of merchandise to
which such fraud or alleged fraud relates, and
anything contained in any act which provides
for the confiscation of the entire iuvoice in
consequence of any item or items coutained in
the same being undervalued, be and the same
is hereby repealed.”
Mr. Chandler said that this amendment was
in the interest of smugglers, aud he felt sure
the Committee or Finance did not want to
make any law of that nature.
He moved to
strike out the amendment.
Mr. Bayard denied that the amendment
woaid protect smugglers. The section provided for a penalty of $5000.
Alter further discussion Mr. Chandler’s motion was rejected, yeas 19, nays 33. Mr. Hamliu voted to strike out; Mr. Morrill is not recorded.
The section was agreed to as amended by the
committee, yeas 32, nays 13.
Mr. Morton from the conference committee
on
the currency bill, submitted a report aud
asked to have it printed, He gave notice that
after the expiration of the morning hour tomorrow he would call it up for consideration.
Mr Hamlin submitted a resolution instructing the Committee on Commerce to inquire
into the expediency of making an appropriation to enable the Lighthouse Board to continue
experiments relative to fog bells or other signals for the benefit of the merchant marine.
to.

Hitchcock,

Mr.

from the Committee

on

Ter-

ritories, reported favorably the House bill for

the admission of New Mexico as a State.
Mr. Buckingham from the Committee on
Commerce, reported with amendments the
House bill establishing life saving stations and
making appropriations therefor.
The Senate resumed the consideration of the
moiety bill. Quite a number of amendments
were made not affecting the leading features of
the bill, and several sections struck out.
Mr. Scott inquired if the moiety bill would
be unfinished business to-morrow.
Tue Chair replied in the affirmative.
Mr. Sherman moved toadjouru. Agreed to.
Mr. Tremaine of New York intimated that
the Judiciary Committee had not consented to
have that amendment offered and he asked
whether the chairman (Butler) had the right to
admit the same aud exclude other ameudments.
Mr. Poland of Vermont proposed to offer a
substitute for the bill, but the Speaker announced that by a previous order the business
of the committee on contiugeut expenses of the
department of judiciary was now before the
House.
Mr. Dutham of Kentucky from that committee reported a resolution directing the Attorney
General to institute legel proceedings against
E. V. C. Blake, clerk of the middle district of
Alabama and the sureties on his bond for the
recovery of whatever sums may be due by
Blake to the United Slates as such clerks.—

Adopted.

Mr. Sener of Virginia reported a bill to abolish the western district of Arkansas. Passed
without objection.
Mr. Sener of Virginia also reported a bill to
amend the act of September 24th, 1789 in relation to the bonds of clerks of the U. S. Courts.
Passed.
The House then took up the Geneva award
bill, to which Mr. Polandj of Vermont offered
a substitute.
Mr. Butler of Massachusetts addressed the
House in explanation aud advocacy of the substitute presented by himself from the judiciary
ijuuiiuibicc.
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insurance companies, he said there was. an active lobby at work in favor of these insurers
and underwriters who had received two dollars
for every dolls r they lost. The majority of the
committee held that all losses should be paid
for losses inflicted bv all rebel cruisers for
whose acts the Uuited States government had
declared Great Britain liable. Congress should
not shelter itself behind the decision of the
Geneva tribunal on new rules of internat onal
law made after the fact, but sh iu d pay
under the old internat.onal rules of law.
The next question was what classes should
be paid. The committee said that, first, every
direct loss should be paid.
Second: All war premiums should be paid to
those who had proposed to pay these vast war
premiums instead of transferring their vessels
to English, German or French subjects.
Third: Payment should be made to those insurance companies tiiat had m ule losses.
Mr. Tremain of New York addresed the
House in opposition to the substitute reported
by Mr. Butler. He argued that the claims for
war premiums ought not be paid, and for the
good reason that the Geneva tribunal had decided they were not chargeable.
He also
argued against the exclusion of the claims of
insurance companies who could not show that
their losses were more than their premiums.
In the course of his speech he asserted that the
bill never could have been reported at all unless
the Mutual Insurance companies had been pro
vided for iu it, and yet the first act of the
chairman, who had the bill in charge, was to
admit au ameudment to strike |out that provision.
Mr. Frye of Me. asserted that the committee
had been deliberately cheated into admitting
that provision.
A long debate followed in wh'ch Mr. Burleigh of Maine spoke ten minutes in support
of Butler’s amendment. After an agreement
to vote on the bill at 3 o’clock to-morrow, the
House took a recess
Evening Session.
Mr. Wilson of Indiana, from the joint select
committee upon the district investigation, reported a bill to reorganize the district government.
Ordered to be printed and recommitted
After several speeches on miscellaneous sub-

jects adjourned.

FOKE 1 GN.
The Carlist War.
Londok, .Tune !>.—A corresp indent of the
Times in a letter from Vittoria, Spain,says that
General Concha is movingagainst the Carlists
in Navarre with every available man.
Gen.
commander of the Carlists, is alDorretfary,
An important acready in a good position.
tionis expected soon.
MINOR TEEEURAM*.
The colored people of Memphis deny that
they have meditated a mob. They accuse two
newspaper men of attempting to get up a war
of races.
John Conray of Philadelphia, while attempting to climb upon a freight car at Pittsfield,
Mass., Mouday, was thrown on the track, ruu
over and fatally wounded.
The services commemorative of the late
Charles Sumner iuBoston yesterday were largely attended, and the programme fully earned
out.
meeting or me nrsr mortgage uouuholders of the Northern Pacific Railroad, Win.
B.O gden was elected trustee in place of J.
Edgar Thompson of Philadelphia, deceased.
Mr. Lamar's speech on the Louisiana question is highly praised.
Recorder Hackett has ceased sending culprits
to the peneteutiary because they break out so
often. He sends them u<fw to the State prisAt a

on.

A fire in New York yesterday destroyed the
building and stock of Hopping Brothers, woodToss 835,1X10.
A fireman
en ware dealers
was

badly injured.

Prince Arthur took part in the discussions of
the House of Lords Monday night.
Advices from India are more
favorable.
Cases of starvation are now rare.
The relief
force has been diminished.
Annie Frieze, a Rutland courtesan, was murdered and then her house set on fire and her
body partly burned, Bobbery was the object.
The Archbishop of Rbeims is dead.
The mails north from Washington are delayed by a laud slide on the B. & O. Railroad.
In the case of the Brooklyn the Judge charged that they were responsible whether they understood the workings of their office or not.
Fifty of the Sultan’s troops were killed in the
attack on Fer.
J. J. Roberts was shot in New York yesterHe will die. It
day while heating a carpet.
is not knowu who fired the pistol.
persons were slightly injured yesteraccident ou the Syracuse & Chicago
Railroad. It was a narrow escape from a terrible disaster.

Thirty
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ENTERTAINMENTS.
Entertainment in Saco.
Miss HELEN S. D*

■*'ue. c*vil rights hill has no chance this session, hut the moiety bill has.
The District
Investigating Committee have
agreed to report a bill to abolish the present
government of the District of Columbia.
revenuu

55174,OtT*.

ship Faraday

The

day.

receipts yesterday

were

will return to
England to

The famine in India is disappearing.
The oration of Geo. William Curtis on Chas.
Sumner covers five solid columns of the Boston
Journal and is one of bis finest efforts.
The
poem of Mr. Whitten contains forty-sevea stanzas.

FINANCIAL AftD COiflMERCSAL
Portland Wholesale Markets
Tuesday, June 9th. The maikets show but little
change. Eagle Sugars have advanced an |c, the
market being very firm. Produce is very active at
the old prices. Coftee is a lc higher with the market
firm. Flour is unchanged. Potatoes are lower.—
Corn is

unchanged.

ber.

ST.

GIVE

Headings,

including Personations

or

Living

Orators at

City Hall, Saco,
Wednesday Evening, Jone 10th,
8 O’CLOCK,

AT

A'tmi,Mull 35 cent,.

Tickets at the usual places.
H*

julO

THK PORTLAND

Industrial Exhibition
will be open to the

Tuesday Evening,
A rr

It ItriKK'I

public on

June 9, 1874.
V

A

A1A<■

A.,.r

tbe Bonn! of Mann fact nrers, with Got. Dingley ami
oiher invited guts!s will take Keats upon tbe platform, when tbe Exhibition will be formally oi*u«l

by a

by 0. P. Kimball.

TICKETS 25 EACH. OK 6 FOR
OISE DOLLAR.

Stoamnr f'linan_KlAAVkL

feed.

10 tons

floor.

KQ

Select

Short Address

Foreign Exports.
MONTEVIDEO. Bark Mendota—439,700 ft lumHAI.IH'A Y

I*OTTER, of New York*

WILL

^

__

A large number of petitions favoring the settlement of difficulties with nations by arhitratration were reported back by the foreign Committee with a written report on the subject.

Agreed

The London Times in a leading article says
that it is time for the various
power? to recognize the Spanish government, as the Carlisle
are incapable of
making a stand.
Ill a saddle race for 32000 at Beacon Park,
Boston, yesterday, M. Crawford’s horse Copper
Bottom beat C. 3. Green’s mare Lucelle Gold
Dust iu three of four heats. Best time
2.24$.
Base ball —Hartford, Hartfords
15, Athletics

ANDREWS, NS. SchrE Pemberton—200

bbls

DAILY DOMESTIC RECEIPTS.
Receipt*! ol €»rniu, Arc.
By water conveyance 1,000 bosh cornmeal to Geo
W True & Co.
Rockland Lime Market.
Rockland, June 8. Common, 90c (7£ 1 00; Casks,
20 (£g 25c; Wood, 4 00 @ 4 50.

music BY THE PORTLAND BAUD.
C. P. Kimball. W. S. Dana. J. B. Brown. C. E.
Jose, (iei. E. B. Jackson. Wm. Curtis, W. W.
Thomas. Jr., Board of Manufacturers.
C. P. KIMBALL
Exec. Com. on
)
C. E. JoSK,
[ Portland Indnstrt
W. W. THOMAS, Jr.. )
Exhibition,
M. A. BLANCHARD, t or. See.
ju*

ALLEN

Boston Stock

—

MISSION CHAPEL
EVENING, Jane lit
FOB

—

Maine State 6’w, .— @ 100J
Boston & Maine Railroad.107

AT

—

THURSDAY
Liat.
[Sales at the Broker’s Board. June 9.1

Festival

Strawberry

BENEFIT

THE

OF

—

TEE

P00B.

Sinking by Odd Fellows Quartette.
Fruit. Cake and other refreshments
earnestly Kolicited.
JulOdL’t

Donations of
New York Stock aud Money Market.
Nkw York. June 9—Evenina.—M ney was easy
at 2 @3 percent, on call. Sterling dull at 4874 for
sixty days and 490 for demand.
receipts
to-day were $414,00’. G Id quiet, opened at 1104,
and advanced to llOf, and closed Arm at 110|. The
rates for borrowing were 2, l, 1-64 and fl it tor carrying 2 @ 1 i»er cent. The Assistant Treasurer paid out
to-day $96,000 on account of interest and $16,000 in
redemption of bonds. The exports, exclusive oi
specie, for the week were $6,631,075. Governments
were quiet and Arm.
State bonds were inactive.—
The stock market was weak throughout the day and
prices declined 4 @ i i»er cent, in tne general list and
24 per cent, iu the case of Erie. The extremes of the
last named having been 314 @29; and in the final
dealings a recovery of | @ | per cent, took place.
The earnings in Erie continue to show a decrease,and
with the reported new deal of McHeDry iu regard to
the coming election had a depressing influence, while
the lower prices from London and the “Hammering”
by the “Bears” helj<ed the decline. The latest rumor on the street was that the report of the English
accountants and examiners will be unfavorable, and
that speculators in London were selling the stocA
down before the result was officially announced.—
The Total transactions of the day were 93,200 shares,
including 18,700 Western Union, 16,100 Erie, 14,700
Lake S! ore. 14,400 Union Pacific, 6300 Wabash, 3300
Rock Island, 6600 New York Central, 6400 Pacific
Mail, 17u0 St. Paul common, 1600 North Western
common, and 500 Northwestern preferred.

are

GRAND

'IjjjScustcm

The following were tne quotations of Government
securities:
United States coupon 6’s,1881,..
120f
United States5-20’s 1862.1134
United States 5-20’s 1864.1164
United States 5-20’s 1K65, old. 1174

United States 5-20’s 1865,newex-int
T nif

Gfof.ia

S.On»o

.1194

ICf.7

If til

United States 5-20’s 1868,.
United Slates 5*8, new.
United States HMD’s.,ex-interest;.
Currency 6’s.
..

The following
Stocks:

were

the

Industrial Exhibition
under the

management of the

PORTLAND
Board

of

Manufactures^
THE

PORTLAND INDUSTRIAL

EXHIBITION
will be balden in

Citv

Hall Buildine

.119}

113*

....

closing quotations

COMMESCIKO

113*
114*
ol

Tnesday Evening, June 91h,

1874

Western Union Telegraph Co.71|
Pacific Mail.
41
N. Y. Centra'and Hudson River consolidated.... 971
..

Erie. 29f
Erie prefer red.
52
Union PaHfic stock.... 25
Illinois

Central.95*

Chicago & Northwestern. 39*

AT r 1-2 O’CLOCK,

And r.nnt.innfi. T)»t and TlwAnincr

..

The following were the quotations tor Pacific Rail
road securities:
Central Pacific bonds. 92*
Union Pacific do...
^6*
Union Pacific land grants.79
Union Pacific income bonds. 79*
Boflton Bank Mtiitrmrnt.
Boston. June 9.—The following is the statement
of the Boston banks, as returned to the Cleaiing
House Mouday morning, June 8:

Capital.$ 49.350.000

Loans. 126,664.200
Increase.
1,415.200
Specie.
2,18o.9o0
Decrease.
183,200
Legal teuders. 11,026,800
Decrease.
184,500
Due from other banks. 21,544,600
Decrease.
216,500
Due to other banks.
24.421.600
Increase.
515,700
Deposits.
52,654,600
Increase.
619,600
lawmeaiic

iflarkrm.

York. June 9—Evemug.—Cotton dull at an
120 bales; Middling uplands at 18*;
forward deliveries opened at 3-16 @ *c decline, most
of which was afterwards recovered.
FI. >ur—receipts
22,273 obis; the market was dull and in buyers favor;
sales 11,600 bbls: Western and State at 4 70 @ 6 50;
White Wheat Western extra 6 50 @ 6 85; extia Ohio
at 5 90
7 25: extra St Louis at 6 10 @ 11 00, closing
hes^y; Southern at 6 10 @11 00. Wheat—receipts
397,4 -7 bush; the market is rather more steady with
a moderateSexport demand; sales 237.000 hush; No 2
Chicago at l 42 @ 1 43; No 2 North Western at 1 42}
@144; No 2 Milwaukee at 1 46 @ 1 48; ungraded
Iowa and Minnesota Spring at l 39^ 1 50,No 1 Spring
at 1 48 @ 1 52;common to choice VVliite Western 1 56
@1 58; very inferior White Spring 1 30; choice No 1
Golden Drop Spring 1 52; No I Sheboygan 1 50*; also
Nbw

*c decline; sales

8000 bush No 1 Milwaukee to arrive within one week
at 1 50.
Corn—receipts 95,150 bush; the market is
scarce and a shade firmer; sales 88,000 bush; Wesiern
Mixed at 80 a 83*c; Western Yellow 83* @ 85c; 90 (a)
96c for White Western ;closing with scarcely so mucR
firmness: also 8.000 hush Westeru Mixed to arrive
next week at 8"$c. Oats—receipts 37,384 bush; the
market is heavy and quiet; sales 51.000 bush; 61 @
62$c tor Mixed Western ;67 @ 69c lor White Western;
61c for Mixed Western in store. Coffee is quiet and
steady. Sugar is dull and scarcely so firm; fair to
good refining 73 ® 8$c; prime at 8$c;refined quiet at
94c for extra C White; 10 for standard; granulated at
Molasses is doll.
10$; crushed and powdered 103c.
Rice quiet. Petroleum is nominaj; refined at I2$c.—
Tallow firm at 7$ Ca) 84c for Country; 8 3-16 (g 8$ for
City. Naval Stores—Rosin is steady at 2 65. Spirits
Turpentine steady at 37$c. Pork heavy; sales of fO
bbls prime mess at 16 00; 100 bbls new mess at 17 85
@ 17 90; 250 do seller for Aug at 18 00; seller June Is
quoted at 17 85; seller July 17 85 @ 17 95. Beet unfirm at 11 5-16 for prime
changed. Lard
steam; sales of 1500 tcs seller July at 11$ @ 11 7-16c;
1750 tcs seder Aug at 11$ @ 11 9-16c. Butter firmer
and steady; common heavy; 20@28 for new Western ;26 i«- 30c for new State.
Whiskey is quiet and
steady at 1 00.
Freights to I .iverpool are lower. Grain—Corn per
steam at 7d; Wheat per steam 7$d.

lower,closing

Watertown, June 9—Galtle Market.—Receipts of
beef 51 head; all of which were received from the
North. The arrivals from the West were all sent to
Brighton this week. The best Oxen ranged at 9$ 'a*
10c
lb, on dressed weight. We quote sales of choice
at 9 50 ^ 10 00; extra 8 50 @ 9 25; first quality at 7 50
@ 8 25; second quality at 6 00 @ 7 29; third quality
5 50

is ouiet and uuchauged ; No 2 at 85c.
Barley is dull
and nominal at 1 25 eg 1 35 tor No 2 Spring. Provisions—Pork firm and in fair demand at 17 60 @ 17 62$
cash or seller June; 17 60 @ 17 65 seller for July.—
Lard firm, in fair demand and held higher at 1100
cash; 11 05 seller for July; held at 11 10 at close.—
Bulk Meats are steady and nominally unchanged at
6$ loose on snot; sh >rt rib middles at 9$ on spot for
loose; no sales. Whiskey is steady at 95c.
Lake Freights—Corn to Buffalo 4$; Wheat to do
at 5.
Receipts—6,000 bbls flour, 88,000 bush wheat, 228,000 bush corn, 65,000 bush oats, 1.000 bush rye, *0,000
bush barley.
Shipments 3,000 bbls dour, 99,000 bush wheat,48,000 ousb com, 68,000 bush oats, 0,000 bush rye, l,o00
bush barley.
xoledo. June 9.—Flour is steady. Wheat closed
steadier; No 2 White Wabash at 151; No 3 White
Wabash 1 40 @ 1 40$; No 1 White Michigan at l 47$;
Amber Michigan at 1 35$ on spot; 1 34$ for seller July; No 1 Red at 1 40; No 2 Red at 1 35$; No 3 do 1 30.
Com is in fair demand and higher; high Mixed at
64$ @ 65J on spot; seller July at 67c; low Mixed 63$;
White 69c ;no grade 61 $c; damaged 50. Oats quiet; No
1 at 52c; No 2 at 1 494c.
Lake Freights steady—Wheat To Bnffalo at 3; to

Oswego

dull and nominally; No 1 at 88c.
Barley is dull
and nominallp; No 2 Spring at 1 30; No 3 Spring at
1 00. Provisions are steady. Pork at 17 50. Hams in
pickle at 11. l)ry salted meats—shoulders 6$; boxed
middles at 9$ @ 9$c. Lard 11 @ 11$.
uaivc

ruigmc—
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The object of this Exhibition is to gather
together specimen products from all our factories and workshops, thereby demonstrating
the importance of l’ortland as a manufacturing center.
A deep and widespread interest is manifest
on the part of manufacturers, artizans aud
inventors of the city.
The applications lor space already received
is ample assurance that the Exhibition will
possess all the attractions that space in City
Building will permit.

Letters relating to the Exhibition should
be
addressed to the Sec’y Portland Industrial Exhibition, who will extend any desired information,
and tile all application? for s|paee ami entry.
The Exhibition will be open dai’y from 9 A.M. to
10 P.M.
The
prices of admission will be:
Single
admissions 25 cents, children under 12 years of ago
10 cents. Schools will be admitted as'a body, in
charge of their teachers, a reduced rates, made
known by the Secretory upon application.
C. P. Kimball, W. L. Dana. J. B. Brown, C. E.
Jose, Geo. E. B. Zackw.n, Win. Curtis, W. W. ThomJr., Board of Manufacturer?.

as,

C.P.KinBALI,,

) Kxec. Com on
i’. E. JOSK.
Pordami ludusW. W. THOBAN. Jr..) trial Rxhihiuon.
M. A. BliANCHAKD, Cwr. Wee.
ray*

d*w:t

MUSIC HALL—PORTLAN 1), ME.

Ward’s Varieties,
Opea Every Evening
aee, with
■Meat.

a

and Aatnriiny JVntiflat etna Variety Eaiertaia

Entire change of Programme Mondays and Thurs-

days.

MONDAY, JUNE 8th,

12 NEW

STAlRS

!

Admission, Galierv

25 cts., Parquette 35 ets., Orchestra Chairs 50 cts., Boxes *4.( 0 Grand Matinee
every Saturday Alteinoon at 2 o’clock. Atatmee
prices, Gallery 15 cts., Parquet le and Orchestra
Chairs 25 cts.
Box Office open from 10 to 12 and 1 to ♦.
juttf

AUCTION SALES.

F. O. BAILEY &

CO.,

AUCTIONEERS.
■—Ajn>—

Commission

Merchants !

Salesroom 176 Fore Street.
(Office 15 Exchange Street.)
F. 0. BAILEY.

C.

W.

ALL**.

Regular gale of Furniture and General Merchandise
every Saturday at salesroom, 176 Fore street, comM.
mencing at a o’clock
Consignments solicited.
oc3dtt
...

GROCERIES
AT

A

U£ T

I O N

THURSDAY. June lltb, at 2* o’clock P. M.
at salesroom, 176 Fore street, we shall sella
$oneral assortment nt Groceries, Consisting of Pickles. Soap. Starch, Tea, Codec, Spices, Tobacco, Cigars. Raisins, Canned Goods. Extracts and Oils,
Vinegar, Molasses, Dried Apples, Clothes pins
Fancy Goods, Ac. Also Store Fixtures, Show Case.
Desk, Scales. Ac.
F. O. BAILEY ft CO.. Aaetlaaeera

ON

jn»__3t
LA ROE SALE
OF

—

—

OIL PAINTINGS
.AT

^TJCTIONT.

wego 9.

demand at 95c.

Charleston, June 8.—Cotton is dull; Middling up
lands 17}c.
Savannah, June 9.—Cotton quiet; Middling uplands 16Jc.
Mobile, June 9.—Cotton dull and weak; Mid Ring
uplands at 16}c.
New Orleans, June 9.—Cotton dull; Middling
*

uplands at 17fc.

money and account.

London, June 9—12.30 P. M.—American securiCentral 89; Erie 29 & 29}.
Liverpool, June 9—12 30 P. M.—Cotton dull and
easier; M‘.(Idling uplands at 8|d; do Orleans at 8} {$
8fd; sales 10,000 bales, including 2000 bales tor export and simulation.

ties—New York

For Sale.
DESIRABLE country residence for sale, situat

Windham

location tor a
by Dr. (». L.
D. D. CHASE, 175 Middle

IliR..

Physician—formerly occupied

A

good

hil£.»re.

Terms easy. Apply to
myl6eodlm
Street, Portland.
BINTINi* of every description neatly
executed at this oiiice.

JOB

—OF—

Fine Oil

Paintings

—

AT

—

LANCASTER HALL,
—

FROM

—

Schumacher Brothers,
5

Deering Block,
to

Portland, Me.,

commence

Tuesday Evening,

June

18, 1874,

and continue until sold.
The

_

European tlnrket*.
London, June 9-12.30 P. M.—Consols at 9288 for

ated

Third Annual Auction Sale

ucttl *u UH-

Receipts—6,000 bbls flour, 131.000 bush wheat. 0,000
hogs.
Shipments- 4,000 bbls flour. 155.000 bush wheat.
Cincinnati, June 9.—Provisions— Pork quiet and
steady at 17 50 @ 18 00. Lard is quiet and steady;
summer steam 10} loose;
winter kettle 11} (g life.
Bulk Meats
shoulders at 6}c on spot; bu\er
steady;
clear
rib
sides
held
at
July 7;
9} on spot; clear sides
10}. Bacon quiet; shoulderslat 7} (eg 7| ;clear rib shies
10 @ 10}c; clear sides 10}. 4whiskey is tirmer and in

A

More.

or

6c.

Receipts—1,000 bbls flour, 25,000 bush wheat, 13.OCO
bush corn, 1,000 bush oats.
Shipments—0,000 bbls hour, 5,000 bush wheat, 2,000 bush com, 4,000 bush oats.
Milwaukee, JuneO.—FIonr is quiet and uncharged. Wheat is steady ; No 1 Spring at 1 24$; No 2 at
1 22; seller June 1 21$; seller July at t 21$. Oats are
in good demand and firm; No 2 Mixed at 44$c. Com
excited and prices higher; No 2 Mixed at 59$c.
Rye

good

Days

5 75.

Sheep and Lambs—receipts 767 head; We quote
sales of Sheep in lots at 4 00 @ 5 50 each; extra at
6 00 @ 8 75 each.
Chicago, June 9.—Flour is dull and unchanged.
Wheat is active and higher; No 1 Spring at 1 22; No 2
Spring at 1 20$ cash or seller for June;L 19$ seller for
July; No 3 Spring 1 14 @ 114$; rejected 1 05. Corn
is active and higher; No 2 Mixed at 60 cash or seller
tor June and seller July; seller Aug 6lc; high Mixed
at 60$c; rejected 56c. Oats in fair demand and higher ; No 2 at 45$c; 43|e seller July; rejected 42$c.
Rye

ton

<_>/

Chicago & Northwestern preferred.
53*
Chicago & Rock Island. 95*

paintings are

front

York, and wiil be
June 12th to day of sale.
F. O. BAILEY *V
ol New

the studio of J. B. Sword,
exhibition on and after

on

CO., Auctioneers.
ju8_dtf

The Gov. Dana

Homestead
.A.T AUCTION.

elegant Country Seat of the late Gelt. J. W.
THE
Dana, at Fryeburg. Maine, will be sold at
tion
the
auc-

on
premises on FRIDAY, June ISth. The
above estate indudes two acres of land surn nnduJ
line
shade
trees. The house is in excellent rder,
by
conveniently and handsomely arranged, with seventeen rooms, anti i6 one of the flmst residence* in
F. SHIRLEY,
OxfordCounty.

j y.td

(ltd

—

r

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

MEDICAL

POETRY.
Lilacs.

Bakers.

CATARRH!

Oa

direct

Honor and

Lard*

Coach,

Sperm.

Furniture,

machinery,

Polishing,

Kerosene,

Loom, Harness

Whale.

and

Neats Foot

Shellac

route between New
Foot Office, near the Market.

BY WILLIAM C. RICHARDS.

Crest and plumes of purple SplendorBright enough for queenly lieaus,
Gleaming with a light aa tender
An the faint-flamed opal Bheds.

Street.

Behold It As It Is !

Plumes and crests and nodding tassels

*

in the breeze,
Swaying lightly
from brave old castles—

flung
Cannot match my lilac-trees.

Banners

There be many blossoms rarer,
And Maud ttiiuks more worthy
“Fewer Macs—they were tairer,
plenty makes them plain”—she

and

says.

In my

done

Let any

C1TYADVERT1SEMENT 8

suffering from this nasty and foul disease look at the above picture of his nasal organs—
behold the inflamed passage—view the throat filled
to repletion with the mucous, which ouickly passes
to the lungs and stomach; how disgusting the
thought, anu yet thousands day by day neglect to use
one

remedies,

smip.e
Blurt trial

City of Portland.

of

which will
the remedy.

certainly

cure

A

them.

WANTED

dlw

ju9

City or Portland.
Aldermen, l

That the City Clerk give notice to all
parties interested by publishing a copy of this
order in two daily papers in this city, for three weeks
successively, that this Board on MONDAY, the sixth
day of July next, at 7 J o’clock P. M., at the Aldermeu’s Room in the City Building, will hear all parties interested in the petitions for Sewers in the following named streets:—Carroll Street, from Thomas
into Neal Street, about 600 feet; Brackett Street,
from York to Danfortb Street; Temple Street, about
100 feet between Middle and Federal Streets; ConPlace, from Congress to Deering Street; Brown
treet. about 30 rods between Congress and Cumberland Streets; Brackett Street, between Spring and
Spruce. And that thereafter this Board will determine and adjudge if public convenience requires the
construction of Sewers in said Streets.
Read and passed.
H. I. ROBINSON, Clerk.
Attest,
A true copy:
H.
I.
Attest.
ROBINSON, City Clerk.
d3w
ju4

ORDERED.

Raeder’s GERMAN SNUFF,

on

tion be bad on
the head of Merrill’s Wharf, at 4 o’clock, P. M., and
that the above petition, together with the Order
thereon, be published daily for seven days previous
to the bearing, in two of the daily newspapers published in Port'and.
JACOB McLELLAN, (
ALBERT MARWICK,
C. H. FARLEY,
Portland, June 2, 1874.
ju2td

to

J.

In Board of Health, March 13, 1874.

that until otherwise directed,
do
ORDERED,
hereby designate the dump at the foot of Hanstreet
we

over
Stable lot) and the dump at the foot
ot Franklin and Smith streets as the places tor deposit of rubbish, such as dirt, shavings, saw dust,
ashes, cinders, scot, hair, shreds, manure, yster or
lobster shells, or auy other matter of any kind (except dead animals) which may be removed from any
hou se, cellar, yard, or other place within the city

Manufacturers of Trunks, Talises and

Steam Engines & Boilers,

Carpet-Bags.

Engine Lathes, Planers, Upright

Approved April 21, 1873.
I hereby give notice that the “City Ordinances”
relating to the deposit ot rubbish in any Street,
Lane, Alley, Court, Square, Public Place or unoccupied lot within the city limits, except the lots designated in the foregoing order, will be strictly enforced.
GEO. W. PARKER, City Marshal.
mhl4
d3m
CITY OF PORTLAND.
In Board

of

Mayor

great the change; how improved your nasal
have become, There are thousands ot people
who have spent

fiow
organs

Hollars

Hundreds ot

Aldermen, I
May 18, 1874. J

and

bnilt in
ORDERED,
must be

year
presented on or before the first MONDAY of
next, as after that date all petitions
for Sewers will be referred to tbe next City Council.
Read and passed.
Attest:
H, I. ROBINSON, Clerk.
A true copy,
Attest:
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.
dlw

July

ROUNDS-*

But

Few

Physicians

A V egetahie
auu

ucyci

in

Compound,
^iugic

a

which

uiciauvc

has

alway

nan

miiui

iu

isfy

cure

iuiij

oai-

those who have used it. Please bear in mind it
is not a compound that, will Sneeze your Head off
but in a mild and gentle wav penetrates the secretions oi the Head, and removes the disgusting mucons which have clogged jour nose, throat and even
your lungs. Try one little box ,costing but 35 cents,
Remember
and you will bless the day you used it.
that as a Preuentative you must always have a Box of

Which will by its use PREVENT disease and
you hundreds of dollars.

have formed

a

GERMAN

SNUFF

mon.but

on

severe

JOHN T. ROGERS,

GERMAN

on

hand

a

SNUFF

B. F# V.lKBV,l<o. 252 Fore
C'roftn St., in Dfleno’s Mill.

grades of

anything

more

disgusting; and yet thousands oi

allow this disease to continue until at
ey have Consumption, which cannot be (fared.

Kwill

COAL AND WOOD. GERMAN

SNUFF

CHARLES F. BOUNDS,
WILLIAM W. OVER,
dtt

Copartnership Notice.
business of

a

copartnership

for the

carrying

on

the

COAL AND WOOD DEALERS,

Watches, Jewelry, &c.
H. H. MCDUFFEIC, Cor. Middl

Magnesia.

only by the passages being filled with matter, which the Snuft penetrates as if by magic. *»ud
in a short time you feel like a new being.

Rocky

Point

GERMAN

SNUFF

Will Cure
A BAH

Hotel,

This well-known and popular Slimmer Resort,’situated ou tlie Narragausett Bay, between the cities of
Providence and Newport, will be open for the reception of guests, duly 1st. Eight steamboats daily
from Providence and Newport. Kooms can now be
engaged on moderate terms, by application to

out of ten, all
diseased state of the
cases

GERMAN

headaches
nasal or

SNUFF

Will Cure
SORE and WEAK EYES.

ju9d2w_City

U1JMPHREVM,
Hotel, Providence, B. I.

CONGRESS

HALL,

fifinlil/hYk finDinrvci Clia!dAn VahwiAn4miles East of St. Albans.

Eight

Excellent Table.
Write for Circulars of terms and rooms.
Adiress Dr. S. S. FITCH, 714 Broadway, New York,
25 Tremont Street, Boston, or at Congress Hall.
Board very low.
Open May until December.
eod5mo
apr6

HARBOR, MT. DESERT,

BAR

This House is pleasantly located, cool, airy, and
agreeable. Table abundantly supplied with good
substantial fare. Good Fish and Boating. Accomodations for ninety people.
T. LORD ROBERTS.
ju4dlm*

OCEAN

ELIZABETH

OAK

HILL

ME.

ju3_
FAVORITE SUMMER RESORT.

oH*11

peculiarly

mr

st, acute and

annoying trouble, which many are

atiicted with, but by the use ol the German
Snuff the noises are soon removed, and bj its slight
use are never again troubled with them.

PARENTS

Wholesale

W. F. PHILLIPS & CO.,
tf

Lumber Wharf to Lease.
Wharf we!1 known

as

Hastings* Wharf in

Mass., where the lumber busiJ***} Cambridge,
on for over 40 years, and a
^!en carrie,l
good
For

ab.‘?he,U
„Th® V'.an”,a“<1
nartv* LW'
Roatmfo?
afl
ofiF^ lsh,a Vanc,“

of Eastern Lumber
thi. w>
ta mirarpassed by any in the
vicinity of
a Part of ll,e
buildings -will
he snki
Low rent: long lease. For
anv
8nf(a8« in the business near
‘"r lbe distribution
nf
kinds
this is an
,u“t»ri
1
offered. For further information opportunity
seldom

Yes, many a little one who, with palid face and
up,*
drooping tor in, complains of being all “stuffed
and day by day is growing worse, is often troubled
with Catarrh In its iirst stages, Heed our warning
before it is too late, lor often, very often

Catarrh Causes Croup!
Would you not rattier
prevent this complaint than
attempt to cure it? of course you would; then see
that you always have a supply on hand.
Do not take any other preparation, but be sure to
obtain the above.*. Price 35 cents. For Falo by all
dealers. Or, send 50 cents to

SMITH, DOOLITTLE & SMITH,
BOSTON,

ju8d3t_

^ *Tar*

CENTENNIAL
GAZETTEERunit°ki™ates
No book has
been published of such universal
ever

interest to the American people. It appeals to no
particular class alone, but to all classes; to men and
women, of all professions, creeds and occupations
and political opinions—to Farmers, Lawyers, Busi-

Men, Mechanics, Physicians, Politicians, Teachers,
Students, Manufacturers, Salesmen, men of
learning and men who can only read, to old and

WINNER’S NEW SCHOOL for Piano, CabOrgan, Guitar, Banjo, Cornet, Accordeon, Fife,
Flute, Flageolet, Clarionet. Price of each Book 75 cts.
RIVER OF LIFE, 35 cts. Best Book for Sabbath

inet

School.

WINNER’S BAND OE FOUR. $1.00
1st and 2d Violin, Cornet or Clarionet, and Bass.
Sent post-paid on receipt of retail price.
OLIVER DITSON & CO.,
C. H. DITSON & CO.
Boston.
711 B’dway, New York.

young. All want it as a book of constant reference,
and to preserve for their children and children's chilas the only complete and reliable work, showing
the gigantic results of THE FIRST ONE
HUNDRED YEARN OF THE GREATEMT REPUBLIC THE WORLD EVER
MAW. It is not a luxury but a necessity to every
well-informed American citizen. Agents make $100
to $300 per month. Send for circular. ZIEGLER
& McCUKDY, Springfield, Mass.
myl94wt

dren

mv91

FLORENCE

Co.

The

$450,000

Wm. H. Haskell & Co. Rhode Island Nut Co
BEADING BOLT AND'NVT WORKS.
W. GIFFORD dr Co.

Is finally decided by the

Marine Hardware & Ship Chand

and forward,

and receive
a20

a

Box

by returnMafl

sews backward
rii>h( and luG.
lit-.t.

or to

SiinpluMt—thrnjHKl
Sold

fob Cash Onlt.
Special Terms to
CLUBS and DEALERS.

myl9t4w

April, 1874.

Florence,Mas*.

it,
guaranteed fully equal to any in the
market.
It is strictly pure, containing nothing but fine
white lead and tbe best refined linseed oil.
It is unexcelled in body.
It is unsurpassed in purity of color.
It is Of EXTRAORDINARY FINENESS.
State Assayer’s Office, I
20 State St., Boston.
)

Gentlemen:—I have analyzed and examined the
White Lead manufactured by The New Britain White
Lead Company, with result as followsThis white
lead is entirely free from adulterations or makeweights of any kind, and is ground in pure linseed
oil. It is fine, very dense, has good covering power,
and is in every respect of standard quality.

Respectfuliy,

State

S. DANA HAYES,
and Chemist, Mass.

Assayer

Trustees Hartford, Providence & Fishkill R. R. Repair Shop 8.
HARTFORD, uonn- J>eo. 18,1873.
New Britain White Lead Co. :
Gentlemen—We have given your white lead a very
thorough trial, and are satisfied tnat it is equal to
Your 1; uly,
any now manufactured.
V. 1. PERRY,
Master Car Builder, II. 1'. & F. R. K.

Hole A gen In, ill

eodly

D. W. CLARK & CO..
RATES

SEASON

1874,

FOR FAMILIES AND OFFICES:
10 lbs
15 44
20

daily,

from June to

October 1st.$ 8.00
4*

S

11.00

14.00

•

10
15
20

lbs. daily, per month.$2.50
"
44

44

3.60
4.50

44

customer leaving town for Two Weeks or
more at one time, by giving notice at the office,
will l»e entitled to a proper deduction.
We particularly request that neglect to leave the
ice, or carelessness on the part of our drivers, be reported at the office at once, and it will be attended to

Bonion Bin...

for

Military Supplies.

Office Chief Quartermaster,
Second Quartermaster’s District,
Military Division Atlantic,

Boston, Mass.,

SEALED

June

)
I

4,1874. J

PROPOSALS (in triplicate), under the

usual conditions, will be received at this office,
and also at the offices of the United States Quartermasters at the several posts named below, until
twelve o’clock M. on MONDAY, the 6th day of July,
1874, for the delivery of military supplies during the
fisealyear beginning July 1,1874, and ending June
30, 1875, as follows: Fuel, Forage, and Straw at the
following-named posts: Boston—Fort Independence,
Fort Warren and Fort Winthrop, Boston Harbor;
Fort Stanoish and Fort Andrews, Plymouth; Fort
Sewall, Marblehead; Fort Phoenix, Fairhaven; Fort
at Clark’s Point, New Bedford, and Long Point Batteries, Provincetown, Massachusetts; Forts Preble,
Scammell, and Gorges, Portland; Fort Knox, Bucksport; Fort McCleary, Kittery Poiut; Fort Sullivan,

Eastport, and Fort Popham, Parkei’s Head, Maine;
and Fort Constitution, Newcastle, New Hampshire.

Bids for any portion of the supplies will be entertained.
The Government reserves the right to reject any or
all bids.
Blank

ters at

the various posts,

or

at this office.
A. P.

BLUNT,

Captain and A. Q. M.. U. S. A., Chief Q. M. 2d Q.
M. D., M. D. A.
juGdCt
Subscriber will sell at Public Auction on
TUESDAY, June 16,1874, at 9 A. M., ail the real
estate ar.d personal property assigned to him byJoseph
Gooding, of Yarmouth, and in trust for the benefit ot
hfs creditors, viz: The 3 story dwelling house, ell.
and large stable attached, known as the Wm. N.
Stockbridge eslate, with 6 acres of land appurtenant,
well stocked with Irutt and ornamental trees, at tlie
lower village on Royal’s river, in Yarmouth.
Also the right of redemption of one-half the dwelling house and lot adjoining, known as the David
True House.

BY

THE

30 cents per 100 pounds.
of the great demand for shipping
desire
customers to order their supply before
ice, we
the 10th ot June. We cannot agree to furnish any
ice, at present prices, to those not engaging oi us
my23d6w
previous to that date.

C^*By

reason

$35.00 Reward.
above leward will be pahl for iuformation
leading to the conviction ol any person tor let-

THE

ting out the water from my tanks
Merrill’s wharf.

Cross street an
W. H. HALL,

on

jul

_tf
Carriages lor Sale at a Bargain.
K nice

new

open Box

OShand Concord Wagon.
ap8t4
W&S<Sw6 nx

CAKE,

sold cheap at

Buggy,

and one second
Also two setts ot light

HOVEY & DEAN’S,
45 Preble St., Portland, Me.

Tablets.

FREE TO BOOK AGENTS

AN ELIGANTfif BOUND CANVASSING BOOK for tbe*best and cheapest Family Bi
l)le ever published, will be sent free of charge to any
book agent. It contains over 700 fine Scripture
Illustrations, and agents are meeting with unprecedented success.
Address, stating exj>erience. etc.,
and we will show you what our agents are uoing.
NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO., Pliila., Pa.
4wt
my 19
GREAT AMERICAN COFFEE
POT distils Coffee as clear as amber; extracts
all its strength; retains all its nutritious aroma. The
best thing ever offered. Price $2, sent to any address. Call and see it in operation or send for illustrated circular. Territorial rights tor sale. DEWITT
C. BROWN & CO., 678 Broadway, N. Y., myl9t4w

TDK

‘•EDEOG RAPBY’’ A

new book on the art of
a complete system of Phonetic
the shortest, most simple, easy, and
comprehensive, enabling any one in a short time to
The Lord’s
report trials, speeches, sermons, &c.
Prayer is written with 49 strokes of the pen, and
140 words per minute. The unemployed should
learn this art. Price by mail 50 cents.
Agents
wanted. Address T. W. EVANS & CO., 139 S.
7th St., Pliila., Pa.
my26t4w

Writing by Sound;

Sbort-Hand?

THE

Also the right of redemption of thirty acres of good
mowing land, with barn thereon, on Wolle Point in
said Yarmouth.
Also five acres of land in N. Yarmouth; on Roy il’g
River, adjoining the homestead farm of George York.
Also brickyard and wharf, on Royal’s
River, with
right of way to the same trom the County road. Said
wharf has been lately built, and has a frontage on
tide water of about 400 feet, by 150 feet in width.
Also 150,000 bricks in kiln on said wharf, with 5
brick machines, moulds, wheelbarrows, and tools
used iu brickmaking.
Terms made known at time of sale.

B FREEMAN, Assignee
A. L. LORTNG, Auctioneer.
Yarmouth, May 15. 1874._
y21td

LIVINGSTONE IS DEAD.
For 30 Years Millions have intently watched
his PERILOUS yet heroic struggles, and grand
achievements, and now eagerly desire the Complete Life History ot this rcorld-renowncd hero
and benefactor, which unfolds also the cubiosiriEs and wealth of a wild and wonderful counfry. Jt is just ready. 2,000 aqents wanted quickly.
Due agent sold 184, another 190 out week. For

^

Mail train 1.20 P. M. (stopping at all stations*,^
Island PoLd.) connecting with night mail train for
Quebec, Montreal and the West.
Accommodation train tor Gorham and way sta-

tions, 5.25 P. M.

Trains will arrive as follows.
Mail train from Gorham and Intermediate Stations
8.50 a. m. Through mail train from Island Pond
Montreal, Quebec and the West 2.50 p. m.
Accumulation train from South Paris and way
Stations C.15 p. m.

sell our Sewing Silk, Linen
WOMEN,
Pins. NpPilllpS Ui.lil.n Pnna ..r»H
LARGE WAGES SURE. Apto D. I. GUERNSEY, Pub., Concord. N. H.

SALEM LEAD COMPANY.
Warranted PUKE WHITE EE AH.—Wellknown throughout New England as the WHITEST
FINEST, and BEST.
LEAD TAPE,5-8in. wide,on reelsfor Curtain
Sticks.
EE AH RIBBONj from 2J to 8 inches wide
on reels lor Builders.
LEAD PI PE. of any size or thickness.
At lowest market prices for goods of exualoualitv
Address SALEM LEAD
Mass.
mcl9
R&W&w3ml2

CO.,Salem,

lUnmifaf luring; Business for Sale
in the City of Portland.
SPLENDID opportunity for a party with small
one nundred per
* capital; a ready market and
cent, profit. Price $800 cash. For particulars
apply

A

UPHAM 8c

GARDINER,

Real Estate Agents, No. 7

or

hrnnd.

4wf

74 EXCHANGE ST.
—

my28-2w

“All in not gold IhntglitterM.”—UK HI If 1VT
PIPE does not glitter much, but it is as good as
gold lor the purpose for which it is made, viz. drains,
sewers, &c.
ju4d9*

for

“TELL IT ALL”
T. B. H. Stenhouse, for 25 years wife of a
High Priest. With an introduction bv
IIAItKIET BEECHER STOWE. Two
Mrs.
dormon

3y

ago the author wrote

a

pamphlet on Polygamy

vliich excited the Mormon newspapers to sneennqly
nvite her to write a book and •‘Tell It|A II.” Km.
nent men and wnmeu utged her to accept the chalenge, and “Tell It All” is the result. It is the.
mly book on this subject ever written by a real
Mormon woman. 625 pp. superbly illustrated and
wund. It outsells all other hooks three to one. It
akes like wildfire. |£:#“100.000 will be sold. Agents,
low is your opportunity.
Our Descriptive pamphlet,
erms. &c,, sent free to all.
Address, A. D. WORTHNGTON &• CO.. Hartford,
Conn._ jn3d4wt

D AM PH 0 B O B
rhe UNIVERSAL MEDICINE

Exchange St.,

PORTLAND.

WANTED

For the
Tf.Y IT.

*5 CENTS.

REUBEN HOYT, Proprietor,
*03 Greenwich St.. N. Y.

For sale by all Druggists.

or t

C. J.

Ju3t4w

U*

WIIEELEif.

No. 5 Washington

Building,

PROVIDENCE, R. I.,

BOSTON

ESTABLISHED IN 1849.

—AND—

S. NI. PETTENC.ILE A CO.’S

PHILADELPHIA
Steamship Line.
Leave each port every

So

WedVy

&

Sat’d’y’

Wharfage.

No. 10 Slate St., Boston, and 37 Park Row, New York,
Estimates furnished gratis for Advertising in all
Newspapers in the Uniicd States and British Provinces.

OEOHCE P. HOWELL A CO,

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.m1
From Pine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one half the rate

sailing vessels.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R., and Sonth
by connecting lines forwarded tree of Commission.

ADVERTISING AGENTS)
FOR ALL THE LEADING NEWSPAPERS.
Dealers in Printing Materials of every
*ype, Presses, etc.
Office No. 41 Park Row, New York.

PASSAGE, TEX DOLLARS.
For Freight

BATES

Passage, apply to
E. B. HAillPHOlf, Agent,
TO Long Wharf, Bowlon.

or

jn23-ly

JOHN BROOK* AND

34

PARK ROW, NEW YORK.

DODD’S
ADVERTISING AGENCY,

FORENT CITV

Having commodious Cabin antistate Room accommodation*, will run alternately, leaving

FRANKLIN WHARF,

LOCKE,

Newspnper Advertising Agents,

etl’PERIOR SEA GO
ING HTEA.VERN

EPO&iBC

A

description,

J. II. TlATKS. lat.fi fit
T). It I PW'W r, T nnbo
b. M. Pettengill & Oo.
Jones, Toledo Blmde.
Send for list of 100 choice newspapers.

BOSTON^

FOR

JJW.THII

AGENCY.

ADVERTISING

Portland,

DAILY, (SUNDAYS EXCEPTED}

Sound l.ilies, for sale at reduced rates.
Freight taken at low rates.
J B. COYLE JK„ General A gent.incb30t

AND

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates

121

WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.

Advertisements receiued for every Patter in the
United states and British Provinces at the lowest
contract prices.
Auy information cheerfully given
and estimates promptly i'uumished.
HOKACE DODD.

To Canada, Detroit, Chicago, ITfilwaaker. Cincinnati, At. Ifouiti, Omaha,
Saginaw, At. Paul, Salt Cake City,
Denver, San Frnnciieo,
and all

points In the

Northwest, West

and

(Southwest

J C. FURNIVAL Agt.
GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY 1b In «rlenilil
condition, is wen equipped with first-class rolling
stock, anti is making the best connections and quickest time of any route from Portland to the West.
®~PULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS attached to all through
trains.
Baggage checked from Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examina-

tion.
The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice < given, and paid lor at the rate of
one passenger tor
every $500 additional value.

C. J. BRYdGES, Managing Director.
H. BAILEY. Local Suprentendent.
Portland Sept. 12. 1873.

PORTLAND

On and after Monday, Oct. 20,1873,
until further notice trains will
™

asfollows:

Portland for North Conway at 7.45 A.
M. and 1.30 P. M.

—

Portland for Upper Bartlett
Upper Bartlett for Portlaud

at 1.30 P. M.
at 7.00 A. M.
North Conway for Portland at 8.15 and 11.30 A. M.
The 7.45 train from Portland and 11.30 from North
Conway will be Freight trains with Passenger car attached.
The 1.30 train from Pori land and 8.1& from North
Conway will have the lollowing Stage connections:—
At Baldwin for Cornish, Porter, Kezar Falls and

Freedom.

At Brownfield for Denmark and Brid .’ton.
At Fryebnrg for Lovell and North Lovell.
Ticket office in Portland at Boston & Maine R. R.
Station, where all trains of P. & O. R. it. arrive and

depart.

J. HAMILTON, Superintendent.
Portland, Get. 18,1873.
aue30ti

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER RAILROAD.

Clyde’s Iron Line

ITullsi miH Ortiinrai- Ftuilrr.asl Inr CnniviiK

Leave Rochester for Portland and way station! at

7.20 A. M. and 12 M.
The 12 o’clock train making direct connection at
Rochester with trains from Boston, leaving Boston
via Boston & Maine, and Eastern Railroads.
Leave Portland tor Gorham at 4.00 P. M.
Leave Gorham tor Portland at 4.45 P. M.
Leave Portland for Saco River at 6.20 P. M.
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A. M.
Stages connect as follows:
At Gorham for West Gorham, Standish, and No.

Limington, daily.

At Buxton Centre for West Buxton, Bonny Eagle
and Limington .daily.
At South Waterboro for Ross Comer and Dam’s
Mills daily.
At Centre Waterboro* for Limerick, ParsonsMeld

Providence
and Philadelphia every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY gives
direct communication
to ana
rom Portland and all dllier points in Maine, with
Philadelphia andbevond. Tnrougb rates are given to
Philadelphia and all points reached jy the Penn.
Central and the Phil. & Reading R. R’s., and to all
toe principal cities in the Sout b and Southwest. No
Wharfage. No Commission for forwarding.
Full imformation given
WALDOA. PEARCE,
Agent, 29 Devonshire St., Boston, or J. B. COYLE,
Portland.
Jr.,
WM. P. CLYDE, & CO„ Gen’I Managers,
janll ly 12 So. Delaware Avenue Philadelphia.

by

Norfolk and Baltimore and Washington
D. C. Steamship Line.
Steamships of this Line sail from
end of Central Wharf. Boston
Semi-Weekly, for NORFOLK and

.BALTIMORE.

bama and tieoraia ; and over the Seaboard and Roanoke R. R. to all points in North and South Carolina
the Balt. <£- Ohio R. R. to Washington and
11

by

places West.
Through rates given to South ana West.
Fine Passenger aceommoeations.
Fare including Berth and Meals to Norfolk $15.00.
time 48 hours; to Baltimore $15, time Go hours.
For farther information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent.
Sit Central Wharf. Boston.
June2lf

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
En.tport,

Calais

_oc6tc

TRAL RAILROAD.
Passenger trains leave Portland dai?2S?S?s|ly, for Portsmouth and Boston, (Sun-

S-“~M.

^ivSilavs excepted) at *2.00 A. M. to.10 a.
U3.15 P.M.
Leave Bangor for Portland, Portsmouth and Boston at H8.00 A. M„ *7.45 P. M.
Leave Boston lor Portsmouth at 7.30 A. M.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth and Portland at II8.15

M.tl2.30, *6.20 P.M.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth, Portland, Bangor,
Houlton, Calais and St. John at *6.20 P. M.
Leave Boston tor Portsmouth, Portland, Bangor
and St. John at II8.15 A. M.
Leave Portsmouth lor Portland at tl0.28. A. M
U2.55 P.M., *8.23 P.M.
Leave Portsmouth for Portland, Bangor. Houlton
Calais and St. John at *8.23 P. M.
Leave Portland for Lewiston, Bath, Rockland, AuuBta, Waterville and Skowhegan, at f7.00 A. M.
Leave Portland (via Danville) for Lewiston, Farmington, Waterville and Skowhegan at tl.05 P. M.
Leave Portland for Bath, Lewiston, Rockland, Augusta. Skowhegan, Belfast, Dexter and Bangor at
1.10 P. M.
Leave Portland for Bangor, via Augusta, (Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars,) at 10.45 p. m.
For Lewiston, Bath ami Augusta at 15.50 P. M.
For Lewistou via Danville at t5.45 P. M.
Leave Biddeford lyr Portland at t8.00 A. M returning at 5.35 P. M
The 9.10 A. M. and 3.15 P. M. trains from
Portland, and the 8.00 A. M. train from Bangor
make close connections to New York by one or
other of the routes from Boston. Passengers ticketed through by either route.
The 9.10 A. M. train arrives in Boston at 2.00
P. M. in season to couuect with the train for
New York, all rail, also with the 5.30 P. M
(steamboat) trains tor New York via Fall River,
Stnnington and Norwich Lines. The 3.15 P. M. train
arrives in Boston in season to connect with trains
for New Yotk via Springfield at 9 P. M
Tlie 9.10 A. M. and 3.15 P. M. trains from Portland
connect at Conway Junction with tbeGreal Fails and
Conway Railroad.

The 8.15 A. M. train from Boston arrives in Portland in season for passengers to take the cars of the
P. & O. Railroad.
The 8.15 A. M. train fro
Boston connects with
the Grand Trunk Railway lor Montreal, Quebec and
all parts of Canada East.
Through tickets are sold in Portland and Baggage
checked through to Houlton, Calais, St. John, Halifax, Dover, Foxcroft, ltoekland, Ac.
...

iiam.

Sanday Morning, does

not

ll.

Oigbr

John.

TWO TRIPS PER WEEK!
vuauu

Junl

EASTERS RAILROAD
—

AJND

—

& DOVER R. R.

Commencing Monday, June 1, 1874.
TaRReuger trains leave Portland
PortMiuouth and Dover daily,

at 9.10 a. m. and
3.15 p. m.
Leave Dover for PortMiuouth and Portland
at 8.30. 10.50 and 5.00 p. m.
A freight train will leave Portsmouth for
Dover,
and Dover for Portsmouth daily.

Jnn‘_General Manager.

BOSTON

&

MAINE

RAILROAD.

•

same

days.

Connections made at

OggTiS'rrm Pa.ir.xrr Train. Irare Porti
mf Iiiml far Bo.toa >t 6.15, 9.10 A. M.
*ndS7l5P7M.
I,rarr Portland for Black Point, Bln.
Point, Old Orchard, Waco, Biddeford,
Kciinrbnnk. Well., North Bcrwirk, Nnl■iioa Fall.. Great Pall, and Barer at 6.15,
9.10 A. M., 3.15 and 6.00 P. M.
I,rare Portland for
Port.moath (ria
Portsmouth *Jt Dover Railroad from Dover) at 0 1i
__

A. M.
A Idocnl Trnin will
Biddeford at 10.25 A. M.,
Biddeford at 11.20 A. M.,
tions.

leave Portland far
and returning will leave

stopping

at all

wav

sta-

*°*,°" f«r Portland at S.15 A. M.,
■'f£T®
12.00
M. and f» 00 P. M.
Trains make Southern, Western and
-,411®°*^°®
Northern connections.
•TAS. T. FURBER,
General Superintendent.
H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.
June 1, 1874.
ju8tf
w

10 cts

Stamp and 10 cents to
€. If. BAEG & €0., Box 1589, Bangor, Me.
au29
eodtf

AUGUSTA.
State St. Harrison Bak

Augusta House,
er,

Proprietor.

Cony House, G. A. Sc H. Cony. Proprie
tor*.
BANGOR.
Harriman Ifonse, J.E. Harriman&Co.'

Proprietor*.

Franklin Home, Harlow St., R.
with HI U McLaughlin Sc Son.,

Quinby,

Prop.

BATH.

Sagadahoc House, John S.
prielor.
Bath Hotel,

Mil liken,

Pro

C. M. Plummer, Proprietor

BOSTON.
Parker Houae. School Si. H. D. Parker Sc

Co., Proprietor*.

Revere House, Bowdoin Square,BulHneh,
Bingham, Wrisley Ar Co.. Proprietor*
St. James Hotel—J. P. M. Stetson, Propri
Tremont Houne. Tremont St. Bingham
Wrisley Sc Co. Proprietors.
BETHEL.
Bethel Houso, J. F. Bardin, Proprietor.
Chapman Rouse,—Andrews Sc Record,

Proprietors

BOLSTER HILLS.
Hancock House,—M. Hancock, Prop.

BRUNSWICK, HE.
Rooms, W. R. Field,

P- Ar K. Biuing
Proprietor.

CAPE ELIZABETH.
Ocean Honse—J. P.Chnuiberlnin. Pronvi.
etor.

CALAIS.
W.

International

Hold,

Proprietor.

D.

Nimpaou.

CAMDEM.
Bay ViewHouse, E. H. Demntb, Prop.
DANVILLE J I ACTION.
Clnrk’a Dining Hull. Granil Trank Rail,
way Depot, M. VV. Clark. Proprietor.
DIXF1ELD.

9(U

——

Eastport

lor St. Andrews,
and Houlton.
Connections made at St. John lor Digby, Annapolis, Windsor, Kentville. Halifax, N. S., Shediac, Amherst.
6^~Frelglit received on days of sailing until 4
o’clock P. M.
nn:4dtf
A. R. STUBBS. Agent.

Robbinston, Calais, Woodstock

Androaroggin Houae, J. Jnckaon, Proprietor.

ELLSWORTH.
American Houae.—S. Jordun A Hon, Prop
Hotel.—N. II. II iggiua A Mona, Propa.

City

FOXCROFT.
Foxcroft Exchange. P. M. Jellorda.
prietor.

Pro-

GREAT FALLS, N. H.
Great Falla Hotel,O. A. Froat, Proprietor

nARTLAND.
Willinma, Prop.
Hartlaud Honae—I. R. Littlefield, Prop.
Park Honae-R. I,.

Maine

Steamship

Co.

SEMI-WEEKLY LINE.
Steamers

Chesapeake
Will until

follows:

and Franconia
further notice

run as

Leave Franklin Wharf.Portland
every MONDAY ami THllRSat 5 P. M., and leave Pier
’DAY,
38 East ■...
River, New York, every MONDAY and
THURSDAY, at 4 P.M.
The Franconia, leaving Portland on
THURSDAY'S,
is fitted up with fine accommodations for
passengers,
making tills the most convenient and comfortable
route for travellers between New York and Maine.
Passage in State Room *3, meals extra.
Goods forwarded to and from
Philadelphia, Montreal, Quebec, St. John, and all parts of Maine.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
Steamers as early as 4 P. M., on the days thev leave
Portland. For further information apply to

HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 38, E. R., New York.
dtt

»P22_

LIRE

HAIL

TO

Halifax Nova Scotia,
With connection, to Prince Etlwnrd I*.

Innd, Cape

Breton nnd St.

John.,

IV. F.

Tito Steamship FALMOUTH,
Capt. W. A. Colby, will leave
Portland every Saturday at 5.30

P. M., for HALIFAX, direct,
making connections with the Intercolonial Railway, for Windsor, Truro, New Glasgow and Pictou, aiid steamers fot Prince Edward
Island; also at New Glasgow, N. S., with Lindsey’s
Stages for Cape Breton, and at Halifax with steamer
for St. Johns, N. F.
RETURNING will leave Halifax on TUESDAYS, at 4.00 P. M-.
No freight received after 10 A. M. on day of sail-

ing.
For further informatfon apply to J. B. COYLE
Jr., Franklin Wharf.
oct28dtf
JOHN PORTEOUS. Agent.

BANGOR

PORTLAND,

Steamboat
SUMMER

Two

&

MACHIAS

Comuanv.

ARRANGEMENT.

Trips

HIRAM.
Mt. Cutler Houae,—Hiram Baaton, Frol

prietor.

LEWISTON.
DrWitt Houae, Waterhonae & Mellen
Proprietor".
LIMERICK.
Limrrick Honae, Chaa. H. Hill, Proprietor.

LITTLE T ON, N. H.

Thnyera Hotel,

II. L.

Thayer, Proprietor.

MACHIAS.
Eaatern Hotel.—E. F:. Stoddard, Prop.
MECHANIC FALLS.
Cnion Hotel, P. B’ Cobb, Proprietor.
MOCNT DESERT.

Rocknway Houae,

T. L.

Roberta, Prop.

NORTH WINDHAM.
Nrmaakrt House, W. W. Stanley, Proprietor.

NORWAY.

DIRECT1

per Week.

The Steamer LEWISTON,
Capt. Chas. Deering, will

leave Railroad Wharf toot off
State St., every STurnday

and Friday Evening, at
lO o’ctock, or on arrival ot Express Train from
Boston, commencing May li)tb, 187 4.
For Rockland, Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, So.
West Harbor (Alt. Desert), Alillbridge, Jonestort and

Maehiasport.
Returning, will leave Maehiasport every Monday
and Thxrsday morning at 5
o’clock,touching as above,
arriving in Portland same night, usually connecting
with Pullman Train, and
early morning Trains for
Boston.
The Lewiston will touch at Bar Harbor, Mt. Desert,) each trip from June lUili to Sept. 18tb in addition to her usual landing at Sb. W. Harbor, during
which time the Lewiston will leave Maehiasport at
4,30, instead of 5 A. AI.

Brill’s Hotel, O. H. Green, Prop.
Elm Houae, Mnin St. W. W. Whitaaarak

Proprietor.

NAPLES
Nathan Ckureb A Sona, Pro-

Elm Honae,
prietors.

Daniorth

NORRIDGEWOCK.
Houae, D. Dnnforth. Proprieto
NORTH ANSON.
Browul Hilton, Propri-

Somerset Hotel.
etors.

OLD

ORCHARD REACH.
B’ N«wy. Proprietor.
House, E. C. Staples, Propri-

SrtlT *?*“W
Old Orchard
etor.

WORTH STRATFORD N. II.
Vlillard Houae, C S. Railry A Co. Proprietors.

PORTLAND.
Adams House, Temple St. Charles Adams

Proprietor.

Albion House, 117 FederalSt.J.Q Perry"

Proprietor.
Amencnn

Honae. India St. J. H. Dodge,

Proprietor.

Hotel, Cor. Congren* and Green Ml.
J. K. Martin, Proprietor.
Falmouth Hotel, P. ii. U heeler, Pronrietor.

Preble Hoiimo. Congres* Mt. Gibson ftCo.,

Proprietor*.
Julian Hotel,

Ml.

Cor. Middle and Pinna
Mu. (J. E. Ward, Proprietor.
1J. M. Hotel, Junrtioa of 4'ongrennand Fed*
eral Him. E. Cram A Co., Propraetor.
Walker House, Opp. Ho*tou Depot, Geo
ll-i.il/lioan .If
I'rmiriolar

Com move in I House—E. O.
1'iopi ielor».

Sanborn A Co.’*

PEAK’* INLAND.
llon.r- W. T. Jour..
Proprietor.

Union

1
PARKHILL.
Hubbard Uotrl, n. Hubbard, Proprirto

PITTSFIELD.
The Steamer CITY OF RICHMOND, Capt. C. Kil
BY, will leave Railroad Wharf every lflonduy
WediieNilny anil Friday Evening*, nt 10
•’clock, or on arrival of ExprcsaTrain from Boston.
For Bangor, touching at Rockland, Camden, Belfast. Searsport, Sandy Point, BueKsport, Winterport
and Hamisleu.
Returning, will leave Bangor every Monday, Wednesday and Friday mornings, at G o’clock, touching
at the above named landings,
arriving in Portland at
5 o’clock p.

m.

PoJrdanU|',her 1,articulars

at

CYRUS

Summer Arrangement. June 1, 1874.

:uwuuiiy JIHICU

Steamer City of Portland,
Capt. S. H. Pike, and the Steamer
•New Brunswick, Capt. E. B. Win'Chester, will leave Railroad Wharf,
foot ot State St., every MONDAY and THURSDAY
at 6 P. M., for Eastport amt St. John.
Returning will leave St. Jolm and Eastport on the

Monday

__

anci

the

J_>.

run

morning.
t Accommodation train
IFast Express.
CHARLES F. HATCH,
General Manager.
6
GEO. BACHELDER,
General Agent Eastern & M. C. R. R., Portland, Me.

^100

Si.

ARRANGEMENTS.

EASTERN & MAINE CEN-

S.

and

House, Court. St. W. 9. At A. Young,

Proprietor*.

etor.

IVUliam Laxcrtnce,” Capt. F. M. Howes.
William. Crane,” Capt. Solomon Howes.
“George Appold,” Cant. Winslow Loveland,
“Black-stone,” Capt. Geo. H. Hallett.
John Hopkins,” Capt. W. A. Hallett
Freight forwarded trom Norfolk to Washington
Steamer Lady ot the Lake.
Freight forwarded from Not folk to Petersburg and
Richmond, by river or rail: and by the Va. & Turn.
Air Line to all points in Virginia, Tennessee, Ala-

WILLIAM H. TURNER, Superintendent.

,S/.

of Steamers t

Running between

Windsor and nalifsi.

-at 7.30 A. M., and 1.30 1*. M.. making
direct connection at Rochester with trains for Boston,
over Boston # Maine and Eastern Railroads.
Also
connect at Rochester with Dover and Winnipiseogee
Railroad for Alton Bay, and with Portsmouth, Great

__

AlT BURN
Elm

SPRING

runs

Alfred Heme, R. H. Coding) Proprietor.

PHILADELPHIA.

FALL

Passenger trains leave Portland
■^^5ior Rochester ami intermediate stat ions

DIRECTORY,
ALFRED.

AND

—

Steamships

CHANGE OF TD1E.

TyT?-*wigfltn^qf|an(i
r?ff

HOTEL

Embracing the leading Hotel* tn the State, at wkicb.
Daily Tress may always be found.

PORTLAND

06DEKSBURQ R. R.

&

HOTELS.

the

I

Household.

PltlCl/PEE BOTTLE,

print.

WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.

aj>25il3in 40 1.1JEXCUANGE STREET

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

.

arrests decay of vital forces, exhaustion ofthe
lervous system, restores vigor to the
debilitated,
Realises vitiated blood, removes vesicle obstructions
md acts directly on the Liver and Spleen. Price *1
JOHN
bottle.
y. KELLOGG,New York, juJt!w
t

a

WAKEHOCSe,

a" k'™l» <’f
Pdmae'm'1"l2tOTmlsa,lAdv.^,l|J5'|,ea".‘l
naier in the United States
4t PuWl8“eri>
amEdasaTpubBsh!!^
lowest prices. Semi for estimates.

Returning leave INDIA WHARF, Boston, sam<
days at 7 P. M. Fare
Through Tickets to New York via the varinu,

CHARLES F. HATCH,

J U R U B E B A

rears

Offices!

"-■^(Sundays excepted,)

The UigheHt Meditnl
Anthoritien of
Europe say the strongest Tonic, Purifier and
known
to
the
medical
Oeobstruent
world is

AGENTS

HHst’

IOC

Arr 7 O’CLOCK i>. m:.

Passenger

HUBBARD, BK08.,
or Cin., O.
ju2d4wt

ju2

advektimino agency

NEWIPA PER ADA E RTimi !\s,j ag E N T

W. D. LITTLE & CO.,

»ft©r Monday, Sept. 15th,

an,l

'dation train to Island Pond, 7.15 A. M.

1

md Writing Paper.

jly

~~

evans!

t. c.

in Portland,

w ill run as follows:
j-S?rg!?5?gI?vajTraii»«
Mail train forGorliam andaccommo-

W ANTED-- PORTSMOUTH
500 AGENTS
to
MEN

AVOIDING ANY EXTRA CHARGES.
New and elegant Iron Steamers with magnificent
passenger accommodations. Take this route to San
Francisco and avoid the snow and cold ot the Overland Route. For Freight and Passage ami lull information apply at the Company’s office, New York,
or to the New
England Agents, C. Fj. UAIIT*
LETT & Co., Mi Broad Nt., Bo»t»u- Rufus
Hatch, Vice Pres, and Managing Director. Agents

AGENT.

Contracts for Advertisements in all Newspapers of
all cities and towns of the United
States, Canadas
and British Provinces.
Office No. 6 Tremont Street, Boston.

__

fvr"’'*?

train

particulars, address
jither Pliila., Boston

clude SLEEPING ACCOM MODA*
TIONS, AND MEALS THEREBY

TRAINS,

OF

AKKAilVftiJItiNT,

............

Proposals and printed circulars,showing the
estimated quantities required at eaeh post. and giving full instructions as to the manner of bidding and
terms of contract and payment, can be obtained by
psrsonal or written application to the Quartermas-

Any

promptly.

Carbolic

ATRIEBAND 8 U K E REMEDY
Sold by Druggists,
myl9t4w

Assignee's Sale.

Market Square,

PORTLAND, ME.

Wells’

11 Broad Street,

W. WHIPPLE & i O.,

W.

ALTERATION
HIIVILK

A.

For
AND ALL THROAT DISEASES,

J. II* WORK, Agent,

Proposals

conceded to be all that is claimed

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.

COHinBNCINGJCIVE J, 1874.

PUT UP ONLY IN BLUE BOXES.

PURE WHITE LEAD
lead is
AFTER
for
and is

At New Castle for Bristol and Pemaquid, daily.
Freight Trains daily and freight taken at ,ow ratesl
jv29dtfC. A. COOMBS. Sup’t.

The NewFLORENCE

Heavy Hardware and Railroad Supplies.

dim

use, this

and Liberty daily.

Supreme Court of the United Mtaten
in tavor of the FLORENCE, which alone has
Broken the Mouopoly of High Prices.

Manufacturers of

From June 16 to October 1, 1874.

practical

At Tliomaston tor St. George daily.
At Warren for Union, daily.
At Warren for Jefferson and Wlntefleld, Mondays
Wednesdays and Fridays.
At Waldoboro* for North Waldoboro’,
Washington

daily.

of (he

FLORENCE SEWING MACHINE CO.
against the Singer, Wheeler & Wilson,
and Grover & Baker Companies, involving over

LEWIgOUTEB dr PHILLIPS

A

Long-contested Muit

WRINGER

in

Stages connect at Rockland, for Camden, Lincoln
ville, Northport, Sontb Tliomaston and St. George,
daily. At Rockland for Union, Appleton and Washington, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.

ness

WILL BE OPEN FOB GUESTS

NEW BRITAIN

P. M.

FOR THE

GLEN HOUSE, N. H.

wheels will be

<t«*riptiou

Best Sabbath School
Song Book.
35 cts.

4wt

THE “PROVIDENCE” CLOTHES

PRICE

atulress
JOHN A. EASTON.
East Cambridge, Mass.

I °“

4SI
uiyiy

~~

,A_gents't

myl3

RIVER OF LIFE.

HORACE WATERS A MON,
Broadway, New York, Rox .*1507.

Use

MONTHLY BATES.

Children have Catarrh

DRUGGISTS,

Father Kemp’s Old Folks Tunes,
40 cents. Much enlarged. Sung everywhere.

PIANOS

COUGHS, COLHS, HOARSENESS,

stomach.

FOR SALE BY ALL

CANTATA OP EDT1IKR Dramatized. 50
cents. Immensely popular.

Scale

Passage Rates: Cabin $>100,
Steerage $oO- These rates in-

ami Rockland.
Steamers leave Rockland for all points on the Penobscot river, Macliias, Mount Desert Viual Haven,
Hurricane and Dix Islands.
Leave Maine Central Depot, at 7.0 A. M., and 1.00

LOGUES MAILED.

School

Best Sabbath

New

hare grem power and a fine wincing' tone.
with all modern improvement*, and are the
REM r PIANOM MADE. These Organs
a,nd Pinnow are warranted
for 6 year*.
PRICEM EXTREMELY LOW for cawh
or part enwh and balance in monthly o7'quarterly payment*. Meco td baud iiiNtruin ntw
taken in exchange. AGENTS WANTED
in every County in the U. M. and Cniinda. A
liberal di*count to Teachers, Ministers, Churches, Schools, Lodges, etc. ILLUSTRATED CATA-

lery.

NO. 17 MARKET STREET.
A

now

caused by sourness or acidity of the stomach or bowels. Its action as a laxative for children is
superior
to any
re<luirimr no persuasion to
induce them to take it .and is
adapted to
females during pr_gD.«ney.
a sure prevention
against tlie iood of infants souring o» the

35 cts.

Organs

Vs the ONLY machine that

SCARBORO BEACH,

SNUFF

NOISES IN THE HEAD,

and

WATERS’

Song Book.

KIRKWOOD HOUSE

Will Cure

HEADACHES

REED ORGANS, PIANO AND VIOLIN.

tf

heartburn,
SOUR STOMACH,

dtl

Clarke’s Dollar Iastrnctors for

BEACH,

__Ju3*

fe23

GERMAN

Waters’ Concerto

the most beautiful in style and perfect in
looe ever made. The CONCERTO STOP
is the bent ever placed iu any Organ. 1/ is
produced by an extra net of reed*, peculiarly
voiced, the EFFECT of which is MOMT
C H A RMI NO and MO C L-MTIR RING,tt>Mte
its IMITATION of the HUMAN VOICE is
MUFERB. Terms liberal.
are

HAUL,.

Useful, and Very Popular

RIVER OF LIFE.

Old Orchard, Me.

in UNIQUE FRENCH CASES, are amont,
the best made, and combine PURI TV of
VOICING with great volume a/*tone. Multable for PARLOR, CHURCH, or MUSIC

MUSICJJOOKS.
Attractive,

my26d&w3w*

by the day at very

WATERS’ Philharmonic Vesper
& Orchestral ORGANS

Low Priced

Providence Tool

HOUSE,

This well known and popular Hotel having been thoroughly repaired during the
past winter will be opened for the season on
SATURDAY, Juue 6, 1874.
J. P. CH& MBERLAIN, Prop’r.

Hundreds of testimonials might be produced,
showing the wonderful cure as performed upon the
eyes by using the German Smith but one trial alone
is needed to convince the most doubtful of its merits

relieves

DYSPEPSIA,

ap22__

building purposes, also
Cement Pipe for Chim-

&c.
Cottages built by contract or
short notice. Call on or address
F. A. PLAISTED,

I'. H.

HEADACHE,

hand simply ior troubles of this nature.

Ip and certainly

W. W. WHIPPLE & CO.,
31 Mnrkee Square, Portland.

ON THE EUROPEAN PLAN.
SEASON OF 1874.

ample experience

And because, in nine
have their crigin in a

Indorsed and prescribed by all flic leading physicians throughout the country as the greatest Antacid
vet presented to the medical public. £ It immediate-

St, New York.

PACKAGED:
WOOD Pails, 12$, 25 and 50 lbs. each.
KEGS, 25, 50 ami 100 Bh. each.
CASKS, about 200, 300 and 600 lbs. each.
CASES, containing four 251b. TIN PaILS.
12$ lb. Wood and 25 ft. Tin Pails $c in advance.

HOTELS.

Bartial Deafness,

GOAL) AND WOOD.
S. SHURTLEFF,
±>. S. WARREJf.

Milk of

182 Front

ear.

Ju21deowlYT

and

mylSdlm

Street,

L. HOOPER, Cor. York Sc Maple
Street*.

now

No. 163 Commercial St.,
intend to keep on hand a full supply ot the best
giades of

JOHN JEWETT & SONS,

my30

Caused

SHURTLEFF & CO
have formed

Street.

W. & C. R. MILLIKEN\ Propr’s.

Will Cure
«p2

This is the ONL¥ QUALITY of White
Lead that we hare made for (he
last sixteen years.

&c.,

S. K. NILES,
ADVERTISING

Great Reduction in Freight nod Passage
Bate always Lower than by any
other Houle. Comfort. Safety
and Economy Combined*

Waldoboro,

THE

now

DROPPING IN THE THROAT.

full supply of the best

JaSdly

Street.

This favorably known and popular seaside resort is
open for tbe reception of Guests for the season
of 1874.
OTIS RAT ER & SON.
2w

Will Cure

Is

and intend to keep

ore

Stair Builder.

Heaviness in the Head,

No. 160 Commercial Street,
HEAD OF UNION WHARF,

Doors, Sash, Blinds, Nails,
neys,

Steamship Company

TO CALIFORNIA,

Diree rail route to Wiscasset, New

Daman scotta,
^?^?r?r??..“.uy'astle,
am:^Wurren and Rockland.

ii

furnish at short notice

or can

Sign and Awning Hanging.

CAPE

So common to people, who at times find it so very
troublesome that they are unfit for all business purposes ; in reality it is caused by an excess of mucous,
which can be removed.;

_i_.

LUMBER YARD.

J. N. McCOY A CO., 38 Sprin„ Street.

SNUFF

Will Cure

the business of

and have taken the stand formerly occupied by

Planer,

ON HAND
all kinds of Luml>er for
I HAVE

Rockawav House,

complaint.

GERMAN

of

Coal and Wood Dealers

Roll stone

Street.___

Will Cure

Who is free from them in this, our changing climate.
A few applications and you are freed from this com-

copartnership for the carrying

Planer, ond

excelsior

one

a

JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 93 Exchange

Mineral water and baths. Pure air.

save

41...

OLD ORCHARD CAMP-GROUND

and

RHODE ISLAND.

Raider’s GERMAN SNUFF,

..c

Real Estate Agents.

Matcher,

SOLD BY

Years ago Professor Rader, a renowned German
Chemist, devoted his entire attention to the study of
this singular complaint; after years of research he
was at length rewarded, and presented to the world

a

bidder resides.
The Department reserves the
right to reject any or
all bids if it be deemed for the interest of the gov-

JAMES MlLLEBt Mo. 91 Federal Street.

J. W. Sc
Sc V iiion Still.

Understand Catarrh.

monthly,

ernment to do so. Every bid must he made on the
printed form to be obtained at this office, and must
conform in every respect to the requirements of this
advertisement, or it will not be considered.
Proposals will not be received from parties who are
not themselves engaged iu the
manufacture of
Wrought or Cast-iron work, and who have not the
necessary facilities for getting out the work.
Proposals will be enclosed in a sealed envelope,
endorsed “Bid for Iron Work,” and addressed to
E. It. SPEAR, Superintendent,
d3w
may 25

Silver and Plated Ware.
ABNER LOWELL, 133 Middle

Al BAD COLD.

DYER

nase" J.ever

large stock of second-hand Shaftiug, Hangers,
mc25d3m
Pulleys, Belting, &c., &e.

C.

COPARTNERSHIP.
Notice.

one zna liana

Pattern and Model Maker.

my!9_

Copartnership

sale,

J. T. BARBOUR. 250 Fore Street, Car. al
Cron. Porilana.

8. YOUNG. No. 103 l

TO CURE CATARRH,

by the Superintendent and the progress of the work.
Payments will be made
deducting ten
per cent um until the final completion of the contract.
All bids must bo accompanied by a penal bond of
two responsible persons in the sum of Two Thousand Dollars, (#2,000.) that the bidder will accept
and perform the contract if awarded him, the sufficiency of the security to be certified by the United
States Judge, Clerk of the United States Court, or
♦ l...

w e also nave tor

Set Circular Saw Mill, with 30 horse power Portable
Engine,Shafting, Belting, Saw and fixtures complete
and in perfect order.
One surface Planer with

Roofers.

Raeder’s GERMAN SNUFF

petitions for Sewers to be
this city during the present Municipal
That all

Drills, aad all kinds ot Wood
& Iron Working machinery

Plumbers.

(City

limits.

Manufacturers & Dealers in Portable & Stationary

KEITH.

Photographers.

Treasurer and Collector.

CITY OF PORTLAND.

the aggregate.
The whole of the Rolled Beams and Cast-iron Columns of First Story and the Beams of Second Floor
must be delivered and set in position within two
mouths from date of acceptance of proposal, and
the whole w©rk must be completed within four
months from the date of acceptance, or as required

A. S. DAVIS & CO.. No. SO Middle Street.
J. H. LAMSON, 133 Middle St.,car. Cron.

hereby given

ju3dt20

A.

Masons and Builders.

But they have obtained no relief, and why ? Because
in t he first place the remedies given them were worth'
less, and in the second place

to parties owning real estate on which the taxes for the year 1873 remain
unpaid, that the time required by the Statute previous to the advertisement lor sale having expired,
such estates will be advertised for sale, unless such
taxes are paid previous to June 20,1874.
H. W. HERSEY,

CO., 130 Middle St.

A. MERB1

N E. REDLON, 333 1-3 Confren St.

CITY OF PORTLAND.

NOTICE

order.

J. R. DURAN A CO.. 171 Middle nnd
116 Federal Street*

]
(Commissioners.

is

First and Second Floors, the Cast-iron Columns of
First Story, and the Staircase, all as exhibited on the
Drawings, described in the Specifications or called
for in the Schedule.
Copies of the Drawings, Specifications, and Schedule may be bad on application at this office.
All scaffolding required by the contractors to pnt
the work in place will be furnished by the Government free of charge, but will be erected by the contractors.
Proposals will be made by the piece, lineal foot, or
weight, for the various items of work, as called for
in the Schedule. The work will not be subdivided
among different bidders, but will be considered in

Hair Goods and Toilet Articles.
J. F. (SHERRY, No. 9 Clapp’. Block
Congress Street, opposite Old City Hull*

~

TAXES.

SEALED

Up-

Street.

Furniture and Upholstering.
DAVID W. DEANE, No. 89 Federal St.
AH kind, of IJphol* rriugand Repairing

W. S. DANA.

the foregoing petiWEDNESDAY, June lOih, 1874, at
hearing

holstering

PROPOSALS will be received at the
Office of the Superintendent until 12 M of the
13th day of June, 1874, for furnishing, delivering,
fitting, and putting in place the Wrought and Castiron Work, comprising the Rolled-iron Beams of

dope to order.

J. A. MERRILL &

Gents.—T would request permission, as one of the
owners of “Merrill’s Wharf,” to extend said wharf on
the southwesterly side, commencing at the present
lino of solid wharf and continuing about one hundred and fifty feet southeasterly.

a

St., Boston,

& LINCOLN RAILROAD.

AGENCIES.

No change of cars between Portland

lor Wrought and CastIron Work for tlic United Stales
Custom-House and Post Office,
Kockland, Maine.
U. S. Custom House and Post Office, )
(
Kockland, Maine,
Office of Superintendent, May 22, 1874. )

Mass.

Watches, Jewelry, and Silver Ware.

To flic Harbor Commissioners oi
Portland Harbor.
Portland, May 29, 1874.

Respectfully yours,

31 & 33 Haverill

29,

OTHEKfl,

Pacific Mail

■

Proposals

CO.,

Will soon convince you of its wonderful merits in j
curing this vile disorder; a disease which,when seat- i
Horse Shoeing and Carriage repairing
ed, produces Consumption, from which there is no Rone the cheapest and best by S. YOUNG,
escape; one little box ol the German Snuff will cure
at
No. 102 Fore St.
your Catarrh, and then the foul matter will disapear
from your throat, and you will again breathe withJewelry and Fine Watches.
out trouble; in fact you will he cured, and then and
not till then, will you look like the following:
ABNER LOWELL, 155 Middle Street.

fress

ORDERED, That

Exchange Street.
U. F. HOYT, No. 11 Preble

& WOOL OILS,

.Portland, me,

erel Streets.
HOOPER Sc EATON, Old Post Office^,

done

City Clerk’s Office, June 8, 1874.
at this Office, a copy of the Revised
Ordinances of this city of 1855. Any person
having a copy can find a purchaser at this Office.
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.

S. L. HOLT &

ALL

1 Ills is the only inside route Avoid]
ing Point Judith.

KNOX

mar2-6m

order.

to

Furniture and House Furnishing Goods.
BENJ. ADAMS, cor. Exchange and Fed-

IN

BKAIEB

ILLUMINATING, LUBRICATING

Furniture—W holesale and Retail.

faint-flushM East;

and

MANUFACTURER OF VARNISHES AND JAPANS

Office 20S Fore Street,

WALTER COREY A CO., Arcade, No.
18 Free 8treet.
GEORGE A. WHITNEY, No. 5« Exchange St. Uphdlstering of all kinds

FULLER,

P.

AND

FOSTER’S Rye House, 24 Union Street.*

yellow heathers—
sight a royal feast.

Board of Mayor

A (JO.

Dye-House.

Wave your plumes and odors sprinkle
With your dews upon the air;
Bright the stars though million twinkle;
Many lhacs—and yet fair.

In

Japans.

WHITNEY & MEANS, Pearl Street, opposite Park.

toss your feathers,

as tne
as the

and

Oils.

Carpenters and Builders.

God be thanked for all His treasure
Coined in golden buttercup*,
Whence I drank deep draughts of pleasure—
And the bee his honey sups.
Purple

J. PERKINS manufacturer of plain
fancy Candle*, 287 Congress 8t,
Portland Hie.

L.

OF

YORK.

Seamboat Express trains leaves Boston from Boston & Providence R. R. Denot daily, except Sunday
at 5.30 P. M. connecting at Stonington with the entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Mondav, Wednesday and Friday, and with the elegant and popular Steamer Stonington every Tuesday,
Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New York nlwayn iii advance of all other lines. Baggage
checked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Boston & Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams 22 Exchange St., and W. D. Little & Co., 49} Exchange St.
L. W. FLLK1NS.
D. S. BABCOCK.
Gen. Pasenger Ag’t. New York.
President.
dlv

Varnishes

Wool

NKW

FOR
AHEAD

and

Confectionery.

praise;

For the beauty of profusion—
For the sward with daisies prankt,
If it be a fond delusion—
For the glamor God be thaukt.

Plenty

Book Binders,
WM. A. QUINCY, Room II, Printer’s
Exchange, No. ill Exchange HU.
SMALL Sc SHACKFORD, No. 35 Plant
Street.

Out upon the heartless fashion,
That coins beauty but from gold,
Sweeter, truer lar, the passionpoets in their songs have told.

So, my lilacs,

Booksellers and Stationers.
HOYT, FOCSO & BREED, No.VI Middle

stomiugtoiTliSe!

1832.

W. c COR B, No., as and 30 P.arl Street.
Cu.t.m

CATARRH!!

_STEAMERS.

RAILROADS.

MISCELLANEOUS.
_

__

Portland, May STURDIVANT,
1871.

Railroad Wharf.

General Agent,

rnyliitf

ALLAN_LINE
SUMMER

Shortest

SERVICE.

Ocean

First-class Weekly mail steamof this line sail from Quebec
every Sinturdny Morning,
for Liverpool, touching at
Derry.

First-class fortnightly mail steamers of this line
sail from Halifax every other Tuesday, commencing May -, for Liverpool, touching at

Qiieeiatowu,
The Glasgow V.iue of steamers sail from
Quebec every Thursday for Glasgow direct.
Passage—thirst-class—$50 to $ mo gold, or its equivalent, according to accommodation. Third-class $30
U. S. currency.

Passengers booked to and from all parts of England, Ireland, Norway, Sweden, Denmark and Ger-

many.

Return Tickets issued at reduced
rates.
Apply to el. L. FARMER, General Agent
for New England, No. 3 India street, Port lam 1, Me.
fiTF Ni«ht sterling f’kecka inaurd for ffft
nud Upwards.
mytfdtf

Prepaid and

Biirdm

PHILLIPR.
Hou.c, Adrim. A-

Proprir-

Kobbin.on,

NACUAKAPPA.
Central House— Alvin Allen, l'ropricio
NKOIVHEOA1V.
Turner llouiie, W.
lte»elion, 1'ropri-

efor.
Elm House. 71. II.

Ilil'on. l'ropricio

TINAL HAVEN, I.ANE’M ISLAND.
Offnu Home, F. N. Cane, Proprietor.

WILTON.
Wilton

llou.r, ,V II. Ciron. Pr.pricf r.

BLACK DIAMOND.
,™s beautiful awl note,! young Stallion

Voyage.

ers

__•

*i*or»T ■•"U'-TIfUlifrA Calc,

/r7T1CN.Vvi

make the present

the sub*
Black
he
bv Old Drew from a Messenger mare. Black Diamond has trotted a three in five race
during the last
year, winning with ease and making his best mile in
2.51 without fitting. He is eight years
old, sixteen
hands high, weighs eleven hundred pounds, of black
brown color and has fine natural trotting action.
Terms—To warrant $25.
WM. II. WARREN.
Cornish, April 13. 1874.
apl5eod3m
season at

stable In Cornish Village,
(nTTA,Am'seriber’s
Diamond was sired

by Penobscot Boy;

—■ *

A NEW

IDEA7

want a
men of good address to solicit orfinest work published; cuntains
1800 engravings.
Will give employment for two
Dram
years; paying
$ 120 to$240 a month. Address
l)Olf«LAN Ac 71Y E It N,
mmediately,
37 Job’ll Wired, New lorlt.
lm*
*ny!3

WE ders tor few
the

